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SCOPE OF THE PRESENT STUDV 

The aim of the work, presented in this thesis, is to determine energy 
spectra of neutrons produced b~a-particle bombardment of thick targets 
containing light elements. These spectra. are required for nuclear waste 
management (see chapter I, section 1.1). Thick target (a,nl yields for 
several relevant materials appeared recently in the literature (see sec
tion 1.2). The resultspresented in this study not only provide y1elds 
but - for the first time - at various a-particle energies, also the cor
responding thick target neutron energy spectra. a-particles at various 
energies were provided by a 7 MV Van de Graaff accelerator (see section 
1.3). The energy spectra of the produced neutrons were determined with 
a spectrometer based on time-of-flight and proton-recoil techniques (see 
section 1.4). 

The study was made possible with a student fellowship of the Commis
sion of the Europeán Communities at the Central Bureau for Nuclear 
Measurements (Euratom) at Geel (Belgium). This institute is one of the 
four establishments of the Joint Research Centre (DG XII) of the European 
Communities. The programma of the Central Bureau for Nuclear Measurements 
consists of two main projects: 

Measurements of nuclear data mainly for fission reactors and fusion 
research by means of the accelerators available at the establishment, 
which are a 150 MeV linear electron accelerator, a 3.7 MV and a 7 MV 
Van de Graaff accelerator. 

- Development of nuclear reference materials and techniques, which are 
indispensable to the nuclear industry and safeguards. 
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A general introduction to the work, presented in this thesis, is 
given in chapter 1. Chapter 2 contains the set-up of the neutron spectro
meter. Special attention is paid to the separation of the r-background, 
which is inevitably present in neutron experiments. The calibration of 
the spectrometer, discussed in chapter 3, was a considerable part of the 
work. Absolute efficiencies were determined at various neutron energies, 
using monoenergetic neutrons produced with the Van de Graaff accelerator 
in pulsed mode., The additional calibration of the neutron spectrometer 
as proton-recoil s'pectrometer was carried out primari ly for future appli
cations in measurements where no pulsed neutron souree is available or 
the neutron flux density is too low. The basis for an accurate uncertain
ty analysis is made by the determination of the covariance matrix for the 
uncertainties in the efficiencies. The determination of the neutron 
energy spectra from time-of-flight and from proton-recoil measurements 
is described in chapter 4. A comparison óf the results obtained from 
the two different types of measurements is made. The experimental1y 
determined spectra were compared with spectra calculated from stopping 
powers and theoretically determined cross sections. These cross sections 
were calculated from optical model parameters and level parameters using 
the Hauser-Feshbach formalism. Chapter 5 comprises the experimental 
results obtained from time-of-flight experiments. Measurements were 
carried out on thick targets of. silicon, aluminium, magnesium, carbon, 
boron nitride,. calcium fluoride, aluminium oxide, silicon oxide and 
uranium oxide at four different a-partiele energies. Results obtained 
from proton-reeoil experiments and from ealeulations are shown for some 
typical cases. Concluding remarks are given in ehapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

T/t,U, ehapteJt o!dLi.n.u the. ne.edl. 6O!'t ne.u.tIr.on e.rteJtgy /'pe.c;tlta pltoduc.ed 

by a-bombaJu:tment 06 Ught ei.e.ment6 in thiek taAgd4, at, oJÜg-butting 6ltom 

n.ue.lelvt wcu.te manage.ment. Sut!h /'pec.tM. WeJte nat óound 11'1 the open .uteJta

tuJte. HoweveJt, ln6oJttna.t.i.on at, l4 avail.abte. in the. .uteJta.tuJte. a.bout tlzJ.d. 
ta.J/.ge:t (a, 1'1) yleicl4 L6 /'ummal!A.ze.d. Some. 1tema.ttk.4 Me. mde. w.Uh ItUpe.et to 
the. Van de. GJtaa.á il ac.eei.eJta.tolt and to ne.u.Vr.on /, pe.etJtome:tJty • 

- 1.1 ~~_~e~fifif_r~m~r~~_~~Q~~_n~fl~~r_~~~~ 
- ~ 

The nuclear fuel cycle consists of an entire range of processes, 
from ore mining up to the disposal of nuclear waste. During many years 
waste disposal was considered to be of minor importance when compared to 
the other aspects of the nuclear fuel cycle. However, in the last few 
years. the nuclea.r waste problem has gained much attention from the side 
of the nuclear industry as well as from opponents to the use of nuclear 
energy. A substantial body of evidence has been accumulated pointing to 
the technical feasibility and the comparative safety of the storage of 
waste in deep, stable geological formations [Wea 76)fCoh 77][Gir 80]. 
Hamstra and Verleerle [Ham 79] [Kue 80] state that the salt formations in 
the north-east of the Netherlands, which have been free of ground water 
for at least 200 million years, are useful for the storage of waste over 
long periods. 

A typical light-water reactor produces, per GW(e)'year, approximately 
1100 leg fission products and 300 leg actinides (apart from isotopes of 
uranium) [Har 77]. In the order of 90 % of the actinides consist of vari
ous isotopes of plutonium. In a chemic~l-reprocessing plant the uranium 
and plutonium may be removed from the SpeRt -fuel and can be reused. The 
remaining actinides, mainly isotopes of neptunium, americium and curium 
and the amounts left over of uranium and plutonium, together with the 
fission products, are regarded as high active nuclear waste. Due to the 
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short half life of most fission products. the activity of the waste af ter 
a few hundreds of years is mainly determined by the actinides. The iso
topes of the actinides decay by spontaneous fission. resulting in the 
emission of neutrons. or bya-emission. Most emitteda-particles have 
energies in the range from 4 to 6 MeV and can produce neutrons via (a.n) 
reactions in surrounding material. The possibility to produce neutrons 
is especially large. if the actinides come in contact with light elements. 
which have low thresholds and low Coulomb-barriers for these reactions. 

The high~active nuclear waste is planned to be solidified by vitrifi
cation and encapsulated in metal canisters before being stored in its final 
burial place. The glasses used in the vitrification process consist of 
mixtures of various oxides. e.g. borosilicate glass [Men 80]. Elements of 
special interest are oxygen. silicon. boron and aluminium. The physical 
properties of glass (e.g. stability to very large radiation doses. possi
bility to accommodate a wide range of chemical elements, sufficient thermal 
stability) justify its use for the immobilization of the waste. 

It is evident that the a-emitters in the high active nuclear waste 
have contact with light elements during the reprocessing. transportation 
and storage of the waste. The contribution of neutrons from (a.n) reac
tions to the neutron source strength in nuclear waste is estimated to be 
in the order of magnitude of 10 % - 30 % [Kus 78][ Hag 77]. The energies 
of these neutrons can be higher than the mean energy of fission neutrons. 
This neutron source strength can imply extra requirements with respect to 
the shielding. For this reason. yields and neutron energy spectra result
ing from a-bombardment of light elements in thick targets are especially
important. We have measured such spectra at four different a-particle 
energies. These data are also of interest for the estimation of the 
neutron flux density level af ter reactor shut-down. when oxide- or carbide 
fuels are used. Requests for data were made in the World Request List 
for Nuclear Data [Wor 81] in the a-particle energy range· from threshold 
to 7 MeV. 

Neutron yields, Y{Ea}' resulting from bombardment of thick targets 
with a-particles of energy Ea can be calculated from available (a,n) cross 
sections, uIEa}' in combination with linear stopping powers, dEa/dxIEa} ' Of 
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the a-partieles in the target material using the relation: 

1 - 1 

where p is the atomie density. Liskien and Paulsen [Lis 77][Lis 78] 
reported results from ealeulations for the elements Li, Be, B, C, N, 0, F, 
Ne, Mg, Al and Si and for the uranium eompounds UC, U02 and lIF6 in the 
a-partiele energy range from threshold to 7 MeV. A typical uncertainty of 
30 % was deduced from the uncertainties in the cross sections and linear 
stopping powers. 

Experimentally, thick target (a,n) yields were determined with 4w 
flat response moderator dètectors, where the target is placed in the center 
of the moderator and the a-particles are produced by Van de Graaff accelera
tors. Bair and Gomez del Campo [Bai 79] reported results from measurements 
on thick targets of 6Li , 7Li , Li, Be, lOB, 11B, B, ZnF2, PbF2' Mg, Al, Si 
and 28Si02 for a-particle energies in the range from 3 to 9 MeV with a typi
cal uncertainty of 5 %. The measurements were performed with a spherical 
graphite moderator (diameter 1.5 m) with eight SF3 counters imbedded near 
the surface [Mac 5n. In addition they reported calculated yields for the 
compounds U02 and UC. Thick target neutron yields for carbon were report
ed by Macklin and Gibbons [Mac 68] and Sair [Bai 73J. These yields were 
measured with the same detector as used for the more reeently published 
work of Bair and Gomez del Campo. West and Sherwood [Wes 78][Wes 82] 
reported results from measurements on thick targets of Be, BeO, BN, C, Mg, 
Al. Si. Fe. Zr, UC, U02 and stainless steel for a-particle energies in the 
range from 3.6 to 10 MeV with a typical uncertainty of 1.5 %. The measur
ements were performed with a cylindrical polythene moderator (diameter 
1.0 m. "length 1.0 m) with nine 3He counters at known di stances from the 
axis. Lack of information about the neutron energy spectra can cause a 
systematical uncertainty in the yield data due to the decreasing efficien
cy of the moderator detectors with increasing neutron energy, as pointed 
out by Bair and Gomez del Campo [Bai 7~. 

Data for thick target (a,n) yields obtained from the above mentioned 
calculations and experiments, which are comparable with results presented 
in this thesis, are shown in table 1.1. 
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.:table 1. 1 

Thick. ::taJtge.t (0., It J neutMn y-ie.!dl:, peJl 101 
0.- pa.l[.tLetu Jte.po4ted i.n the. Ute!Ut-

:twl.e., which Me. eom~e. wi;th JttUuUl. obW.ne.d i.n the. pJtuel'tt waM. The 

JttUuUl. 06 U6lUen and Pauûen WeJle ob.:tai.ned nJtOm c.a1.eu1a.tior/,Ó, wh..l.1e the. 

valuu pJttUe.n.ted by &:Ult and Gome.z de.t Campa (e.xeep:t 6aJt UO 2 which Welte. 

ab:tabl.ed 6JtOm ~M I a.nd by Wu:t Me. 6IWm me4óUlt.eme.n.t4. 

Eo. B C 0 F Mg Al Si BN U02 References 
(MeV) 

4.0 100. 0.37 0.13 7.9 1.0 0'.19 0.10 .040 
4.5 170. 0.42 0.24 19. 2.7 0.87 0.31 .072 [Lis 77] 
5.0 240. 0.53 0.36 39. 5.8 2.9 .11 [ lis 78} 
5.5 1.1 0.51 7.4 .15 

-' 4.0 62. 0.42 8.8 0.77 .169 .059 
4.5 106. 0.48 21.6 2.63 .802 .16 .107 [ Bai 73] 
5.0 156. 0.63 43.9 6.44 2.64 .52 .164 [ Bai 79] 
5.5 206. 1.08 77.5 12.6 6.97 1.14 .236 

4.0 0.43 0.83 .166 .040 28.8 .049 
4.5 0.50 2.93 .812 .156 42.3 .103 [Wes 82] 
5.0 0.65 7.04 2.81 .565 62.6 .157 
5.5 1.12 13.7 7.56 1.24 90.0 .221 

Stelson and McGowan [Ste 64] published results for medium-weight 
nuclei in the a-particle energy range from 5.5 to 11 MeV. These nuclei 
are not so interesting because the yields are rather low and the thresh
olds are rather high. Furthermore. several authors e.g. [Seg 44] 
[Bre 55][ Gor 62] published thick target neutron yields. where the 0.

partieles were produced by a specific a-emitter. These data are rather 
old and not very accurate. 

In addition at the University of Washington, Grant. Woodruff and 
Johnson (Gra 81] are measuring thick target (a,n) yields using a graphite 
moderator detector. Results are not yet published. 
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The 7 MV Van de Graaff accelerator (vertical model) of the Central 
Bureau for Nuclear Measurements at Geel (Belgium) [Cra 77] was used to 
carry out the work presented in this thesis. DC and pulsed beams of H+, 
D+ or He+ ions can be produced. To generate short ion bursts. the bearn 
is swept across a chopping aperture to provide pulses of 15 - 30 ns dura
tion. The time intervals between two successive pulses may be adjusted to 
400, 800 or 1600 ns. With a klystron buncher the pulses are compressed to 
a full width at half maximum at the target of about 1.5 ns. The width of 
the pulses is visualized by using charged particle scattering from a thin 
gold foil (see fig. 1.1). The flight times of the scattered charged parti
eles from the gold foil to an NE 104 plastic scintillation detector are 
measured. These flight times are converted to pulse-heights and analysed 
in a multi-channel analyser. With this equipment an optimum adjustment of 
the pulsing system of the accelerator is achieved. The terminal voltage 
can be adjusted from approximately 1 to 7 MV, with a stability of + 2 kV. 
For a De beam, the maximum current reached 35 MA and for a pulsed beam, 

BEAM 

NElD4 
PM 
HV 
TPU 
TPC 
OU 
TPHC 

Mg. 1.1 

PICK-OFF 
CYLINDER 

, PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR 
,PHOTO MULTIPLIER 
, /IIG/I VOLTAGE 
, TIME PICK-OFF UNIT 
, TIME PICK-OFF CONTROL 
, OELAV UNIT 
, TIME TO PULSE HEIGHT CONVERTER 

DISPLAY 

" .. . \ 

The. e..f.e.ctJLovU.c CÁJLCtUt tL6e.d :to v,u,uali.ze. :the. fAlidth 06 the. puh.u 06 the. 

Van de. GMa66 a.c.ce..f.e.Jta:toJt. Folt a llpe.u6.ie op:t.imum adjtL6:bne.nt the pu.t6e. 

fAlid:th ,u, llhown. 
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with a time of 800 ns between the success~ve pulses, the maximum average 
current is 3 ~A. 

Af ter acceleration of the beam particles, the beam is deflected from 
the vertical to the horizontal plane by a 90° analysing magnet. Particles 
with a charge-to-mass ratio different from the intended particles are 
removed from the beam in the analysing magnet. The analysing magnet is 
equipped with a nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) probe. The NMR-fréquency 
is taken as the indication of the energy of the accelerated charged parti
cles, following the relation: 

E' [1 + ~ I " k 
2 moc. 

2 
ÓNMR 1 - 2 

where E is the energy of the acce1erated particles, moc.2 is the rest energy 
of the acce1erated particles, 3NMR is the NMR frequency and k is a calibra
tion constant. The calibration constant is determined with an accuracy of 
about 1 %0 from reactions having very accurate1y known thresholds or 
resonances. 

At a-particle energies of 4.0, 4.5, 5.0 and 5.5 MeV energy spectra of 
neutrons produced in several thick targets were determined. The restric
tion to a-particle energies " 5.5 MeV is due to the limited magnetic field 
strength of the analysing magnet. 

Neutrons are difficult to detect because they have no charge and thus 
do not produce ionizations directly. Their detection is a1ways based on 
neutron-induced reactions. One of the mainrequirements for neutron detec
tors is a low sensitivity for 1-radiation which ;s inevitably present in 
neutron experiments. Neutron detectors which also measure the energy of 
the registered neutron are cal led neutron spectrometers. In our experiment 
on1y fast neutrons (energy ~ about 100 keV) are of concern, so on1y spectro
meters sensitive in this energy range will be discussed. 

H(n,n) 

Detection of neutrons is of ten performed using techniques based on the 
well known- scattering cross section of hydrogen (proton-rece;l techniques). 
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Widely used detectors are methane- or hydrogen-filled proportional counters, 
proton-recoi] telescopes and organic scintil1ators (liquid or plastic). In 
a proton-recol1 telescope usually protons recoiled in the forward direction 
are observed. From the energies of the protons, the energies of the inci
dent neutrons can be determined. This instrument can be used as a neutron 
spectrometer in the energy range of 1 to 20 MeV with an energy resolution 
of approximately 5 % (FWHM) [Lis 76][Czi 77]. The neutron detection effi
ciency is rather small and the sensitivity for r-radiation low. Organic 
scintil1ators. which have large detection efficiencies, are also used in 
neutron spectrometers. These scintillators show high sensitivity to r
radiation. Therefore, scintillations due to r-rays must be separated from 
scintillations due to neutrons. This can be done by analysing the pulse 
shape. From the energy spectrum of the recoil protons, which is approxi
mately rectangular for monoenergetic neutrons, the neutron energy spectrum 
can be unfolded. Organic scintillators can be used as neutron spectro
meters above about 50 keV and have energy resolutions of typically 10 % 

(FWHM) [Bro 79][ Har 79] • 

3He (n,pl 

3He counters use the reaction 3He (n,p)3H• which has areaction energy 
of 764 keV. These counters can be used as neutron spectrometers, espe
cially for neutrons with energies below approximately 2 MeV. However, at 
neutron energies higher than 1 MeV the pul ses from the 3He-recoil nuclei, 
arising from elastic scattering, become comparable with pulses due to slow 
neutrons and thus distort that' part of the spectrum. The 3He-recoils can 
be rejected using rise-time analysis. This decreases the neutron effi
ciency, which is already small. The resolution is about 3 % (FWHM) [Owe 81). 

6U (n,tl 

The reaction energy for 6Li (n,t)4He is 4.78 MeV. Widely used as neu
tron detectors are 6Li loaded glass scintillators, 6LiI (Eu) scintillators, 
gaseous ionization detectors and Li-layers sandwiched by two silicon barrier 
detectors. In principal all these types.of detectors can be used as neutron 
spectrometers. In practica, however, the last one is the most of ten used. 
The energy resolution is about 300 keV (FWHM). Above 5 MeV the use of this 
spectrometer becomes less suitable because of the high backgrounds 
caused by neutron-induced charged-particle reactions in the silicon and 
gold of the surface barrier detectors [Wes 7n. 
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7 OB (/t,a ) 

The interactions of neutrons with lOS [Car 77): 

10~ 7li + a + 2.79 MeV 
B+n~7 * 

Li +a + 2.31 MeV 

L 7li + "{ + 0.478 MeV 
\ 

are used for the detection of neutrons. Widely used are BF3-filled propor-
tional counters, ionization chambers containing BF3 or solid B deposits and 
liquid or plastic scintillators loaded with B. Also used are boron slab 
detectors in which the 478 keV "(-rays from a thick boron slab are observed 
with a NaI crystal or a Ge(li) detector. These detectors are mostly not 
employed for fast neutron spectrometry, because two reactions are possible, 
which makes the interpretatio~of the pulse-height spectra difficult. 

Time-06-6:Ugh;t hpe.dJwmWtIf 

If a pulsed neutron source is available 'and the distance to the neutron 
detector is known. the energy of the neutron can be determined from the 
flight time of the neutron from the source to the detector (time-of-flight 
technique). In principal, all fast neutron detectors mentioned above can be 
considered as potential detectors for time-of-flight experiments. The only 
extra requirement for this application isa good timing resolution [Fir 79]. 

Acüva..tW/t .ópe.dJwmWty 

Sometimes less detailed information about the neutron energy spectrum, 
in the large range from thermal to fast energies, is required. This can be 
obtained from activation spectrometry [Zij 76), where the spectrum is 
deduced from the activities of several foils of different nuclides, acti
vated by neutron interactions. This methodis especially useful in situa
tions where small detector dimensions are required [Kui 76) . 

Mu.t:t.UpheM method 

less detailed information about the neutron energy spectrum can also 
be obtained from measurements with a slow neutron detector (e.g. liI(Eu) 
crystal), placed in the center of several moderator spheres of different 
diameters [Jac 80). 'fRis method is aften used when the spectrum is 
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required at relatively low flux densities as, for example, is the case for 
health physics protection applications. 

Dne can summarize the requirements for the neutron spectrometer to be 
used for the determination of thick target (a,n) neutron energy spectra 
as follow: 
- High neutron detection efficiency in the energy range from approximately 

200 keV to 10 MeV. 
- . Low. sensitivity for -y-rays. 
- Reasonable energy resolution (5 - 10 % FWHM). 
- Good mObility of the detector. 
We have used a NE 213 liquid scintillator to build up a neutron spectro
meter which fulfils the above mentioned requirements. The spectrometer is 
almost insensitive to -y-rays due to a separatiQn of neutron and l-ray 
signals based on pulse-shape analysis. The spectrometer can be used for 
both time-of-flight and proton-recoil spectrometry ûue to a good timing 
and a good pulse-height resolution. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE SET-UP OF THE NEUTRON SPECTROMETER 

1 n .th:-U c.ha.p.ten. the netWL(Jn .ópee:t/l.ometen. r.u.ed in the pttUent woltk .u. 
de.oCJUbed. Sinc.e a.U netWLon MW!.C.e.o ah,(J e.mLt 7-JuttjI.>, a Mpa!tC!.t:ion 06 

neuiJLoft and 7-ltay .ó,{,gna1.& bcU,ed on pul!.>e-.óha.pe a.na.e.y.ó.u. .u. ne.c.e.oMlty. 

se.vVtal. pul!.>e-.óha.pe a.na1y.óe!t.Q «Ien.e ir!ve.otigated a.n.d expeMmen:t.aUy c.ompalte.d. 

FuJtthetLmMe. de.oc.M.ption!> (J6 the Zaltget al>.óemb.f.y. c.on.ó:tJw.c;ted to pen.6oltm 

the la ,nI me.al>UMmen.t4, /trLd the data. ac.quU..U.i.on .óy.ó.tem Me given. 

An NE 213 liquid scintillator (manufactured by Nuclear Enterprises Ltd) 
is utilized in the neutron spectrometer. This scintillator is chosen for 
its excellent pulse-shape discrimination properties. particularly for 
neutron counting .in the presence of 7-radiation. which appears to be supe
rior to almost all other reported scintillators [Alm 77][Win 71)[Win 72). 

A detailed description of the scintillation process is given by Birks 
[Bir 641. Sjölin [Sjo 65] and Brooks [Bra 791. The applied NE 213 scin
tillator has a diameter of 5.06 cm, a height of 5.07 cm and is encapsu
lated in an aluminium cello The ratio of hydrogen-to-carbon atoms in the 
scintillator is 1.213. 

In fig. 2.1 the scintillation pulse induced bya neutron and a 7-
quantum is shown. It is clear that the decay time of the two pulses differ. 
The integrated pul se, needed in some pulse-shape analysers, is also shown. 

The primary interaction of neutrons with the scintil1ator is elastic 
scattering on hydrogen nuclei. From collision kinematics, it Can be shown 
that the energy of the recoil proton is 

E '" E • (!(J,/,2{l 
P 11. 

2 - 1 

where En is the initial neutron energy and t'l the angle between the direc
tions of the initial neutron and the reeoil proton in the laboratory sys
tem. In a head-on collision the entire neutron energy is transferred to 
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the proton. For neutron energies less than 10 MeV, the n-p scattering 
is nearly isotropie in the center-of-mass system [Hop 71]. It can easily 
be shown that for these neutron energies the energy distribution of the 
recoil pratons praduced by monoenergetic neutrons of energy En is uniform 
from Ep = Oto Ep = En (see fig. 2.2). 
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In praetice, however, the observed proton-reeoil spectrum is not a simple 
rectangular function. Effects responsible for this difference are [Mar 60]: 
- The non-linear relation of the pulse-height as a function of the proton 

energy of the scintillator. 
- Statistical fluctuations in the scintil1ator and photomultiplier. 
- Multiple scattering. 
- Ëdge effects due to the finite size of the scintil1ator. 

The principal interactions between l-quanta and the scintillator are 
the photoelectric effect and the Compton effect. For r-ray energies below 
100 keV the photoelectric effect is dominant. The energy distribution of 
the photoelectrons shows a peak at the electron energy Ee (Ee = El - Eb' 
with Eb the binding energy of the electron). For l-ray energies greater 
than 100 keV the Compton effect is dominant. The Compton electrons have 
energies from zero to 

2 - 2 

where moc
2 is the rest energy of an electron. The pair production effect 

is not relevant for the energy range of application. 

Since the light pulses produced in the scintillator by different par
ticles exhibit different shapes (see fig. 2.l). the problem of separating 
neutron signals from the l-ray signals is reduced to one of shape discri
mination of the scintillation pulses [Gat 70}. The two common methods of 
pulse-shape discrimination are those of charge comparison ·and zero-crossing, 
first described by Srooks [Bro 59] and Roush, Wilson and Hornyak [Rou 64], 
respectively. Several laboratories developed their own pulse-shape ana
lysers based on these two methods [Ale 611 [Sia 78] [Dew 75J [Kin 69] [Mor 76J. 
Surveying the market we found five commercially available pulse-shape ana-
1 ysers , namely the CANBERRA 2160, the ELSCINT PSD-N-1, the LiNK 5010, the 
ORTEC 458 and the ORTEC 552. 

The. ELSCINT PSD-N-1, developed by Sabbah and Suhami [Sab 68) and the 
LINK 5010, developed by Adams and White [Ada 78J use the charge comparison 
method. The integrated charge of the fast component of the anode signal 
is compared with the integrated charge of the whole signal. Clearly, the 
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ratio of these two charges for a 1-quantum is larger than that for a neu
tron. The other three pulse-shape analysers use the zero-crossing method. 
The ORTEC 458 and 552 determfne the times at which the increasing slope of 
the dynode signal reaches the 10 % and 90 % value compared to the maximum 
of the signal. The time difference between these two values for a 1-quan
turn is smaller than that for a neutron. The CANBERRA 2160. developed by 
Sperr, Spieler. Maier and Evers [Spe 74] determines the time at which the 
decreasing slope of the anode signal reaches a specific value compared to 
the maximum of the signal. The time difference between this time and the 
start of the signal for a 1-quantum is smaller than that for a neutron. 
The ELSCINT-PSD-N-l can be eliminated as proper pulse-shape analyser for 
our experiments because the dynami c range (50: 1) is too smalland i t does 
not deliver an analogue output signal [Sab 681. Furthermore. a first 
experimentalinvestigation showed directly th at the ORTEC 552 gave a 
better separation of neutron and 1-ray signals than the ORTEC 458. For 
these reasons it was decided to investigate only the CANBERRA 2160, the 
LINK 5010 and the ORTEC 552 pulse-shape analysers more precisely. 

2.3.1 Electronical circuitry 

The NE 213 liquid scintillator is coupled to an RCA 8850 photomulti
plier tube (PH) which works at a voltage of 1700 V. From the PH, three 
signals are derived, namely a signal proportional to the total amount of 
light produced in the scfntil1ator (pu1se-height s1gna1), a signal pro
portional to the flight time of the detected particle (time-of-flight 
signal) and a signal proportional to the shape of the scintillator pulse 
(pulse-shape signal). Each signal is fed to a separate AOC of the NO 6660 
multi-parameter data acquisition system. If these three signals coincide 
within a time interval of 4 ~s. they are stored on magnetic tape. event by 
event. 

puûe.-he.i.ght .6.ignat 

The signal obtained at dynode 9 of the PM-tube (see fig. 2.1) is shaped by 
a preamplifier(PA), amplified in a linear amplifier (LA) and delayed in a 
delayamplifier (DA) before being fed to an analogue to digital converter 
(ADC) (see fig. 2.3). The dynamic range is 250:1. The bias is adjusted 
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to a pulse-height equal to 2/7 of the pulse-height of the 241Am y·peak 
(Ey = 60 keV) and the amplification is adjusted with a 65Zn-source 
(Ey = 1.115 MeV). 

time~o6·6tight ~!9nal 

The anode signalof the PM-tube (see fig. 2.1) is fed into a constant 
fraction discriminator (CFD) to produce a fast timing signal (see fig. 2.3). 
This signal is used as the start signal for a time to pulse-height con
verter (TPHC). The stop signal for the TPHCis derived from a time piek
off unit (TPU) via the time piek-off con trol (TPC) which senses beam pulses 
from the Van de Graaff accelerator in a piek-up cylinder. Two delay sys
tems (DGG) are used to bring the fast timing signals within a convenient 
time interval. This sequence (start from the neutron spectrometer and stop 

CANBERRA 2160 PSA 
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from the accelerator) is chosen to avoid inutile starts of the TPHC because 
the pulse rate induced in the spectrometer is about three orders of magni
tude smaller than the pulse repetition frequency of the Van de Graàff 
accelerator (6~ = 0.625 MHz or 1.25 MHz). In this way, instead of the 
flight time to of the detected particle. its complement tI = (6~11-to is 
registered. An ADC receives the output signalof the TPHC. 

pu?óe-.ûutpe .. ignal. 

Three different pulse-shape analysers (see section 2.2) were tested within 
the course of this work. each demanding different electronic circuits. 

In the CANBERRA 2160 pulse-shape analyser (PSA) the anode pulse of the 
PM-tube is used (see fig. 2.3). The fast output pulse. which has a time 
relation to the shape of the pul se. is supplied to a time analyser (TA) and 
used as a stop signal. The start signal necessary for the TA is obtained 
from the anode signal using a CFD. Again, a delay system (DGG) is used to 
bring the fast timing signals within a convenient time interval. The out
put signalof the TA,is fed to an ADC. 

The LINK 5010 pulse-shape analyser (PSA) also uses the anode signalof 
the PM-tube (see fig. 2.4). One of the three output signals. which may be 
either positive (for neutrons) or negative (for 7-quanta) contains!the 
information on the shape of the scintillation pul se. The ADC, however, 
only accepts positive signals. Therefore a positive rectangular pulse 

LINK 5010 PSA 
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generated by a pulse generator (PG) is added in a sum amplifier (SA). This 
signal is amplified in a linear amplifier (LA) anddelayed before being fed 
to a linear gate (LG). The linear gate is triggered on the initial scintil
lation pulse and selects that part of the signal containing the information 
on the shape of the scintillation. pulse andfeeds it to an ADC. 

The.ORTEC 552 pulse-shape analyser (PSA) uses the output signalof a 
delay line ampli~ier (DLA) (see fig. 2.5). In the OLA, the time informa
tion of the rising slope of the dynode signal, which is taken-as input, is 
inverted to the trailing edge of the output signal. The two output signals 
of the PSA (see section 2.2) are given to a TPHC. The time difference 
between these twosignals is related to the shape of the scintillation 
pul se. The output of the TPHC is fed to an AOC. 

ORTEC 552 PSA 

Mg. 2.5 
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2.3.2 Background determination using a shadow cone 

The fact th at fast neutrons do not lose all of their energy in scat
tering processes implies that they can still reach the neutron spectrometer 
àfter scattering at the building wal1s or in the air. They can thus arrive 
at the neutron spectrometerwith an energy above the detection bias, such 
that detection will occur. To reduce the neutron background, the building 
wal1s and the floor are constructed from thin aluminium sheets. Moreover, 
the hall floor is raised about 5 meter above ground level. Nevertheless, 
even with these precautions, the ground-scattered component and the air
scattered component of the detected energy spectra are estimated to be in 
the order of 10 % and 5 %, respectively, of the total neutron yield [Mar 60]. 
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The scattered neutron energy spectrum is measured, when all direct beam 
neutrons are moderated and scattered in a shadow cone and thus do not 
reach the spectrometer. The shadow cone used consists of an iron cylinder 
coupled to a pOlyethylene cone. with the iron cylinder oriented towards 
the target (see fig. 2.6). This shadow cone is placed midway between 
target and spectrometer and removes more than 99.5 % of the direct beam 
neutrons from the beam. 

NEUTRONS .. 

Mg. 2.6 

50 500 , 

~l~~~iSC;SE~ ~I 
The .6 hadow cone CL6ed bi the ex.pe:Jr...<.men:t.6. The taJtge:t and the netdJwn 

.6pect!l.ome:teJt Me on the te6t and the JÛght ûde, ll.upee:Uve!1f. 

V.lmen.6,w1'l.6 Me g.iven .in mmo 

2.4.1 Quality factors 

In the literature [Spe 74][Win 7l](Win 72](Abd 77J, several different 
quality factors, expressing the degree of separation of neutron and,y-ray 
signals in a pulse-shape analyser. were introduced. The quality factor 
used here is the rejection of y-quanta (RO), defined by Chalupka 
et. al. [Cha 78}. The RG-value is the probability that a scintillation 
pulse caused by a y-ray is treated as a 1-pulse (see fig. 2.7). We define 
a similar quantity for neutrons. namely the acceptance of neutrons (AN). 
The AN-value is the probability that a scintillation pulse caused by a 
neutron is treated as a neutron pulse (see fig. 2.7). For describing the 
quality of a pulse-shape analyser we found that the acceptance of neutrons 
(AN) together with the rejection of y-quanta (RO) gave the best interpre
table information. In addition. information about the properties of the 
neutron y-ray source used, the dynamic range, the detection bias and the 
count rate is indispensable. 

Besides optimal separation of neutron from 1-ray signals, a proper 
pulse-shape analyser should give an analogue output signal. This analogue 
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signal is used to express the information of the shape of the pulse in a 
pulse-shape parameter. Using this pulse-shape parameter in combination 
with the pulse-height gives us the possibility to construct two parameter 
distributions. Within each distribution an optimal separation of pulses 
from neutrons and from r-quanta can be performed. 

2.4.2 Experimental comparison of the pulse-shape analysers 

Different quality factors were used by the manufacturers to describe 
the three pulse-shape analysers mentioned in section 2.2. This makes a 
comparison. based on the reported values for those quality factors, dubious. 
Therefore. an experimental comparison was carried out to determine the best 
pulse-shape analyser for our purposes. Measurements were performed using 
the three different pulse-shape analysers under the same experimental condi
tions. Neutrons with an energy of 3.00 MeV in the detector direction were 
produced via the T(p,n}3He reaction with 3.78 MeV protons. The axis of the 
detector coincided with the proton be am direction. The pulse repetition 
frequency of the accelerator was 0.625 MHz. The detector count rate was 
about 200 cps with a neutron to r-ray ratio of about 1:1. 

Af ter completing the measurements the listed data stored on magnetic 
tape were played back, selecting the events within the neutron peak (window 
Wn in fig. 2.8) and within the l-peak (window Wr in fig. 2.8) of the time
of-flight spectrum. Two-parameter distributions were constructed in which 
the number of counts ware given as a function of the pulse-height and of 
the pulse-shape parameter. Three such distributions were constructed 
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for each pulse-shape analyser. using 
time~of-flight identificati.on .of 
neutrons and 1-quanta with the aid of 
the wind.ows Wn and W

1 
in the time-.of

flight spectrum: 
- A two-parameter distribution due to 

the events within the neutron window 
Wn: distribution Vn0 

- A two-parameter distribution due to 
the events within the 1-ray window 
W

1
: distribution V

1
• 

- A tw.o-parameter distribution con
taining the sum of Vn and V

1
: 

distribution V~um' 
These distributions .obtained with the 
CANBERRA 2160 are shown in fig. 2.9. 
It is clearly visible. in the distri
bution V~um' that the values .of the 
pulse-shape parameter for neutrons are 
larger than f.or 1-quanta. The separa
tion between neutron and ~-ray signals 
is indicated. Only in the case .of 
small pulse-heights is it impossible 
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to perform a perfect separation of neutron and 1-ray signals. In the two 
distributi.ons due to neutrons .only (Vn' and 1-quantá .only (V

1
' can it be 

seen that, for sma11 pu1se-heights. a1s.o neutrons are present in the 1-
region and 1-quanta are present in the neutron region. This break-through 
in the other region must, of course, be as small as p.ossible. For the 
ORTEC 552, the shapes of the two-parameter distributions are very ~1~i1ar, 
since also the zero-çrossing method is applied to determine the pul se
shape parameter. The LINK 5010 uses the charge comparison meth.od and 
therefore delivers completely different two-parametér distributions. As 
an illustration. the corresponding sum-distributi.on issh.own in ftg. 2.10. 
Here, the va1ues of the pulse-shape parameter f.or neutrons are smaller than 
those for 'Y-quan.ta. Again. the separati.on between neutron and 1-ray 
signals for sma11 pulse-heights becomes ambiguous. 
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To determine the quality factors (RG 
and AN) quantitatively the following 
procedure was applied: The sum-distri
bution V6um is used to fix the neu
tron to ')'-ray signal separation line 
as a function of the pulse-height. 
Thi s 1 i ne i s cons~_eu.cted by taki ng 
the minima of the pulse-shape distri
bution belonging to different pul se
height intervals. For a given inter
val the pulse-shape distribution is 
similar to that shown in fig. 2.7. 
Having the neutron to 'Y-ray signal 
separation line fixed, the RG- and 
the AN-values, as defined in 
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section 2.4.1, are determined from the two-parameter distributions Vn and 
V')' [Kop 80] • In table 2.1 and fig. 2.11 the experimentally obtained RG 
and AN-values for the different pulse-shape analysers are given. 

:table 2.1 

The acceptanee 06 ~n6 (ANI and the. Jtejection 06 ')'-Jultfo (RG) 601!. 

d[66~ent e.le.ctton ~v~ 60Jt the CANBERRA 2160, ihe LINK 5010 and 

the ORTEC 552 ptLUe-4ha.pe ana.eY4eM. 

Electron CANBERRA 2160 LINK 5010 ORTEC 552 
interval AN RG AN RG AN RG (keV) 

15 - 30 0.808 0.919 0.806 0.903 
30 - 44 0.938 0.959 0.936 0.919 
44 - 59 0.982 0.982 0.974 0.967 0.9 0.9 

59 - 73 0.994 0.990 0.993 0.977 0.995 0.937 
73 - 87 0.996 0.995 0.997 0.988 0.999 0.955 
87 - 102 0.999 0.997 0.998 0.992 0.999 0.959 

102 - 116 1.000 0.999 0.999 0.996 0.997 0.975 
116 - 131 1.000 0.999 1.000 0.994 0.996 0.981 
131 - 145 1.000 0.998 0.999 0.995 . 0.995 0.987 

The uncertainties in these data are less than 1 % except for the ORTEC 552 
values in the third inte?,al, which have uncertainties of 10 %. lt was im
possible to deterrnine the RG and AN-values for the O~TEC 552 in'the first 
two intervals. It can be seen from fig. 2.11, that there is a significant 
break-through of neutrons into the 'Y-region and vice-versa at pulse-heights 
equivalent to proton energies of up to 400 keV. This agrees well with 
results obtained by Perkins and Scott [Per 79J, who showed that irrespec
tive of the particular method ernployed, the pulse-shape at low energies 
no longer uniquely determines the particle identity. 

It appears that the ORTEC 552 is the least suitable unit for our 
purpose. Comparing the CANBERRA 2160 and the LINK 5010, it can be seen 
that the RG-values for the CANBERRA 2160 are slightly better, while the 
AN-values are comparable. To obtain the desired analogue particle-iden
tification signal (pulse-shape parameter), the CANBERRA 2160 and the 
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. LINK 5010 both require additional electronic units (see fig. 2.3 and 2.4). 
However. it is easier to obtain the required signal using the CANBERRA 2160 
than the LINK 5010 (remember the positive and negative output signals for 
neutrons and ')'-rays, respectively). Moreover. an electronic diagram of the 
LINK 5010 was not available. For these reasons, we have chosen the 
CANBERRA 2160 as the best pulse-shape analyser for our experiments. 

AN and RG-values are of course sensitive to a change of the neutron to 
')'-ray signal separation line. During the experiments the pulse-shape signal 
of the CANBERRA 2160 appeared to be stable within one channel. To get an 
impression of this sensitivity. the AN and RG-values corresponding to a 
change in the separation line by one or two channels are presented in 
fig. 2.12 for the CANBERRA 2160. 
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The normalization of the mea,sured neutron spectra to the total inumber 
of a-particles impinging on the target necessitates àn accurate current 
integration measurement. According to Matteson and Nicolet [Mat 79] the 
current measurement can be disturbed by: 
- Electrons produced by the incident particles on collimator slits. 
- Secondary electrons ejected from the target. 

- -- ~. 

- Backscattered particles from the target. 
- Sputtered ions from the target. 
- Tertiary charged particles produced by the secondary particles in the 

ta rget ho 1 der. 
Special attention was paid to the target assembly (see fig •• 2.13) to sup
press or at least to reduce tResé disturbing effects. 

100 

Ia . -

Mg. 2.13 

The tMge.t tt6.6emb.tYi T, H, A, I and Ia inc:U.ca.te the tMge.t, the ai.u.m.i.n1.wrI 

.taItge.t heldelt, the gold a.peJLt.Wte.ó, the cU/!Jlent integlLa.toJt, the a - paJtti.c.te 

beam. The cUmen.6ioM Me given in mUUme.teJt.(). 

The target T is placed in an aluminium holder H (wall thickness equal to 
0.5 mm), closed with a gold diaphragm A2 (inner diamet~r equal to 6 mm) on 
which a gold pipe of 30 mm is mounted. Due to the construction of the 
Faraday GUp, all secondary an4 tertiary currents may be neglected because 
they flow witRin the cup. To ensure that only the incident particle hits 
the target, a gold collimator Al (inner diameter equal to 4 mm). electri
cally separated from the Faraday cup, is used. Gold is chosen for this 
collimator, because of the high threshold for (a,n) reactions (9.9 MeV). 
The contribution of the accompanying electrons to the current is estimated 
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to be smaller than 1 % [Mat 79]. Because the diameter of the incident beam 
is smaller than 4 mm, this contribution is even smaller and may be neglected. 
Current measurements were performed with a current integrator (model 1000 C 
of Brookhaven Instruments Corporation), which has a very high accuracy. For 
these reasons, we assume that the total uncertainty in the current measure
ment is 1 % or less. 

The on-line data handling is performed with the NO 6660 multiparameter 
data acquisition and processing system, produced by Nuclear Data Inc. 
Acquisition of input data is possible from a maximum of eight ADC's. The 
central unit consists of a LSI-l1 micro-computer. A terminal forms the 
operational control center of the system. A solid state system memory 
contains a storage capacity of 224 kilobytes. Two hard surface disks (each 
of 2.5 megabytes storage capacity) are connected to the system; a fixed one 
containing the system software and a removable one to be used by the expe
rimenter. In addition a magnetic tape system can be used, especially for 
recording list data. Events characterized by a maximum of eight parameters 
can be handled. In our experiment an event is characterized by three 
signals (see section 2.3). Standard software is avai.1able to construct 
I-parameter as well as 2-parameter distributions by selecting data which 
satisfy specified conditions. FORTRAN-programmes can a1so be run on the 
NO 6660 system. 
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CHAPTER 3 

CALIBRATION OF THE NEUTRON SPECTROMETER 

T 0 c.a.UbJ[a;(:e the neu.tJton .6pedltome.te/l., Ite.tat<.ve e66.[c1.enc1.u and 

c.oJtJtuponcUng pltoton-Itec.oil cU..6:óUbu.t.i.on 6UJ1mon.6 We/l.e de.te/lJnÜted expeM.

me.ntaU.y 601t monoeneJlge:Uc. neu.tJton.6 a;t cü66e/l.ent ene/l.g.iu, .in .the Jtange 
6JtOm 0.2 to 1.0 MeV. Abt,o.f.ld:e me.aAWtemen..U w.Uh a pJtOton-Itec.oil te.euc.ope 

We/l.e c.aJVr..i.ed old: to 6U thue Ite.tat<.ve e66.[c1.enc1.u to an ab.6o.eu-te .6c.a.f.e. 

In adcü:Uon to the ac.c.Wtac.y 06 .the abM.f.ld:e e66.[c1.enc1.u, .thw mu.tua..e 
c.oJtJte.tat<.On.6 Me pltuented .in a c.oJtJte.tat<.on ma.:ttUx. Theolte:Uc.a.f. c.a.ec.u1.a.

.uOn.6 06 e66.i.c1.enc1.u and Mme pJtOton-Itec.oil cU..6:tIUbu.t.i.on-6u.nc..u0n.6 Me 
a.f..60 pltuen.te.d. 

For the app1ication of the neutron spectrometer (described in section 
2.2), the absolute efficiency and the corresponding proton-recoi1 distribu
tion function (response function) must be known as a function of the neu
tron energy. Whi1st this information cou1d have been taken from pub1ished 
earl ier work [Ver 68][ Tho 71][ Kap 73][ Cec 79][ Fow 80] , differences in scin
ti11ator dimensions, bias settings and pu1se-shape discrimination make such 
an approach very doubtfu1. The efficiency and response function cou1d a1so 
be calcu1ated theoretically [Ang 79][ Die 81] , however, the accuracy of such 
resu1ts is 1imited by the uncertainties of the cross sections invo1ved, the 
uncertainties in the hydrogen and carbon content of the scinti11ator, and 
the approximations used in the programme. 

We have carried out an experimenta1 ca1ibration programme using mono
energetic neutrons. For the ca1ibration, the re1ative efficiency is initia1-
1y determined as a function of the neutron energy. These re1ative effi
ciencies are th en fixed to an absolute sca1e by making use of a proton
recoi1 te1escope of we11-known efficiency. 

The re1ative efficiencies are determined by comparing yie1ds of angu
lar distribution measurements with the corresponding known angu1ar cross 
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sections. Neutrons were produced with the 7 MV Van de Graaff accelerator 
in pulsed mode, using the T(p.n)3He (TPN) and D(d.n)3He (DON) reactions as 
sources of monoenergetic neutrons. At each ion energy the neutron time-of
flight spectra were recorded at specific emissión angles (corresponding to 
prefixed neutron energies). in the angular range from 0° to 83°. 

From the neutron time-of
flight spectra, the relative 
efficiencies within a data set 
and the corresponding proton
recoil distributions were 
determined. A data set corres
ponds to all measurements at 
different emission angles with 
the same target and the same 
accelerator conditions. The 
ion energies have been chosen 
such that there was an overlap 
of at least two neutron ener
gies between neighbouring data 
sets. As an example three 
data sets are shown in fig. 3.1. 
Each data set results in a 
piece of the relative effi
ciency function. Using a least 
squares programme. these pieces 
were fitted to a final relative 
efficiency function. 

3.2 gffifi~~fl_~TI~_~~!Q~:~~Qil 
gi~~rig~~iQTI_~~2~~r~~TI~~ 

3.2.1. Relative measurements 

lIJ 
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PREFI)(ED NEUTRON ENERGY (MeVI 

6.ig. 3.1 

Ex.ampte 06 a. 6eJU.e.6 06 tMee. dato. 6W. 

The ne.utltOn emi..66ion a.n,gw IUwhlch 

meMWteme.n.t6 WeAe CiVl!Li.ed out:, and the 
Jtetative e66,Lci.enci.e.6 be60J!.e Md a.6teJt. 
6.L.ttLng Me 6hown. 

The relative efficiency measurements consist of 16 different qata sets 
covering the neutron energy range from 0.20 to 7.00 MaV. In total, 63 
measurements were carried out with monoenergetic neutrons of 21 different 
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energies (0.2. 0.3, 0.4, 0.6, ... 1.8, 2.0, 2.5, ... 6.5, 7.0 MeV) pro
duced with the Van de Graaff accelerator, using the TPN and DON source 
reactions. The targets consist of a thin titanium layer, containing 
the tritium or the deuterium, and a 0.3 mm silver backing. Characteris
tic quantities of the data sets are summarized in table 3.1. 

table 3.1 

Cha!t.a.c.tetU.6ü.c. qUlU'l.tL:t.Le.t> 601!. the cU.66eJtent da.:ta .6W 06 the c.aUbJULtion 

mea.&Wtement6 

Set 

1 

2 
3 

4 

5 

6 

7 
8 
9 

10 

11 

12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

Reactión 

TPN 
TPN 
TPN 
TPN 
TPN 
TPN 
TPN 
TPN 
TPN 
TPN 
TPN 
DON 
DON 
DON 
DON 
DON 

Ion energy 
in center 
of target 

(MeV) 

1.421 
1. 464 
1.802 
2.192 

2.784 
3.777 
4.275 
4.773 
5.272 

5.771 
6.270 
2.252 
2.252 
3.236 
3.738 
3.738 

Energy loss Target 
in the target thickness 

(keV) (j.!g/~nh 

23.4 
24.2 
21. 2 

17.8 
15.0 
12.2 
11.0 
10.8 
9.4 
8.8 
8.4 

26.0 
26.0 

21.0 

19.2 
19.2 

200 
210 

210 
200 

200 
200 
200 
210 

200 
200 
200 
190 
190 
190 
190 
190 

Neutron 
energy 
at 00 

(MeV) 

0.60 
0.65 
1.00 
1.40 
2.00 
3.00 
3.50 
4.00 
4.50 
5.00 
5.50 
5.50 
5.50 
6.50 
7.00 
7.00 

For each measuring point the neutron fluence ~ can be determined 
from ,the total charge on the target 12, and the angular cross section 
cJp / dt-J, using the rel at; on: 

~=k'Q't, 3-1 
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where k is a constant for a specific data set, depending on target condi
tions. The efficiency of the neutron spectrometer, e {En!' at the neutron 
energy, En' is equal to 

3 - 2 

where c~ is the total number of counts registered in the neutron spectro
meter and A4 the area of the scintillator. Assuming a stable neutron 
production in the target, the relativa efficiency, e*IEn!' within a specific 
data set is defined by: 

3 - 3 

For each measuring point the total charge on the target was deter
mined with a charge integrator. The angular cross section is known accu
rátely and was taken from Liskien and Paulsen (Lis 731. 

During the measurement, a directional long counter (Ler 70], placed at 
an emission angle of 45°, monitored the souree strength. Assuming stable 
neutron production the quotient of the total number of counts in the direc
tional long counter and the total charge on the target must be constant 
within a data set. Relative fluctuations around the mean value of this 
quotient for each data set were found to be typically ~ 1.5 %. 

The energies of the produced neutrons were calculated from the regis
tered time-of-flight spectra. The difference between the neutron energy 
determined in this way and the neutron energy calculated from reaction 
kinema tics was less than 1 % for each measurement. 

It is possible that the signal induced in the piek-up cylinder ~f the 
Van de Graaff accelerator may be too small to trigger the pick-off unit, 
because the beam current is slowly fluctuating. This will cause a loss of 
trigger pulses. This effect is found to be less than 0.5 %. 

For each measuring point the data were registered on-line, event by 
ev~nt. on magnetic tape. In the off-line data handlfng the neutrons coming 
directly from the target and having the required energy were selected by a 
time-of-flight window, Wnt (see fig. 3.2). Neutron and l-ray signals are 
separated using the CANBERRA 2160 pu15e-shape analyser. In this way, even 
the small time-uncorrelated l-background present in the window W is n . 
removed. A small time-uncorrelated neutron background due to scattering, 
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which has a uniform distribution over 
the whole time-of-flight spectrum 
is also present in window Wn, There 
are no neutrons produced with an 
energy higher than the neutrons from 
the intended reaction, Therefore we 
assume that the neutrons selected by 
the time-of-flight window Wbo posi
tioned directly above window Wn, and 
equal in width, are a good approxi
mation for the uncorrelated neutron 
background in window Wn, 

The difference between the 
proton-reco;l dfstrfbutions obtained 
within window Wn and window Wb is 
regarded as the proton-recoil dis
tribution N for the selected mono
energetic neutrons, The proton
recoil distribution. N .. and conse
quently the values of their inte
grals. CN, were corrected for dead
time losses and for the loss of 
trigger pulses of the Van de Graaff 
accelerator. This resulted in 63 
proton-recoil distributions, N*, 

En = 3.00 MeV 

n y 

6lg. 3.2 

T .une-06-ó-Ught 4pectJwm 06 3.00 /.leV 

neu.tJl.om • The windOWI> !IJ n an.d W b 

eonta,in the InOM€.neJtgetie ne.U-t!tom 

d.iJLectty eoming fiJwm the .tMget and 

and 63 integral val ues , eZ, Using equation 3 - 3 the relative efficien
cies, e*IEnl , within a specific data set can be determined from these cZ 
values, the corresponding total charge, Q, on the target and the angular 
cross section. dP/dw. It was possible to fit the 16 sets of relative 
efficiency values to each other, because attention was paid to have a 
sufficient overlap between neighbouring data sets. This is carried out 
with a least squares programme. resulting in 63 fitted relative efficiency 

** values, e IEnl, (see table 3.2). For each neutron energy, En' the mean 
of the fitted relative efficiencies belonging to this energy was calcu
lated and taken te be the final relative efficiency value, ilEnJ. (also 
given in table 3.2), 
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mMe 3. 2 
The 6Uted 4e1a..ti.ve e66i.cLeney vafuu, e **, Me g.iven, The 6e!UU I te 11 and 12 te 16 4e1a:te te TPN and 

- ** WN mea.óWteme.n:U, 4Upe.cU.veLy. The me.an .I!.e.la.ti.ve e66i.dendu, ii, cttieul.a.ted 6lWm :the e. vafuu alte g.iven 

at :the boftom 06 :the ta.ble tege:thett w.U:h :the ab60i.u:te. e66i.dendu, E a' and :the. 6moo:thed e66i.dendu, e 6' 

En(MeV): 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 

1 6.58 11.6 13.5 14.5 

2 6.59 , 1~.6 14.3 

3 13.'7 14.6 14.4 

4 14.1 15.0 15.3 16.1 16.1 

5 15.a 16.1 15.6 15.1 14.7 14.8 

6 14.9 14.7 15.1 13.6 12.7 

7 14.4 13.9 12.8 11.6 
8 12.9 11.5 10.8 

9 12.0 10.7 9.7 

10 11.3 10.4 9.39 

11 10.8 9.48 8.63 

12 11.0 10.8 10.4 9.42 9.19 

13 10.4 9.61 8.84 

14 9.25 8.29 7.48 

15 10.0 9.64 8.70 8.42 7.86 6.87 

16 9.90 8.70 7.63 6.71 

; 6.6 11.6 13.6 14.4 14.7 15.6 16.1 15.9 15.0 14.7 14.7 13.7 12.8 11.5 10.9 10.3 9.6 8.9 8.4 7.7 6.8 

e ,,(%) 24.1 42.3 49.8 52.7 53.8 57.0 59.0 58.1 55.0 53.9 53.8 50.3 47.0 42.2 39.9 37.6 35.1 32.7 30.6 28.1 24.9 

• 6(%) 25.8 40.3 47:9 52.6 54.4 56.9 58.8 57.7 55.4 54.3 53.6 50.6 46.5 42.7 39.7 37.6 35.0 32.8 30.5 28.1 25.0 



3.2.2. Absolute measurements 

To acquire absolute efficiencies, the relative measurements we re com
pared at two neutron energies with absolute measurements using a proton
recoil telescope. This device can be used to determine absolute neutron 
fluences of monoenergetic neutrons in the range of 1 to 20 MeV [Lis 70] . 
The detection of neutrons in this instrument is based on registering the 
recoil protons produced by neutrons in a thin hydrogenous radiator and 
emitted in a specific forward cone. At a position fixed with respect to 
the neutron souree the absolute efficiency, Et, (counts/(neutron'sr)) of 
this instrument can be computed using the expression 

3 - 4 

where k is a correction factor for attenuation effects, air scattering and 
dead-time, P is the number of hydrogen atoms per cm2 in the radiator of the 
telescope, M is a geometrical factor, which is a function of the angles sub
tended at the telescope, and 0tlEnJ is~the total n-p elastic scattering cross 
secti on a t neutron energy, En' [Hop 71] • 

The absolute neutron fluence is measured with the proton-recoil tele
scope for monoenergetic neutrons of 2.00 and 5.50 MeV. Preceeding and 
succeeding each telescope measurement, the response of our neutron spectro
meter was determined under equivalent circumstances. In table 3.3, data for 
the absolute. efficiencymeasurements are presented. From these measurements 
the absolute efficiency of the neutron spectrometer is computed: 53.8 % at 
2.00 MeV and 32.7 % at 5.50 MeV neutron energy. 

3.2.3. Absolute efficiencies and absolute proton-recoil distributions 

To fix the relative efficiencies, ËIEnJ, on an absolute scale, a normal
ization factor is computed from the two absolute efficiency measurements. 
This factor; NORM, is equal to the mean of the quotient of the absolute effi
ciency (determined in the previous section) and the corresponding relative 
efficiencies at these two neutron energies. It is determined to be 0.0367. 
Using this multiplication factor the absolute efficiencies, EalEnJ, are 
calculated (see table 3.2). The efficiency values were smoothed using a 
5-point function [Sav 64]. These smoothed values are regarded as the 
final absolute efficiency values, E61EnJ, (see table 3.2 and fig. 3.3). 
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.:table 3.3 

Swnma/ty 06 the. data. 601/. the ab401.u.te e66,i.c..ienc.y mea4W!.e111entó 06 the. netLtMn . 

4pe.ctJwmeteJL I!.el.a.tive. to a pMton-Ji.e.coil te.le4c.ope. 

ac.cel.~1!. Con~n4 

reaction T(p,n)3He D( d,n)3He -

ion energy 2.78 MeV 2.25 MeV 

emission angle 0° 00 

neutron energy 2.00 MeV 5.50 MeV 
target thickness 0.200 mg.cm -2 0.190 mg.cm -2 

tel.ucope. 

dist. target-detector 0.20 m 0.20 m 
radiator thickness 0.7912 mg.cm -2 5.466 mg.cm-2 

hydrogen content (1') 5.815 1019 cm- 2 4.017 1020 cm-2 

geometry factor (M) 2.547 10-4 sr 2.576 10-4 sr 
n-p cross section (a t) 2.914 10-24 cm2 1.526 10-24 cm2 

correction faetor (k) 0.978 0.960 
proton-reeo;l counts 7946 11497 
neutron fluence 1. 883 1011 sr-1 7.586 1010 sr-1 

charge 154.2 me 70.0 me 

time relative to telescope pl!.e.ce.e.dbtg 4Uc.c.e.eding pIl.e.ee.e.ding -6uccee.cUng 
dist. target-detector 3.50 m 3.50 m 3.50 m 3.50 m 
dead-time correction 1.069 1.066 1.027 1.020 
corr. lost trigger pulses 1.000 1.003 1.001 1.003 
tota 1 number of counts 185547 177339 85775 84405 . 
charge 1.8 me 1.8 me 1.5 me 1.5 me 

As already mentioned in section 3.2.1, each of the 63 relative effi
ciencies, e*!;nl, is calculated from the integrals of the proton-reeoil dis
tributions, N. All data handling previously described for the relative 
efficlencies was simultaneously carried out on the corresponding proton
recoil distributions. In addition, the 63 distributions were eorreeted 
for an imperfect gain adjustment of the linear amplifier, used for the 
pulse-height signal. This effect could be seen easily by·determining the 
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The pohtt4 Itepltu ent the det:eJun.t.ned abMlu.te. e6 Muenuu, e a! a.6 a. 
6unc.tion 06 the netWton eneJtgy. At 2.00 MeVa.nd 5.50 MeV neutJton eneJtgy 

the unee/ttIUnty equ.a.t to one ,b.ta.nda.Jtd dev1.a.:Uon ,u., .i.nd.f.ea.ted. Th!? ,boUd 

Une ,u., a.n eye-gu.ide thltough the da.:ta.. 

ehannel eontaining the half height of the upper edge of the proton-reeoil 
distribution (ehannel A in fig. 3.4). Channels A determined for the same 
neutron energy but for different data sets were found not to be identieal. 
The needed eorreetions were made in the following way: For eaeh distribu
tion the half height of the upper edge was determined. The 63 A-ehannels 
distributed over 16 different data sets were fitted to eaeh other by least 
squares analysis. This resulted in eompression or expansion of the proton
reeo;l distributions. All eompressions or expansions earried out were 
smaller or equal to 4 %. 

Merging the proton-reeo;l distributions of different data sets, 
belonging to a eertain neutron energy, results in 21 distributions Na' 
eaeh eorresponding to a different neutron energy •. 
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These distributions are presented 
in fig. 3.5. Ta reduce statistical 
fluctuations in the proton-recoil 
distributions, each distribution 
was smoothed with a multiple-point 
funct; on [Sa v 64] . 
Ta avoid deformation of the distri.
bution, especially at the upper 
edge, the number of points for the 
multiple-point function was care
ful1y chosen. As aresult, 21 
smoothed proton-reco;l distribu
tions, No' corresponding to 21 
different neutron energies, were 
derived (see fig. 3.5). 

3.3.1 General remarks 

> 3 .... 
Vi z 
~2 
!; 
....i 
:>! 1 

frigo 3.4 

25 50 75 100 
PUlSE -HEIG Hl (CHANNElS I 

A. pM.ton-tteco,u cUt.tlLi.bu..tion 

ÛI.Owb!g the channet conta.i..ni,ng the 

hal6 hught 06 the uPpell edge IA.). 

Ouring an experiment, various sources of uncertainties may influence 
the results. Some sources may be comman to mare thanone result. There
fore, an uncertainty analysis should take into account the corresponding 
correlations. This can be done by expressing the uncertainties in a 
covari ance ma tri x. Recent ly. the use of covari ances for the uncerta,i nty 
analysis of neutron nuclear data research has been stimulated by Perey 
[Per 78]. Smi th [Smi 811 and f4annhart [Man 81] i 11 us tra ted how to con
struct a covariance matrix from detailed information about the uncertainty 
sources and to use this matrix for the uncertainty analysis. All uncer
tainties. estimated or calculated. are assumed te be standard deviations. 

In this section the uncertainties in the 21 absolute efficiencies 
and their mutual correlations are deduced from the 63 relativa efficiency 
rneasurements. At the same time. also the absolute efficiencies are 
obtained. which are almost identical to the values. ~a' determined in 
section 3.2.3. In fact, the latter values were used for the spectra 
analyses. Since these analyses we re almost completed when the uncertain
ty analysis was started. 
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.6moothing plWcedulte. lte.6pectivety. 
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3.3.2 Accuracy of the relative efficiency measurements 

To derive the~63 x 63 symmetrical covariance matrix. ~e' for the 63 
fitted relAtive efficiency values. ~**. (see table 3.2) the different un
certainty sources should be cata1ogued. their magnitudes estimated and 
their mutual correlations defined. The magnitudes of the different uncer
tainties. e~. determine an uncertainty matrix of dimension 63 x L. where 
L is the number of uncertainty sources. The value e~ expresses the magni
tude of the uncertainty in e:* due to uncertainty source.!. The cova
riance matrix. ~e' is calculated from the uncertainty matrix using the 
expression 

L 

V".Lj • !:, P .Lj! e~ ej ! .L • I, ••• , 63 

j • I, ... , 63 

3 - 5 

The value P.Lj! represents the degree of correlation between the uncertain
ties e~ and ej !. For simplicity as many as possible of the uncertainty 
sources are separated. such that they are either uncorrelated, ful1y cor
related. or fully anticorrelated. resulting in P "0 = 0, +1 or -1,respec-- 4~ ~ 

tlvely. 
The uncertainties in the relative efficiency values due to the dif

ferent uncertalnty sources are dlscussed bel ow. Typical values are given 
in table 3.4. 

First. the uncorrelated uncertainties are discussed. The uncertainty 
of the distance from the target to the neutron spectrometer (3.50 m) is' 
less than 0.5 cm, which results in an uncertainty of 0.3 % in the relative 
efficiency values. The charge measurement has an estimated maximum uncer
tainty of 1 %. as already mentioned in section 2.5. Assuming Poisson sta
tistics, the standard deviation in the relative efficiency values due to 

uncertainties in the foreground and the background measurement is calcula
ted to be less than 1 % and 0.2 %. respectively. An extra uncertainty of 
1 % 1s introduced due to the background determination method used {see sec
tion 3.2.1}. This seems a reasonable value, since comparisons with re~ults 
obtained from shadow cone measurements showed differences of typical1y 1 %. 
Correctlons for dead-time and for the 10ss of trigger pu1ses of the Van de 
Graaff accelerator are estimated to be less than 0.1 %. All the uncertain
ties mentioned up to this point are assumed to be uncorrelated. Thus. they 
only contribute to the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix, ~e' 
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.tabte 3.4 

The W'lCeIttainty 40UJLC.U (tl -in :the It.elati.ve e66-iûenc.y mea.&Ull.emen.t6. 

Typi.c.al valau 601t. :the.ilt. magnUudu Me g-iven 1n %. 

.e. W'lCoJtJt.ehtted 

1 distance target-neutron spectrometer 0.3 
2 charge measurement 1.0 
3 statistics foreground 1.0 
4 statistics background 0.2 

5 background determination method 1.0 

6 correction factor for dead-time losses 0.1 
7 correction factor for 10ss of trigger pulses 0.1 

c.oJtJt.ehtted 

8 imperfect gain setting 0.5 

9 neutron to 1-ray signal separation 1.0 
10 fitting of data sets 1.0 
11 relative angular cross section for: TPN 3.0 

DDN 1.0 

The discussion now continues with uncertainties for which correlations 
do exist. As described in section 3.2.3, the gain setting was not always 
perfect. This results in an uncertainty. which is 4.5 % at 200 keV neutron 
energy and 0.6 % at 600 keV for the relative efficiency values determined 
in the first two data sets. For the other. data sets this uncertainty 
appears to be less than 0.5 %. This uncertainty is fully correlated 
wi thi n a da ta set. 
Fixing the neutron to 1-ray signal separation line for a specific data 
set introduces an uncertainty in the relative efficiency values. The 
difference .in the result due to a shift of the separation line by one 
chaMel (see fig. 2.12) is assumed to be an estimate of the uncertainty. 
This uncertainty decreases with increasing neutron energy. Typical values 
are 4.5 'Zat 200 keV neutron energy, 0.8 % at 1.00 MeV and 0.2 % at 
energies above 3.5 MeV. Again this uncertainty is fully correlated within 
a data set. ' 
Fixing the 16 different data sets to each other, such that all values are 
on the same relative scale. introduces an uncertainty of 1 %. This uncer
tainty is fully correlated within a data set. 
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The uncertainties in the angular cross sections, which are used on a rela
tive scale, are assumed to be 3 % for the TPN-measurements and 1 %, for the 
DDN-measurements [Lis 7~. Correlations certainly do exist, but were nat 
indicated by the authors. Therefore we made the following two rough assump
tions with respect to these correlations: 
- Correlations between angular cross sections for different ion'energies 

can be neglected. Thus only the pair of data sets 12 and 13 and the 
pair 15 and 16 are fully correlated (see table 3.1). 

- Correlations between angular cross sections for the same ion energy 
exist if the difference 'between the two laboratory angles (~i' ~j) is 
less than 300

,[ Lis 81]. The estimated correlation matrix for each data 
set is constructed using the relation: 

P"ll I~,,~.I ={ 0 
.{.j .{. j 

, if I iJ. - ~ . I ;;. 30· 
.{. j 

I ~, - ~. I 
.{. j, if I~, - ~,I < 30~ 

30· .{. j 

3 - 6 

Finally, we assume that the small uncertainties in the angular cross sec
tions due to the finite target thickness and due to the finite dimensions of 
the neutron spectrometer can be neglected. 

With the information about the uncertainties and their mutual correla
tions given above, the covariance matrix, ~e' of the 63 relative efficiency 
values, e:*. (see table 3.2) is constructed using equation 3 - 5. From the 
covariance matrix. ~e' .the standard deviations, ,óei' in the relative effi
cienoy values, e:*, and their mutual correlations, Ceij , are calculated using 
the equations: . 

-ó • = V .. 1/'1. .i = 1, 63 3 - 7 e.{. E.{..{. 
.... , 

C .. = Vei/IVeU ' V ,,1 1/ 2 i = 1, ...... , 63 3 - 8 
E.{.j ejj 

j = 1, ... , 63 

Typical values for these standard deviations are 4 % for the TPN-measure
ments and 2 % for the DDN-measurements. Only the pair of data sets 12 and 
13 and the pair 15 and 16 are correlated because the ion energies were the 
same (see table 3.1). Therefore the covariance matrix, ~e' as well as the 
correlation matrix, ~. consist of 14 submatrices. This simplifies the 
calculations. 
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The 21 mean relative efficiency values (see table 3.2) are assumed to be 
the least squares solution for a system of 63 linear equations: 

** e ~ e e' 3 - 9 

The symbol (e) represents a matrix product and ~' the 21 mean relative 
efficiencies. The construction of the matrix ~ is easy if one realizes 
that each r~lative efficiency value, e:*, can be considered as an estimation 
of one specific mean efficiency value, el' This can ba seen clearly in 
table 3.2. Thus each row of the matrix ~ has at only one specific place the 
value one and all others are .. zero. The best possible solution e' of equa
tion 3 - 9 can be obtained by minimizing the chi-square, x2, defined by: 

x2 (~**_~e~,)Te (~erle (~**-~e~') 3-10 

where (V )-1 is the inverse of the covariance matrix. The symbol (T) indi-
=e 

cates the transposed matrix. The least squares solution for ~' is given by: 

e' = V 1 e AT e (V )-1 e e** 
=e = =e -

3 - 11 

where ~e' is the covariance matrix of the 21 mean relative efficiency 
valuas, el, and is calculated by: 

~e ' 3 - 12 

The covariance matrix, ~;, in the 21 mean relative efficiency values, ;.i.' 
(determined in section 3.2.1) is taken equal to ~e I' The corresponding 
correlation matrix, ç;, and the standard deviations, ~;, are calculated 
with equations similar to eq. 3 - 7 and 3 - 8. 

3.3.3 Accuracy of the absolute efficiency measurements 

The uncertainties in the absolute efficiency measurements with the 
calibrated proton-recoil telescope (see section 3.2.2) due to the dif
ferent uncertainty soureesare presented in table 3.5. 

The standard deviation in the absolute measurements with the cali
brated proton-recoil telescope at 2.00 MeV and 5.50 MeV neutron energy is 
calculated, with an equation similar to 3 - 7, to be 2.9 % and 3.1 %, 
respectively. The correlation between these two uncertainties is cal cu
lated to be 0.33, using an equationsimilar to eq. 3 - 8. 
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ta.b.ee. 3.5 
The. unc.eJLta..inty 60Wtc.e.6 (.el and thw ma.gnUude.6 (hl % l hl 

the. me.awlte.me.nû pe.ltnoltme.d w.i.:th the. pltOton-Ite.c.oU te.te.6c.ope. 

.e unc.olV!.ela.te.d 

1 di stance target-telescope 0.3 
2 charge measurement 1.0 
3 statistics foreground 2.00 MeV 1.0 

5.50 MeV 1.5 
4 statistics background 0.5 
5 hydrogen content 1.5 
6 correction factor 0.8 
7 n-p cross section 0.5 

c.olV!.e.ta.te.d 

8 n-p cross section 0.9 
9 geometry factor 1.3 

10 choice of limits 0.7 

The uncertainty sources and their magnitudes for the measurements with 
the neutron spectrometer carried out for the absolute calibration are, of 
course, the same, as pointed out above. This results in an uncertainty of 
3.4 % and 1.9 % for the measurements performed with the spectrometer at a 
neutron energy of 2.00 MeV and 5.50 MeV, respectively. These uncertainties 
are not correlated. 

The measurements carried out with the proton-recoil telescope are not 
correlated with the measurements done with the neutron spectrometer. The 
normalization factor, NORM, (= 0.0367, see section 3.2.3) is a function of 
the two proton-recoil telescope measurements and the two measurements with 
the neutron spectrometer. The variance, VNORM ' of the normalization factor 
is calculated by: 

3 - 13 

where ~M is the vector (dimension 4) representing the standard deviations 
in the four measurements, Mi' at 2.00 MeV and 5.50 MeV with the neutron 
spectrometer and the proton-recoil telescope (iM = (3.4 %, 2.9 %, 1.9 %, 
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3.1 %)), ÇM is the corresponding correlation matrix and ~ is the sensi
tivity matrix defined as: 
- The off-diagonal elements are always zero. 
- The diagonal elements are the partial derivative of NORM with respect 

to M,i: 
The standard deviation in the normalization factor, calculated with an 
equation similar to eq. 3 - 7, is 3.0 %. Neglecting the correlation 
between the two proton-recoil telescope measurements would result in a 
standard deviation of 2.9 %. 

3.3.4 Standard deviations and the correlation matrix of the absolute 
efficiencies 

The covariance matrix, ~e ' in the absolute efficil!ncy values, ~a' 
ct 

(see table 3.2) is calculated from the covariance matrix, ~e' and the 
standard deviation, ~NORM' in the normalization factor. The uncertainty, 
~NORM' is fully correlated over the 21 efficiency values. The elements of 
the covariance matrix, ~e ' are deduced from an equation similar to equa-
tion 3 - 5: ct 

c- ~_ ~_ + ~2 
e .. e. e, NORM 

-<-j -<- j 

.<- = 1, ••• , 21 

j = 1, ••• , 21 

3 - 14 

Table 3.6 gives the corresponding correlation matrix, Çe ' and the standard 
devi ations, ~e • 

ct 

3.4.1 The proton-electron light output relation 

ct 

The relation between the energy of the recoil proton and the light 
output of an organic scintillator (equivalent to the pulse height) is not 
linear. However., for electrons of energies Ee;;' 125 keV the relative light 
output, L, is a linear function of energy [era 70] and may be expressed as: 

3 - 15 

where. EO is a parameter due to the non-linear relation at low energies and 
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"'" '" .ta.ble .3.6 

The ~~ dev~onó, ~e ' and :the c.oMda.:t.ion ma..W.x, C , 6011. :the et~ofute e66.i.cie.nc.y va1.uu metUWte.d =e et cl 
at 21 cU66eJte.n:t monoe.neJtgu<.c. neutMn e.neJtg.{.U. 

En 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 1.20 1.40 1.60 1.80 2.00 2.50 3.00. 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 5.50 6.00 6.50 7.00 st.dev. 
(MeV) % 

0.20 1.00 5.6 

0.30 0.78 1.00 5.2 

0.40 0.69 0.75 1.00 4.1 

0.60 '0.60 0.63 0.76 1.00 3.6 

0.80 0.55 0.58 0.71 0.89 1.00 3.6 
1.00 0.44 0.47 0.61 0.70 0.82 1.00 3.8 
1.20 0.45 0.48 0.61 0.71 0.71 0.82 1.00 3.8 
1.40 0.44 0.47 0.60 0.70 0.69 0.70 0.76 1.00 3.B 

1.60 0.43 0.46 0.59 0.68 0.67 0.64 0.66 0.74 1.00 3.8 
1.80 0.43 0.46 0.59 0.67 0.67 0.64 0.64 0.68 0.82 1,00 3.8 
2.00 0.45 0.48 0.62 0.71 0.70 0.68 0.67 0.69 0.73 0.78 1.00 3.6 
2.50 0.42 0.45 0.58 0.66 0.65 0.62 0.62 0.63 0.64 0.65 0.76 1.00 3.8 

3.00 0.45 0.48 0.62 0.70 0.70 0.66 0.66 '0.67 0.67 0.67 0.72 0.72 1.00 3.6 

3.50 0.49 0.52 0.67 0.76 0.76 0.72 0.71 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.77 0.72 0.79 1.00 3.3 

4.00 0.49 0.52 0.67 0.76 0.76 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.76 0.72 0.76 0.88- 1.00 3.3 
4.50 0.50 0.54 0.70 0.79 0.78 0.74 0.74 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.79 0.74 0.79 0.87 0.89 1.00 3.2 
5.00 0.51 0.55 0.70 0.80 0.79 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.79 0.75 0.80 0.87 O.BB 0.93 1.00 3.2 
5.50 0.51 0.55 0.71 0.80 0.79 0.75 0.75 0.76 0.75 0.76 0.80 0.75 0.80 O.BB O.BB 0.92 0.93 1.00 3.2 
6.00 0.49 0.52 0.67 0.76 0.76 0.72 0.71 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.76 0.71 0.76 0.83 0.83 0.87 O.BB 0.90 1.00 3.3 
6.50 0.49 0.53 0.68 0.78 0.77 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.77 0.73 0.78 0.84 0.85 O.BB 0.89 0.91 0.88 1.00 3.3 
7.00 0.47 0.51 0.66 0.75 0.74 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.74 0.70 0.74 0.81 0.81 0.85 0.86 0.86 0.82 0.85 1.00 3.4 



k is a parameter normalizing the pulse-height scale [Die 79). The relation 
between proton and electron energies yielding the same light output has 
of ten been measured [Dro 72] [Cra 70] [Ver 68] [Fow 80] • Other authors [Bat 61] 
[Mai 68][Mad 7m have expressed their measurements in analytical formula. 

The first step in determining the proton-electron light output rela
tion was to measure the Compton eleçtron spectra for ~-rays Qf various 
energies: 5lCr (0.320 MeV). 22Na (0.511 and 1.27 MeV). 65Zn (1.12 MeV). 
137Cs (0.662 MeV) and the photoelectron spectra for ~-rays of two energies: 
109Cd (0.088 MeV) and 241Am (0.060 MeV). The incident photon energy is 
directly related to the Compton edge in the Compton electron spectra and 
to the peak in the photoelectron spectra (see section 2.1). The shape of 
the measured electron spectrum depends on the resolution of the spectro
meter. Different estimates have been made [Fly 64)[Kno 72] to determine 
the position of the Compton edge in the measured spectrum. We have used 
the method developed by Dietze [Die 791. The results for the above men
tioned ~-ray lines were fitted to eq. 3 - 15. This gave a value of 8-keV 

for EO' 
The second step in determining the proton-electron light output rela

tion uses the proton-recoil distributions for monoenergetic neutrons. The 
chann~l containing the half maximum of the upper edge of each distribution 
(channel Ä; fig. 3.4) was- taken to correspond to protons recoiling with 
the full energy of the incident neutrons. In fig. 3.6 the proton and 
electron energies yielding the same light output (determined for our spec
trometer) are given, together with those published in literature. The cur
ves derived from empirical expressions given by various authors are also 
presented. Discrepancies between the results from different authors may 
be due to differences in locating the Compton edge in the 'Y-ray spectra. 

3.4.2 Efficiency calculations with an analytical expression 

An analytical expression for the neutron detection efficiency has been 
deduced by Fowler et al. [Fow 80] in which initial proton collision, and 
the effects of multiple scattering and attenuation of the neutron flux by 
hydrogen as well as by carbon, are included. Calculations were carried out 
using this expression. The results of these calculations and the measured 
efficiency values, corrected for the 10ss of counts in the pUlse-shape ana
lyser, (see section 2.4) are presented in fig. 3.7. This loss of counts 
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occurs because for the lower pulse-height channels a fraction of the 
neutron events fall in the 1-region and are thrown away, resulting in a 
too lew efficiency value. For low neutron energies this effect is rather 
large (about 20 % at 0.20 MeV, decreasing to about 2 % at 2.00 MeV). 
Agreement within 10 % is obtained above energies of 1 MeV. 

Nevertheless, a clear difference between measurements and calcula
tions rem9ins. This can be due to the fact that the calculations using 
the analytical expression are carried out assuming perfect resolution. 
Including the real resolution in an analytical expression is rather 
difficult. However, Monte Carlo calculations showed that this decreases 
the calculated efficiencies atenergies below 1 MeV and increases them 
for higher energies [Swi BU. Having said this, it still remains very 
difficult to calculate the efficiencies with an analytical expression 
for lew bias settings (in our case; approximately 100 keV neutron 
energy), especially for energies just above the detection bias. 

3.4.3 Monte Carlo calculations of the proton-recoil distributions 

Tre measured proton-recoil distributions have been compared with 
results from calculations carried out by Dietze [Die 81] using the Monte 
Carlo code NRESP. The programme simulates the behaviour of neutrons and 
charged particles in the scintillator. Multiple scattering of neutrons 
in the scintillator and the aluminium housing of the scintillation 
liquid are included. Our experimental results presented in fig. 3.6 are 
used to determine the proton-electron light output relation needed in 
the Monte Car10 code. For monoenergetic neutrons of energies 1.00, 2.00, 

4.00 and 7.00 MeV, the response functions were cqlculated and compared 
with the experimental results. The agreement between experimental and 
calculated values is, in genera 1 , fairly good, as can be seen in fig. 3.8 
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CHAPTER 4 

DETERMINATION OF (a,nl NEUTRON ENERGY SPECTRA 

The deteI!.mi.n.a.Uon 06 the neutMn eneJr.gy 4pec:tlut 6JWm :U.me-06-6Ught 

mea4W!.emei'Lt6 cU weU. M 6Jt.0II! pJWton-Jt.eeoU meMUIlemei'Lt6 ,u dUCllÁ.bed. 

The method to det~ the angle-h!.:tegJt.a.ted .6pect!tum 6Mm the .6pec:tlut 

meMWted at 4evlV!.a.-t em,u.6-Î.on angle4 ,u exp.e.tUned. The HaMeJt.-Fuhbac.h 

601UHaU4m Med :to cal.culate CJt.O.6.6 .6eetWYl4 nJt.om optical. mode.! paJr.a.me:teJt4 

and !eve.t pMame.teJt.4 and the c.al.cu.l.a.:tion 06 neutMn eneJr.gy .6pe.c.tM 6Mm 
thue 1!M4.6 .6e.etWYl4 and the. .6topping p0weJt6 60lt. a-pMtic.le4 Me out

Uned. Á6 an example, the .6pec:tlut de.:t~d ,.[n one .6ped6,.[c. e.xpeJt..imen:t 

(5.50 MeV a-~ on al1. a.lwn&Uwn :tal!getl Me. p!Luen:ted. 

Measurements on various thick targets of tbe (a,n) neutron energy 
spectra at four monoenergetic a-particle energies were performed at five 
angles in the range fromOo to 1400 using the calibrated neutron spectro
meter. For each detected partiele, three signals were extracted (see 
section 2.3.1); a pulse-height signal, a time-of-flight signa1 and a 
pulse-shape signal. These three signals were stored event byevent on 
magnetic tape. Off-line a neutron time-of-flight spectrum and a proton
reco;l spectrum have been constructed. In all cases, the neutron energy 
spectrum was calculated from the time-of-flight spectrum. In selected 
cases this spectrum was àlso unfolded from the proton-reco,l spectrum. 
For each initial a-particle energy, the angle-integrated neutron energy 
spectrum was determined fromthe five spectra measured at different angles. 

In each run of measurements neutrons as well as r-rays were detected 
which were separated using the CANBERRA 2160 pulse-shape analyser. The 
detected neutrons are subdivided into three groups: 
- Neutrons coming directly from the target. 
- Neutrons scattered in the target hall, before being detected. which 

have still time-correlation. 
- Neutrons scattered in the target hall before being detected, for which 

the time-correlation can no longer be determined. We call these 
neutrons, time-uncorrelated neutrons. 
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To permit correction for the time-correlated neutron background. each 
run is accompanied by a run where a shadow cone is inserted midway between 
the target and the neutron spectrometer. With this shadow cone all 
neutrons directly coming from the target are removed from the spectrum, so 
that only scattered neutrons are registered. A correction for the effect 
of time-uncorrelated neutrons to the spectra is carried out for both runs. 
Therefore the neutrons selected in a time-of-flight window. positioned 
between the neutron flight times and the ~-peak, are taken to give a good 
approximation for the time-uncorrelated neutron background. 

During each run the time-of-flight spectrum is recorded at an emission 
angle of 20°, by an identical neutron spectrometer. This was done to 
record the stability of the neutron souree. All measurements were cor
rected for dead time losses and for the 10ss of trigger pulses of the 
Van de Graaff accelerator. The total charge on the target is measured to 
enable the normalization of the s.pectra. 

4.2.1 Conversion procedure 

The energy information of the detected neutrons is contained in the 
time-of-flight spectrum, but for a direct interpretation the neutron energy 
spectrum is more illustrative. Knowing the flight time, tnt for a specific 
neutron over a wel1-defined distance, t, the energy of the incident neutron, 
En' follows from: 

En m c.2 ( 1 - 11 0 vl1-/l2) 
4 - 1 

P .t. 

c. c. tn 

where moc.2 is the rest energy of the neutron and c. and vn are the velocity 
of light and the velocity of the neutron, respectively. From this equation 
it follows immediately that a 1 MeV neutron has a flight time of 72.3 ns 
per meter. 

We have numerica11y transformed the time-of-flight spectrum into a 
neutron energy spectrum: The flight time. t n, of neutrons detected in a 
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channel with upper boundary. Xn' is calculated using the equation: 

t = ~ + k(X - X ) 
n c. 'Y n 4 - 2 

where ~ is the time-to-channel conversion factor of the time-of-flight 
spectrum and Xy is the channel in which the 'Y-peak reaches its maximum. 
Correspondingly. the lower boundary, Xn_I • of the time-of-flight channel 
delivers the minimum neutron flight time t *. The time interval, 

* n tn tno is transformed to a neutron energy interval using equation 4 - 1. 
The content of the corresponding time-of-flight channel is smeared out over 
this energy interval. The absolute neutron energy spectrum is obtained by 
uSing the measured final absolute efficiencies presented in table 3.2. 

The resolution of the time-of-flight spectrometer can be determined 
from the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the 'Y-peak and is 2 ns for 
our experimental conditions. Due to the non-linear relationship between 
time and energy. the FWHM increases with neutron energy (see fig. 4.1). 

6-i.g. 4.1 

The 6uU wU1:th at hlLe6 maximum 

06 monoen.eJr.getic. neutJr.on peaJu. 

2 3 , 5 6 

.in neutJr.on eneJr.gy ~pec..tl!.a. d€.:teJI.

mi.ned 6Mm ilme-06-6light me;u,U!t.e

menu (TOF) a.nd 6Jiom pltOtGn-lLec.oil 

me;u,Wt.emenu [PR1. 
NEUTRON ENERGv IMlIV) 

The FWHM is also determined from each monoenergetic neutron energy spec
trum unfolded from a proton-recoil spectrum. using the FORIST-programme 
(see section 4.3). Clearly. the resolution obtained from time-of-flight 
spectra is superior in this energy range (see fig. 4.1). Therefore. the 
results from time-of-flight measurements must be preferred and will be 
used mainly in this work. Evidently, proton-recoi' spectrometry must be 
used when spectra from steady neutron sources are to ba determined. 
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4.2.2 Uncèrtainty analysis formalism 

The accuracy of the neutron energy spectrum determined from the time
of-flight measurements is deduced taking into account all covariances. 
Each element of the symmetrical covariance matrix, ~~, of the spectrum, !. 
is composed of four terms; one due to the statistical uncertainties, one 
due to the uncertainties in theefficiencies. one due to the uncertainties 
in the energy determination and one due to the uncertainty in the normali
zation of the spectra. The elements of the covariance matrix, ~~, are 
obtained from an equation similar to 3 - 5: 

4 - 3 

where 6 .. is the Kronecker delta, .6,,/N is the relative statistical uncer-
~ N . 

tainty, ~. /e a is the relative uncertainty in the detection efficiency and 
a. 

C are the elements of the correlation matrix for uncertainties in th~ 
e Mj 

efficiency (see table 3-6), ~NORM/NORM is the relative uncertainty in the 
normalization factor, a~/oE is the first derivative of the spectrum, !, 
with respect to the neutron energy, En' .6E is the uncertainty in the energy 
determination and CE .. are the elements of the correlation matrix for 

~j 

uncertainties due to the energy determination. 
The uncertainties. ~E' and their correlation matrix, ÇE' can directly 

be calculated from the uncertainties in the distance, t, from 'the target 
to the spectrometer (4t 0.5 cm), the time-to-channel conversion factor, 
k, (.6 k = 0.001 ns/channel) and the channel corresponding to prompt ~-rays, 
\, (.6x = lchannel). These th ree uncertaintles are not correlated. For 

~ 
the uncertainty analysis, non-relativistic kinemàtics is assumed with 
i ns i gni fi cant loss of accuracy. The neutron energy, En' is determined 
from the equations 4 - 1 and 4 - 2: 

h2t 2 4 - 4 E = 
n [tIe ... k.(X.,. - Xn ll Z 
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where h is 72.3 ns·m-1·MeV-1/2, cis the velocityof light and Xn is the 
channel corresponding to neutrons of energy En' The elements of the 
covariance matrix, ~E' can be obtained from an equation similar to equa
tion 3 - 5: 

aE. aE. 
,,2 + 

aE. aE. 
.6 Z + 

aE. aE. 
.6'1. VE . • = I~l(-Ll I~)I-L) [~ll-Ll 4 - 5 

al al .e all. ak. k. ax a x,.. x,.. 
~j ,.. 

.i '" I, ••• I 21 

j = 1, ... , 21 

The corresponding standard deviations and their correlation matrix are 
derived from èquations similar to equations 3 - 7 and 3 - 8 arid are 
presented in tabla 4 - 1. 

The correlation matrices and the uncertainty vectors can be extended' 
by interpolation to fit the specific energy scale of the neutron energy 
spectrum. 

4.3.1. General aspects of the unfolding procedure 

The neutron unfolding problem can be represented as a linear integral 
/ 

equation: 

MIE) 4 - 6 

wher; 4'>(En) is the neutron energy spectrum, MIE) is the measured proton
recoil spectrum and RIE,En) is a two-dimensional function which represents 
for each fixed neutron energy, En' the corresponding response function of 
the spectrometer. The measured spectrum must be due to neutron events 
only. Hence pulse-shape analysis must be used to discriminate against 
,..-ray events. 

In practice. the measured proton-recoil spectrum. NIEl. is dater
mined using a multi-çhannel analyser. The equation 4 - 6 can then be 
written as a matrix unfolding problem: 

J 
1: 

j=1 
R .• 4'>. 

-tj j 
4 - 7 

.i=1, ••• ,1 
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.." 
et:> .ta.b.e.e 4.1 

The 4.ta.ndaJtd de.v.ia..tio1'l4 (/aeV) and .the.. coJtll:.ela.t.l.on rt'It:tttUx gE nOl/. unceJtta.in.ti.e4 due to :the e.neJtgy d,e..teJtmi.na.tLon 

En 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 1.20 1.40 1.60 1.80 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 5.50 6.00 6.50 7.00 st.dev. 
(MeV) (keV) 

0.20 1.00 0.9 

0.30 1.00 1.00 1.5 

0.40 0.99 1.00 1.00 2.2 
, 0.60 0,96 0.98- 0.99 1.00 3.6 

0.80 0.94 0.97 0.99 1.00 1.00 5.3 

1.00 0.92 0.96 0.98 0.99 1.00 1.00 7.2 

1.20 0.91 0.94 0.97 0.99 1.00 1.00 i.oo 9.2 

1.40 0.89 0.93 0.96 0.98 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 11.5 

1.60 0.88 0.92 0.95 0.98 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 13.8 

1.80 0.87 0.91 0.94 0.97 0.98 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 16.3 

2.00 0.86 0.90 0.93 0.96 0.98 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 18.9 

2.50 0,84 0.89 0.92 0.95 0.97 0.98 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 26.0 

3.00 0.82 0.87 0.91 0.94 0.96 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.99 1.00 1 .• 00 1.00 1.00 33.8 

3.50 0.81 0.86 0.90 0.94 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 LOO 42.3 

4.00 0.79 0.85 0.89 0.93 0.95 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 51.3 

4.50 0.78 0.84 0.88 0.92 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 60.9 

5.00 0.77 0.83 0.87 0.92 0.94 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 71.1 

5.50~ Ál.77 0.83 0.87 0.91 0.94 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 81.8 

6.00 0.76 0.82 0.86' 0.91 0.93 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 92.9 

6.50 0.75 0.82 0.86 0.90 0.93 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 104.5 

7.00 0.75 0.81 0.85 0.90 0.93 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 116.6 



where Ni is the number·of counts in tne i-th channel, ~j is the calculated 
neutron fluence at energy Ej and the matrix element, Rij' is the probability 
that an incident neutron of energy between Ej_1 and Ej will produce a count 
in channel i. 

In our case the proton-recoil spectra are registered in 256 channels. 
The calibration measurements resulted in 21 proton-recoil distributions 
(responsefunctions), N6, for monoenergetic neutrons in the range from 
0.20 MeV to 7.00 MeV (see fig. 3.5). 48 new response functions were 
constructed from the original 21 by interpolation, producing a response 
function every 0.1 MeV in that energy range. Each new response function 
is calculated from the two adjacent measured response functions using a 
"rubber sheet~ interpolation scheme similar to that used by Lurie et al. 
[Lur 751. The 69 response functions were combined into a response matrix, 
~, of dimension 256 x 69. 

4.3.2 The FORIST-unfolding code 

The neutron unfolding code FORIST [For 75], of which only a very 
condenseddescription is given here, is used in this work. The method of 
solution is a constrained least-squares unfolding procèdure while the 
following quantity is minimized*: 

256 69 2 69 4> 
x2 _ 1: w. IN. - 1: R •• 4>.) + W 1: 1-1.)2 

bi -<. ~ j .. l ~J J j-l qj 
4 - 8 

The first term is anormal x2 minimization quantity where wi is the inverse 
uncertainty of Ni' The second term is added to reduce the oscillations 1n 
the solution vector, where W 1s a fixed weighting factor and qj is an esti
mation of the maximum possible value for 4>r The determined spectrum, !,. 
is folded with a window function to reduce statistical uncertainties and 
to obtain a smooth neutron energy spectrum: 

111* 
k 

k • 1, ••• , 69 4 - 9 

The .window parameters, Gkj , are determined from an energy dependent 
Gaussian smoothing function ina way which optimizes energy resolution 
[Joh 801. 

* T~is is a very simplified representation [Bur 69]. 59 



In the original FORIST~version two .sets of data expressing the 
measured proton-recoil spectrum at two different gain adjustments were 
needed, while the channel wid~h for each data set was a function of the 
proton-recoil energy. For our purpose some modifieation in the original 
FORIST unfolding code were required such that only one proton-recoil 
spectrum, measured at a specific gain adjustment with a constant channel 
width, is needed as input. 

The a-particle emitters in nuclear waste wil1 be completely enclosed 
by material. Consequently a-particles emitted in any direction will 
produce neutrons. Therefore, in practice, the neutron energy spectrum 
integrated over all emission angles should be derived from the five 
measured angle-differential spectra. 

For a fixed neutron energy, there is no physical relation between 
the neutron yields at different angles. Thus, a direct integration for 
each neutronenergy over the angle provides a rough approximation of the 
required angle-integrated spectrum. !lowever, for a fixed a-particle 
energ1 the neutron yields at different angles although related to 
different neutron energies can be described using a sum of Legendre 
polynomials. This will give a better approximation. 

For the derivation of the angle-integrated spectrum the analogy to 
thin target measurements has been made. Bombarding an infinite thin 
target, l, with monoenergetic a-particles of energy Eal leads, at the 
laboratory angle, ~, to neutrons of energy En~' This energy is uniquely 
determined by the relation: 

mn ma 2 V ImaEalmnEnkl 
~ = E .. t. (1 + - I - E . {I - - I - co.!> ~ 

"" m.l!, a,(. m.l!, m.l!, 
4 - 10 

where ~ is the reaction energy, assuming that the residual nucleus 
remains in its kth-state, and ma,'mn and m.l!, are the masses of the 
a-particle, the neutron and the residual nucleus, respectively. We now 
assume the thick target to be composed of a number of successive "thin 
targets" each reducing the a-particle energy, Eal' by a constant energy 
loss, AEa' Thus, each "thin target", i, sees a-particles in the range 
from Ea,i, to Ea,i, AEa' 
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All assumed "thin targets" covering the a-partic1e energy range from 
the incident a-partic1e energy down to zero (or threshold) are treated in 
the fol1owing way. Neutron energy intervals at the five measuring-angles 
corresponding to the same a-partic1e energy interval are ca1culated with equa
tion 4 - 10. The contents of these neutron energy intervals 'are determined. 
A Legendre polynomial fit (maximum 4 parameters) of these five contents is 
made. Jhe determined fit is used to inter- or extrapo1ate the spectral 
contributions at angles, ~, with cos ~ = 0.9, 0.7, ••• -0.7, -0.9. The 
corresponding neutron energy intervals at these ten ang1es are determined 
again using equation 4 - 10. Finally, the various contributions for each 
a-particle energy interval and each cos ~ are sorted into neutron energy 
groups corresponding with constant intervals. Integrating over the angle 
within each neutron energy group using a step-function determined by the 
contents at the ten ang1es now gives a proper approximation of the ang1e
integrated neutron energy spectrum. 

The ang1e-differential spectrum at a specific emission ang1e. ~. is 
given by: 

4 - 11 

~(6,En' represents the number of neutrons per steradian per unit energy 
emitted in the solid angle, dw, around the ang1e, ~, with energy, En' P 

Is toe atomie density of the target ma te ri al , ~ Lk!~)/dw is the angu1ar 
cross section in the laboratory system for the (a,n) reaction induced by 
an a-particle of energy Eai' equa1 to the mean a-energy over an assumed 
"thin target". i. (see previous section), leaving the residua1 nucleus 
in its kth-state. dEai/dx is the linear stopping power for the a-particles 
over a "thin target", i. L1Ea is the energy 10ss of the a-particles over 
the "thin targets", Enk!L1Enk' is the neutron energy (interval) re1ated by 
equation 4 - 10 to the incident a-particle energy, Eai' The function 
~(Enk.Eail is defined for all neutron energies, En' by: 
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where Enk ~ 1/2 ~Enk is related by equation 4 - 10 
to the a-particle energy ta,i ~ 1/2 Ma,i 

~(Enk,Ea,i1 '" 0, otherwise. 

The summation should be performed over all a-energies from the incident 
a-partic1e energy down to zero or threshold of the (a.n) reaction and over 
all possible levels of the residual nucleus. 

The linear stopping powers for a-particles given by Ziegler [Zie 771 
were used in the calculations. The angular cross sections for reactions 
to the different states of the residual nucleus had to be calculated. 
These calculations were performed with the computer-code CERBERO-III 
[Fab 7n which determines cross sections from optical model parameters 
and level parameters using the Hauser-Feshbach formalism. A comprehensive 
description of this formalism is given by Prince IPri BO]. In this for
malism the (a,n}.reaction is assumed to take place via a compound system. 
In this compound system a level continuum is assumed. while in the residual 
nucleus discrete levels can be taken into account. As competing reactions, 
(a,a'), (a,p) and (a,r) can be considered. However. in the a-particle 
energy range of interest, .the probability of photon decay of the compound 
is assumed to be negligible compared to the probability of particle decay. 
The basic equation in the calculations is: 

1/1(2 
a 

u 'k(a,nl '" ---.;;-
~ 21 + 

:t /23+11 
3 

J c.m 
1::'E 1: Td,.F (Edk ,) 
d k' leid Já-d 

4 - 12 

where u~k/a,nl is the angle-integrated cross section for the (a,n) 
reaction induced by an a-particle with energy E~ in the center-of-WmSS 
system leaving the residual nucleus in its kth-state. *a is the reduced 
de Broglie wavelength for the a-particle, 1 is the spin of the target 
nucleus, J is the spin of the compound nucleus, 1 is the channel spin, 
t is the angular momentum, a indicates the initial a-partic1e, n the 
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emitting neutron, d all competing decay modes of the compound nucleus, 
T represents the transmission coefficients, E~ is the center-of-mass 
energy of the neutron leaving the residual nucleus in its kth-state, while 
E~, represents the center-of-mass energy of the partiele d leaving the 
residual nucleus in its k,th-state• The first factor in the product of 
equation 4 - 12 represents the compound nucleus cross section. while the 
second factor gives the decay probability by neutron emission. The trans
mission coefficients depend on the energy difference between the compound 
nucleus and the target (residual) nucleus, the nature of the partiele. 
its channel spin and the angular momentum. They are calculated from an 
optical model potential composed of four terms, namely a real potential, 
an imaginary potential. a spin-orbit potential and, if applicable, a 
coulomb potential. The parameters needed to describe this optical model 
potent; al were tak.en from Mak.owska et al. [Mak 70] for a:parti cles, from 
Becchetti and Greenlees [Bec 681 for protons and from Tanak.a [Tan 751 
for neutrons. Following Moldauer [Mol 6~ • the obtained cross sections 
are multiplied with a width fluctuation correction factor. 
For the spectrum calculations, using equation 4 - 11, the angular cross 
sections are needed: 

I] -iJ<. (a,n) • 618 ) 4 - 13 

where duik (8) /dO is the angular cross section and 8 is the neutron 
emission angle, both in the center-of-mass sys.tem. The relation 6 (8), 

which is a function of the angular momenta, the parities, the spins and 
the neutron emission angle in the center-of-mass system, is taken 
according to the description of Moldauer [Mol 80). The angular cross 
section calculated in the center-of-mass system is transformed to the 
laboratory system using the equations: 

duik (8) 

c$1 

a-<-
E . ) 1/2 

E • + o. ( 1 + m /ml 
a-<- 'i? a 

4 - 14 
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where mn• ma' mand mI!. are the masses of the neutron, the a-particle, the 
target nucleus and the residual nucleus. respectively. 

The angle-integrated neutron energy spectrum was calculated from ten 
calculated angle-differential spectra using the method described in the 
previous section. 

4.6.1 Genera 1 remarks on the target and on the specificreaction 

As an illustration. the data handling on the spectrum measurements of 
neutrons produced by 5.50 MeV a-particles bombarding a thick pure aluminium 
target is described in detail. The range of 5.50 MeV a-particles in alu
minium is about 25 pm [Zie 771. Since the target used had a thickness of 
1.5 mm, all a-particles were completely stopped in the target. 
In table 4.2 same relevant information has been collected. Because alu
minium is a mono-isotope element. the only possible (a,n) reaction is 
27Al (a,n)30p, which takes place via the compound system, 31p• The residual 
nucleus. 30p• can be left in the ground state, as well as in one of the 
lowest four excited states. The maximum neutron energies corresponding 
to the different states can be computed with equation 4 - 10. For initial 
a-particles of 5.50 MeV energy. these maximum neutron energies at 0° 
emission angle are 2.55. 1.80. 1.76, 0.94 and 0.31 ~V for the ground 
state, 15t, 2nd , 3rd and 4th excited state, respectively [End 781. 

4.6.2 Results from the time-of-flight measurements 

The spectra corrected for the 'Y-background and recorded at 0° emi s
sion angle are presented in fig. 4.2. The time-uncorrelated neutron back
ground, deduced from a time-of-flight window. Wb, between the neutron 
flight times and the 'Y-peak. is indicated. Also, the time-correlated 
neutron background, determined from a separate measurement with the 
shadow cone midway between the target and the spectrometer, is given. 
Subtraction of the two background spectra results in the final time-of
flight spectrum. Similar measurements performed at 30°, 60°, 90° and 
140° emission angle with the same target and the same a-particle energy. 
resulted for each angle in a final time-of-flight spectrum corrected 
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.ta.bte 4. Z 

Sped&ic da.ttt wUh I!.upeet to the ~ tM.ge:t. The va.tae % iA the 
Q.-vatue nOIL the (a ,n) ltet1etûm lea.v.fug the Itu.idua.t ItUcleu6 .fu the 
kth-exdted h:tate 

atomie mass 
target thickness 
range of 5.50 MeV a-particles in the target 
aluminium content 
possible impurities 
target nucleus 
isotopic abundance 
residualnucleus 
Q.-values for (a,n) reactions 

26.98 
1.5 mm 

2.5 10-2 mm 
;;;. 99.95 % 
Mg,Si.Mn.Fe.Ni.Cu 
27 Al . 

100 % 
30p 

!la: - 2.64 MeV 
Q.1: - 3.32 MeV 
~: - 3.35 MeV 
Q.3: - 4.09 MeV 
Q.é - 4.61 MeV 

for 1- and neutron background. All spectra were normalised to the total 
charge collected at the target. Simultaneously, the neutron time-of-flight 
spectrum was monitored with a second neutron spectrometer at 20° emission 
angle. 1;hese spectra. norma 1 ised to the tota 1 charge at the target, are 
constant within 2 %. 

The five time-of-fltght spectra were converted to neutron energy 
spectra. In these neutron energy spectra (see fig. 4.3) the maximum 
neutron energies due to the different states of the 30p nucleus are indi
cated byarrows. For neutron energies smaller than 300 keV, the spectra 
wereextrapolated with the average value in the neutron energy interval 
from 300 to 400 keV. 

The spectra for different angles show a gross structure, which cor
responds to the nuclear levels of the residual nucleus and a fine struc
ture, due to the levels in the compound system. The angle-integrated 
spectrum determined with the method discussed in section 4.4 is .also shown. 
For this specific case. there is almost no structure left in this spectrum. 
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In table 4.3. the neutron energy spectra are presented numerically. The 
uncertainties (equal to one standard deviation) in tbe angle-integrated 
spectrum and their mutual correlatlons were calculated-wlth equation 4 - 3 
and are presented in table 4.4. The uncertainty in the extrapolated value. 
which is uncorrelated with all other uncertainties, is taKen to be 50 %. 
The uncertainty due to statistics (first tenn in eq. 4-3} contributes with 

~.te. 4.3 
The. ne.~on e.n~y 4p~ (10- 8 nla·~4-1·Me.V:l1 de.t~d 640m time.-06-
6Ught me.tt.SUlteme.ntó a.t Mve. cU.66e.Mnt emU.ÛOl1. angru 6045.50 Me.Va-
paJL.ttdu on I.t .th.ic.k a.fu.mût.Wm tMge.t. The ang.te-~nteg4a.ted 4p~ ~ 
4hown ~ the. wt c.o.tumn. 

toEn (MeV) 0" 30" 60" 90" 1400 INTEGRAL 

0.0 - 0.1 1.15 1.72 1.66 1.56 3.28 26.1 
0.1 - 0.2 1.15 1.72 1.66 1.56 . ~ 3.28 25.8 
0.2 - 0.3 1.15 1.72 1.66 1.56 3.28 26.1 
0.3 - 0.4 1.15 1. 72 1.66 1.56 3.28 27.0 
0.4 - 0.5 3.14 2.91 1.64 2.91 2.88 32.5 
0.5 - 0.6 2.90 2.59 3.24 3.21 1.52 34.5 
0.6 - 0.7 5.09 4.15 3.93 2.41 - 1.76 34.1 
0.7 - 0.8 3.97 4.49 2.87 1.34 3.07 32.6 
G.8 - 0.9 5.26 4.22 1.29 1.77 3.00 31.8 
0.9 - 1.0 2.85 1.60 1.66 2.89 3.11 31.6 
1.0 - 1.1 1.62 1.83 2.35 2.84 3.52 35.7 
1.1 - 1.2 2.04 2.13 3~O2 2.94 2.91 34.2 
1.2 - 1.3 2.41 2.99 2.69 3.07 1.78 33.6 
1.3 - 1.4 2.72 2.69 2.91 3.45 2.30 35.8 
1.4 - 1.5 4.20 3.99 3.89 2.54 2.69 37.1 
1.5 - 1.6 3.82 3.59 3.37 2.09 3.75 38.2 
1.6- 1. 7 4.09 4.11 2.62 2.38 3.35 37.1 
1.7 - 1.8 2.46 2.47 2.21 2.52 2.63 31.4 
1.8 - 1.9 1.82 2.18 3.16 3.03 0.35 27.3 
1.9 - 2.0 1.91 2.53 2.60 3.54 25.9 
2.0 - 2.1 2.35 3.29 3.19 3.34 24.3 
2.1 - 2.2 2.17 2.88 4.48 0.90 22.0 
2.2'- 2.3 3.17 3.54 4.16. 18.5 
2.3 - 2.4 3.41 5.10 1.82 13.4 
2.4 - 2.5 3.42 3.49 6.0 
2.5 - 2.6 1.15 1.12 1.5 
2.6 - 2.1 0.31 0.0 
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:tab.te. 4. 4 

Thl? u.n~u (/Ulual to Oltl? .&.ta.ndaltd dl?v.iati.,olt) .in thl? .&PI?c.Vutt. valuu 

06 the. ang.ee.~hI.tI?gJurted .&pe.c.bt.u.m and thiWr. co//JtdatiCIt rmWz..ix nOl!. 5.50 MeV 

a-palf.ÜCtl? eneJi9!1 Olt a .thlcll a.fu.m.bt.iwn tait9l?t. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

1 0.00-0.30 1. 
2 0.30-0.35 .00 1. 
3 0.35-0.50 .00 .65 1. 
4 0.50-0.70 .00 .59 .71 1. 
5 0.70-0.90 .00 .56 .68 .85 1. 
6 0.90-1.10 .00 .49 .61 .71 .81 1. 
7 1.10-1.30 .00 .49 .61 .72 .73 .81 1. 
8 1.30-1.50 .00 .49 .61 .72 .72 .73 .77 1. 
9 1.50-1.70 .00 .48 .60 .71 .71 .68 .70 .76 1. 

10 1.70-1.90 .00 .46 .58 .68 .69 .65 .67 .69 .82 1. 
11 1.90-2.25.00.48.61.72 .72 .70 .70 .71 .76 .79 1. 
12 2.25-2.60 .00 .30 .40 .49 .50 .44 .48 .45 .54 .~4 .64 1. 

Stand.dev.(%) 50.0 6.2 5.0 4.3 4.3 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.5 4.3 6.2 

approximately 1 % to all spectra1 va1ues. Only fer the lew energy end 
(foreground and background are both large) and the high energy end (poer 
statistics) wi1l this uncertainty increase slightly. The total uncertainty 
due to the uncertainties in the efficiencies (second term in eq. 4 - 3) is 
about 3.5 %. The uncertainty due to the energy determinatien (third term 
in eq. 4 - 3) is neg1igible, except in the highest energy interval, because 
the spectrum is rather smooth. The uncertainty due to the norma1ization 
(fourth term in eq. 4 - 3) is taken to be 2 % (related to the 2 % fluctua
tion seen in the norma1ized monitor spectra). The result is a total uncer
tainty of approximately 4.5 % in the determined spectra1 values. The 
elements of the correlation matrix are in this specific case mostly larger 
than 0.5, because the main contribution to the standard deviations stems 
from the uncertainties in the efficiencies, which are strongly correlated. 
The integrals of the spectra are a1so given in tab1e 4.3. The integral 
of the angle-integrated neutron energy spectrum, the Itla-va1ue, is 
7.24 + 0.46 10-7' neutrons per a-particle. The major part of the uncer
tainty is due tothe extrapolation to zero energy. The Itla-va1ue is 
consistent with previous1y reported va1ues (see table 1.1). 
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4.6.3 Results from the proton-recoil measurements 

The proton-recoil spectrum 
corrected for the l-background 
was recordedfor each measure
ment. In fig. 4.4, the proton
recoil spectrum corrected for 
the l-background and measured 
at 0° emission angle together 
with the background spectrum, 
measured with a shadow cone 
inserted midway between the 
target and the spectrometer, 
are presented. Subtraction 
of the background spectrum 
results in the final proton
recoil spectrum. Similar 
measurements were performed at 
30°, 60°, 90° and 140°· emission 
angle. 

The five proton-recoil 
spectra were transformed to 
neutron energy spectra 
(see fig. 4.5) 
using the FORIST programme, 
described in section 4.3. 
For neutron energiés smaller 
than 300 keV, the spectra were 
extrapolated as described in 
the previous section. Also, 
the angle-integrated neutron 
energy spectrum is shown. 

The uncertainty in the 
neutron energy spectra above 
300 keV is approximately 6 %, 
estimated from uncertainties 
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in the response functions, the statistics and the normalization of the 
spectra. '~e accuracy of the extrapolation below 300 keV is assumed to be 
50 %. The obtained n/a-va lue (7.15.:!: 0.80.10,",7) is consistent with va lues 
found in the literature (see table 1.1) and with the result obtained from 
the time-of-flight measurements. The major part of this uncertainty is 
due to the extrapolation below 300 keV. 

1-W' 61g. 4.5 

The ~on eneAgy 4pe~ 

de.telllfl.Û'll1.d 6/f.0In plf.O.ten-/f.ec.oU 

go' rne.ct6W!.emenU. a.t 6.i.ve. &.66 elLe.n.t 
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Z. 3 a.nd 4 co/[Jte.4 pond to the. 

g/f.ound 4:ta.te. 14t. Znd. 3M 

and 4 .th e.xc.Ue.d 4ta.te. J 

1 
NEUTRON ENERGY (MeV) 

4.6.4 Comparison of the results obtained via the two different procedures 

The neutron energy spectra at 0° emission angle determined from the 
conversion of the time-of-flight spectrum and from the unfolding of the 
proton"recoil spectrum are compared in fig. 4.6. The f'f.ne structure due 
to nuclear levels of the compound system is only visible in the spectrum 
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obtained by the time-öf-flight procedure. This difference is due to the 
superiority in the ,resolution of the spectrometer when using the time-of
flight procedure, as already mentioned in section 4.2. The difference 
between the integrals of the angle-different;al spectra determined from 
the time-of-flight and from the proton-reco;l measurements are less than 
8 % for each emission angle, which is consistent with the estima.ted uncer
tainties. As can be seen in fig. 4.3 and 4.5, this difference may almost 
completely be ascribed to the rough extrapolation of the spectra to zero 
energy. 

The angle-integrated neutron energy spectra. determined via the two 
different procedures. are compared in fig. 4.7. The difference within each 
energy group has a typical value of 15 %. The difference of the integral 
n/a-values of the two spectra is less than 1.5 %. Thus. the determination 
of the n/a-value gives similar results for the two procedures. However, 
determination of the energy spectrum from time-of-flight measurements, 
whenever applicable, is preferred due to the much better energy resolution. 
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4.6.5 Results from the Hauser-Feshbach spectrum calculations 

The following reaction channels are energetical1y allowed, if alu
minium is bombarded by o.-particles of 5.50 MeV energy: 

27Al(a.o.l}27Al Q .. 0 MeV ( 4) 
27 Al (a ,n)30p Q .. -2.6 MeV (5) 
27Al (a.p)30Si Q 2.4 MeV (14) 
27 A 1 (a. ,'Y) 31p Q .. 9.7 MeV 

The number of levels of the residual nuclei relevant for the calculations 
is given in brackets. Energy, spin and parity for all these levels are 
known and were taken from Endt and Van der Leun [End 781. For the compound 
nucleus. 31p, the probability of photon decay ;s assumed to be negligible 
compared to the probability of particle decay (as was stated in section 
4.5). Thus, only the first three reactions are considered. 

The angle-integrated cross section, which we ca1culated from the 
Hauser-Feshbach formu1a, eq. 4 - 12, for the 27A1 (a,n)30p reaction is 
shown in fig. 4.8 together with the cross section. experimentally deter
mined by F1ynn et al. [Fly lal. For their measurements. they used a thin 
target of thickness 27 ~g/cm2. This is equivalent to an energy 10ss of 
about 15 keV for a 5.5 MeV a-particle. The general shape of the cross 
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section for this specific reaction is fairly well reproduced by the 
calculations. However, ou~calculated values are generally smaller than 
the experimentally determined .values. The structure in the measured 
cross section must be due to structure 1n the compound nucleus level 
density, while the calculations assume a level continuum. On the other 
hand, small discontinuities'in the calculated cross section are present 
at energies of about 3.8, 4.6 and 5.3 MeV. At these energies, an addi
tional level of the residual nucleus can be excited which causes an extra' 
increase in the cross section. 

The angle-differential neutron energy spectrum at 0° emission angle, 
calculated for 5.5 MeV a-particl~s bombàrding a thick aluminium target, 
is presented in fig. 4.9. As a comparison,our spectrum, obtained from 
time-of-flight measurements, is also given. Clearly the gross structure 
in the spectrum due to the discrete levels of the residual nucleus is 
reproduced by the calculations. The fine structure due to structure in 
the compound is, of course, not present. The difference between the two 
spectra in the energy region.below 300 keV is due to the extrapolation 
to zero energy (see section 4.6.2). 
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It must be noted, however, 
that neutrons produced by 
(a,n) reactions leaving 
the ?'es i dua 1 nuel eus in , 

..! 

. .. . .. . -. 

ALUMINIUM 
S.SOMeV 
0° 

the fourth excited state, ~ 
co 

have energies below 300 keV CD 

5! Thus. they do not contri-
bute to the measured 
spectrum, but are respon
sible for thepeak at 
300 keV in the calculated 
spectrum. Also. the 
calculated values are 
generally lower than the 
measured ones. 

The angle-integrated 
neutron energy spectrum 
obtained by us for 5.50 MeV 
a-particles on a thick 
aluminium target is pre
sented in fig. 4.10, 
to~ether with the spectrum 
obtained from time-of
flight measurements. The 
shape of the two spectra 
above 0.4 MeV is in good 
agreement. The calculated 
values are in general 
approximately 35 % lower 
than the measured ones. 
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CHAPTER 5 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Ne.u.tJLon e.neJtgy "pe.c,tJr.a. pMduce.d -in :tfUck taJtgw 06 Si, At, Mg,. C; 

BN, CaF 2' At203, Si02, and U02, a;t nOM cUnneJLe.nt monoe.neJtge.:Uc a-pMlic..f.e. 

eneJLg-ieA, Me plLeAe.nte.d. The. "pe.etJLa. 6oJr. B, F and 0 Me e.xtltac.ted 6Mm 

the JteAu.U:6 ob.ta.i.ned nOJt c.ompound!> c.on.ta..i.n..i.ng theAe dementi>. 

Thick target neutron energy spectra produced by a-bom~ardment of 
several light elements are required for nuclear waste management, as 
discussed in section 1.1. We determined such spectra for the elements 
boron, carbon, oxygen, fluorine, magnesium, aluminium and silicon at four 
different monoenergetic a-particle energies (4.0, 4.5, 5.0 and 5.5 MeV). 
The uncertainty in the adjusted a-particle energies is less than 2 0/00. 

Spectra are derived from neutron time-of-flight measurements at five 
emission angles (0°, 30°, 60°, 100° and 140°). The -Y-ray background was 
rejected with pulse-shape analysis. Corrections for the contribution of 
scattered neutrons to the angle-differential spectra were obtained from 
additional measurements with a shadow cone midway between the target and 
the spectrometer. Corrections for neutron attenuation and in-scattering 
caused by the target were not applied. As already mentioned in section 
1.2, neutron energy spectra produced by the bombardment of thick targets 
with monoenergetic a-particles have never been reported. In fact, only 
thick target (a,n) yields were found in the literature. Therefore, the 
angle-differential spectra were extrapolated from 300 keV to zero-energy, 
with the average value in the interval from 300 keV to 400 keV. For 
each element and every a-particle energy, the angle-integrated spectrum 
is determined from the five extrapolated angle-differential spectra using 
the calculation method described in section 4.4. The integral of the 
angle-integrated spectrum is compared with the published thick target 
(a,n) yields. The uncertainty in the extrapolation is large, especially 
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when the maximum neutron energy is small and only a few levels of the resi
dual nucleus can be excited. The total charge at the target was measured 
so as to normalize the different angle-differential spectra. These neutron 
spectra were monitored with a second neutron spectrometer in order to 
observe the stability of the neutron source, 

The spectra for the elements silicon, aluminium, magnesium and carbon 
ware determined directly from measurements carried out on targets of the 
pure element with their natural isotopic composition. The spectra for 
boron, fluorine and oxygen were extracted from measurements carried out 
on targets of the compounds boron nitride, calcium fluoride, aluminium 
oxide, silicon oxide and uranium oxide with their natural isotopiccompos;
tion. The last three compounds are of direct interest for nuclear waste 
management, while the results for uranium oxide are also of interest for 
estimations of the neutron flux density level af ter reactor shut-down. In 
table 5.1 some relevant informatiDn about the targets used in the experi
ments is summarized. 

In this chapter the angle-integrated neutron energy spectra (and 
their integrals; n/a-values), obtained fromtime-of-flight measurements, 
are presented numerically and gráphically for all the elements and 
compounds studied. The angle-differential neutron energy spectra are 
availáble at the CBNM Geel and are sent to the Nuclear Energy Agency 
Data Bank. 

The uncertainti.es in the spectral values (equal to one standard devia
tion) are calculated with equation 4 - 3 and are also presented. Four 
sources of uncertainties contribute, namely: 
- Statistical effects, which contribute generally about 2 %. 
- The uncertainties in the efficiencies, which contribute about 3.5 %. 

A rather large correlation exists between these efficiencies (see 
table 3.6). 

- The uncertainty in the energy determination, whose contribution 
increases with neutron energy from about 0.5 % at 200 keV to about 
1.7 % at 7 MeV. This contribution is significantly in the energy 
regions where the spectrum has a steep slope, for example at the high 
energy end of the spectrum. The obtained uncertaintles are strongly 
correlated (see table 4.1). 

- The normalization of the spectrum, whose contribution is typically2 %. 
This uncertainty is completely correlated. 
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table 5.1 

$ome &pec.l6ic. data wU:h. Jtupect ta the hVlgw. The Q.-va.fue !2.tz ~ the Il.e4ction eneJ!.gy 601L the 

!a,n) Il.e4ction lea.v.ing the 1te1>.idu.ai. nueleUl> 1..n i;á kth-exc1.ted !>tate. 

target material Si lil Mg C BI! CaFZ Alz03 • 51°2 

target thi ekness 0.4 1.5 1.9 2.0 1.7 1.5 2.4 2.0 

range of 5.50 MeV 
a-partieles (11111) 

2.7 10-2 Z.S 10-2 3.6 10-2 2.2 10-2 2.3 10-2 4.7 10-2 1.6 10-2 2.4 10-2 

chemical purity (%) ;;. 99.999 .. 99.95 .. 99.9 .. 99.99 ;;. 99 .. 99.4 .. 99.5 .. 99;98 

possible impurities unknown Mg, Si, 0, Si, Bt !tig, unknown 0, Si, unknown unknown 
Mn, Fe, Mn, Fe Al, Si, Fe 
Ni, Cu Ti, V 

Fe, Cu 

target nucleus 295i 30Si 27Al 25Mg 26Mg 13C lOs 118 19F 170 180 27A1 170 180 29Si 30Si 

isotopic abundance (X) 4.7 3.1 100. 10.0 11.0 1.11 19.8 80.2 100. .04 .20 see se. see 
Al Al 203 Si 

residual nucleus 325 335 30p 2951 160 13N 14N 22Na ZONe 21Ne 

~values (a .n)reactions 
(MeV) ao: -1.5 -3.5 -2.6 2.7 0.03 2.2 1.1 0.2 -2.0 0.6 -0.7 

Qj: -3.8 -4.3 -3.3 0.9 -1.2 -3.8 -1.3 -2,2 -2,5 -1.0 -1.0 

~. -3,4 -2.0 -2.0 -3.9 -2.5 -2.2 -2.6 -3.7 -Z.5 

Q3: -4.1 -2.3 -2.4 -2.5 -3.8 -2.8 -4.4 -3.5 

'l.!: -4.6 -3.6 -3.0 -3.5 -3.5 

t!s: -4.0 -3.6 -3.9 -3.6 

'4: -4.2 -4.1 -3.9 -4.4 

Q,: -4.2 -4.7 -3.9 -4.4 

Q.g: -4.2 

ooz 
2.0 

2.0 10-2 

.. 99.9 

unknO\f1 

170 180 

see 
1\1 2°3 



The overall uncertainty in the energy region below 300 keV, where the 
spectrum must be extrapolated, is estimated to be 50 %. This uncertainty 
contributes significantly to the total uncertainty in the integral n/a
value of the spectrum. 

Some additional spectra, for boron nitride, determined from proton
recoil measurements, are presented. This enables a comparison to be made 
with results from time-of-flight measurements in a larger energy range 
(up to 5.5 MeV) than is possible for aluminium (up to 2.5 MeV, see sec
tion 4.6.4). 

Calculations of angle-integrated and angle-differential cross sec
tions from optical model parameters and level parameters using the Hauser
Feshbach formalism were made for aluminium and carbon. These cross sec
tions, together with linear stopping powers. were used to construct angle
differential and angle-integrated spectra. These were compared with the 
experimentally obtained results. 

5.2.1 Silicon 

Natural silicon contains th ree stable isotopes; 28si , 29Si and 3051 • 

The Q-values for the (a.n) reactions to the ground state of the residual 
nucleus are -8.1 MeV, -1.5 MeV and -3.5 MeV, respectively. In our case, 
29S1 (a,n)32s and 30Si (a,n)33S are the only energetically allowed (a,n) 
reactions. Both residual nuclei may remain in the ground states, as well 
as in the first excited states. The maximum possible neutron energy pro
duced by 5.5 MeV a-particles is 3.7 MeV and 1.7 MeV, respectively. In 
table 5.1, some relevant information about the silicon target is summarized. 

The four angle-integrated spectra are presented graphica1ly in 
fig. 5.1. On1y the neutrons from the 29Si (a,n) reaction contribute above 
1.7, 1.2, 0.7 and 0.2 MeV neutron energy in the 5.5, 5.0, 4.5 and 4.0 MeV 
spectrum, respectively. Below these energies both reactions, 295;(a,n) 
and 30Si (a,n). equally contribute. This is so because both, their cross 
sections [ Fly 781 and their isotopic abundances, are of the same order of 
magnitude. The spectra are a1so given numerically in table 5.2 together 
with their uncertainties. The large uncertainties around the minima are 
mainly due to poor statistics. 
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The integral n/~-values. together with their uncertainties, are 
presented in table 5.3. These uncertainties are mainly determined by the 
large uncertainty in the extrapolation below 300 keV. For comparison, 
all n/~-values found in the literature are also presented. Values from 
the present work are consistent with the experimental1y determined results 
obtained by ~ moderator detectors [Bai 79][Wes 82). Calculated values 
as published by Liskien and Paulsen [Lis 77] are systematically about 60 % 

too high. This can not be explained by the uncertainties in the linear 
stopping powers for a-particles in silicon, but must be due to the limited 
information about the Si (a,n) cross sections. Finally, table 5.3 
contains the mean neutron energies. as derived from the spectra presented 
in fig. 5.1. 
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a-pa!Lticl.e ~.ie6. 

E./NoV): 5.5 5.0 4.5 4.0 

OE./NoV) +U'.J st.d. +IE.I st.d. +IE.I st.d. "IE.I st.d. 

O.O· 0.1 42.4 50.0 35.30 50.0 9.52 50.0 1.92 50.0 
O.I· 0.2 43.0 50.0 34.10 50.0 9.58 50.0 1.90 50.0 
0.2·0.3 42.3 50.0 32.10 50.0 9.95 50.0 2.02 50.0 
0.3·0.4 45.3 7.6 35.40 6.7 8.93 8.8 1.95 22.7 
0.4·0.5 59.4 6.8 48.90 5.2 6.00 10.7 1.09 31.4 
0.5· 0.6 74.8 6.4 58.30 4.6 5.56 6.2 0.51 34.3 
0.6 0.7 79.5 6.3 51.50 4.4 2.05 10.4 0.51 36.8 
0.7 • 0.8 81.3 6.3 39.90 4.7 1.03 59.2 0.62 36.5 
0.8· 0.9 78.8 6.3 27.90 4.9 1.07 37.0 0.54 23.9 
0.9 • 1.0 71.9 6.3 17.70 6.0 1.34 26.3 0.55 22.2 

1.0 • 1.1 63.0 6.5 8.84 8.0 1.51 21.2 0.11 27.5 
1.1 - 1.2 44.5 7.0 2.96 13.5 1.98 16.2 0.86 13.7, 
1.2 1.3 32.4 7.1 1.50 28.9 2.42 9.2 0.98 20.0 
1.3 • 1.4 24.5 7.2 1.81 30.0 2.95 9.4 1.52 14.5 
1.4 1.5 18.5 7.5 2.99 16.4 4.21 7.8 2.61 10.8 
1.5· 1.6 13.1 8.1 4.52 10.9 5.82 6.3 3.94 7.7 
1.6· 1.7 9.5 7.8 5.99 8.7 6.87 5.6 3.84 1 •• 
1.7· 1.8 8.4 7.6 7.60 8.0 7.23 5.4 3.27 8.4 
1.8· 1.9 9.5 7.8 9.66 6.8 8.05 5.1 3.34 7.5 
1.9· 2.0 10.4 7.4 11.20 5.7 8.34 4.6 3.69 6.8 

2.0· 2.1 12.4 7.8 12.30 5.7 7.57 5.1 2.78 10.9 
2.1· 2.2 14.7 7.4 14.90 6.3 6.63 5.4 1.20 23.3 
2.2 • 2.3 17.0 7.0 18.20 5.0 5.80 5.7 0.24 56.5 
2.3 • 2.4 18.3 6.6 18.00 4.9 4.87 6.1 0.01 241.7 
2.4 • 2.5 18.8 6.8 15.50 6.4 4.27 7.0 
2.5 • 2.6 20.6 7.0 12.80 7.0 3.12 13.0 
2.6' 2.7 22.6 6.8 10.50 6.7 1.44 28.2 
2.7 • 2.8 23.8 6.4 9.19 5.2 0.30 71.2 
2.8 • 2.9 23.3 6.6 9.15 4.8 0.02 267.7 
2.9 • 3.0 21.5 7.2 9.73 5.1 
3.0 • 3.1 19.1 8.8 1.76 14.3 
3.1· 3.2 14.7 11.1 3.61 35.0 
3.2 - 3.3 11.7 9.4 0.86 80.3 
3.3 3.4 10.4 1.8 
3.4 • 3.5 9.3 8.5 
3.5 • 3.6 7.8 12.1 
3.6 • 3.7 5.5 23.4 
3.1· 3.8 2.3 57.1 

.ta.b.ee 5.3 
The .in.tegllat n/a-va.f.uu, i:cgetheJt wi..tlt :theiA unc.e/!.tlUnt.leó 60.11. :tJUck :l:tV!getó 

06 .6ilic.on at 60uJt d..i.66eM.nt a-pa!l.tic.te enVtg-i.eó, ob:tWted 6Mm the .f.ilelul

:twte and 6Mm :the p!f.eó~ woltk. At:the bottom, :the mean neu.tlr.on el'leJtg-Leó 
(MeVI dete/un.Uted 6Mm :th~ ob:taA:ned .6peà.lta. Me g-Lven. 

Ea (MeV) 5.5 5.0 4.5 4.0 references 

in units 3.1 +0.9 1.0 +0.3 [Lis 7n 
of 11.4 +0.6 5.2 +0.3 1.60+0.08 [Bai 79] * 

10-8 n/a 
12.4 +0.2 5.65+0.07 1.56+0.02 0.40+0.01 [Wes 82J 
11.3 +0.9 5.81+0.55 1.38+0.15 0.41+0.04 present worl< 

< En> (MeV) 1.26+0.08 1.09;tO.05 1.27+0.06 1.31+0.09 present \'lorI< 
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* Bair and Gamez del Campo stated that their values should be multiplied 
with a factor in the range from 1.02 to 1.08 depending on the neutron 
energy spectrum due to the decreasing efficiency of their detector with 
increasi<ng neutron energy. This correction was not perfomed because 
detailed information about the neutron energy spectra was not available 
at that time. 

5.2.2 Aluminium 

Since natural aluminium is a 
mono-isotope element. 27Al (a,n)30p 

(Q = - 2.6 MeV) is the only {a.n} 
reaction possible. The residual 
nucleus can be left in the ground 
state. as well as in one of the lowest 
three excited states. The maximum 
passible neutron energy produced by 
5.5 MeV a-particles is 2.6 MeV. In 
table 5.1. same relevant information 
abaut the aluminium target is 
summarized. 

The four angle-integrated 
spectra are presented graphically 
in fig. 5.2. In section 4.6, the 
results obtained for a-particles of 
5.5 MeV were discussed in detail. 

Spectrum calculations were 
perfomed using the Hauser-Feshbach 
formalism. In fig. 5.3, the cal
culated angle-differential spectra 
at 0° emission angle are given 
together with the spectra obtained 
from time-of-flight measurements. 
Tne calculated spectra are systema
tically too low. but there is 
reasonable agreement in their shapes. 
The gross structure, due to the 
levels in the residual nucleus, is 
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reproduced by the calcula
tions. In fig. 5.2, besides 
the angle-integrated spectra 
obtained from the time-of
flight measurements, the 
results from calculations 
are also presented. The 
calculated spectra are again 
systematically too. low as 
was found for the angle
differential spectra but 
the shape is again well 
reproduced. 

The extrapolation to 
zero-energy in the angle
differential spectra can be 
quite erroneous, especially 
if a new level of the resi
dual nucleus occurs around 
300 keV. This can be seen 
in fig. 5.3 where the posi
tions of the levels of tne 
residual nucleus are visible 
in the calculated angle
differential neutron energy 
spectra. Thus, using the 
angle-differential spectra 
extrapolated from the average 
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value in the neutron energy range between 300 keV and 400 keV, for the 
calculation of the angle-integrated spectra shown in fig. 5.2, mey induce 
erroneous values below approximetely 400 keV. Therefore, in this specific 
case, we used the calculated angle-differential spectra to obtain a better 
extrapolation. First, the calculated angle-differential spectra were 
normalized to the spectra obtained from time-of-flight measurements. Then, 
the measured spectra were extrapolated using the normalized values below 
300 keV. These extrapolated angle-differential spectra were used to 
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calculate the angle-integrated spectra presented in table 5.4 together 
with their uncertainties. The uncertainties are mainly due to uncer
tainties in the efficiencies and the normalization. 

tab.te 5.4 
The angie-.i.ntegJtiUed neutlwn eneA.gy .6pec.tJu:t (lO-8 n/a· MeV- I ) toge:theA. w.Uh 

the.iJr. UJ1c.~u ( %) 60ft th.ic.~ taJtge-t6 06 ai.wn.in.i..um at 60Wt di66eA.ent 
a - paJLUc..teeneJtg.iu. 

".(MeV): 5.5 5.0 4.5 4.0 

AE.(MeV) <ilé
n

; • t.d. ""iEnl st.d . $IEnl st.d. 4>1 EI(} st.d. 

0.0 - 0.1 34.8 50.0 12.0 50:0 2.5, 50.0 1.10 50.0 
0.1 - 0.2 34.2 50.0 13.3 50.0 3.21 50.0 0.00 50.0 
0.2 - 0.3 31.7 50.0 IU 50.0 4.al 50.0 0.79 50.0 
0.3 - 0.' 26.9 5.7 6.a 8.3 5.55 6.2 1.01 12.8 
0.4 - 0.5 n.' 4.7 8.9 6.0 7.<7 4.9 2.10 6.1 
0.5 - 0.6 34.5 4.4 13.l 5,0 7.63 4.6 3.09 5.0 
0.6 - 0.7 34.1 4.2 16.0 4.4 7.35 4.3 3.40 4.5 
0.7 0.8 !Z.6 4.2 17.3 4.3 6.18 4.3 2.15 4.6 
0.8 - 0.9 31.8 4.2 11.8 4.3 8.84 4.4 1.96 5.0 
0.9 • 1.0 31.6 4.' 11.5 4.3 9.95 4.3 1.19 6.2 

1.0 1.1 35.1 4.4 18.2 4.4 9.!0 4.7 0.46 10.6 
I ••• 1.2 34.2 4.4 17.5 4.4 6.40 5.6 0.07 30.7 
1.2 - 1.3 33 •• 4.4 15.6 4.4 3.94 5.8 
1.3 - 1.4 35.8 4.4 16.6 4.' 2.26 7.9 
1.4 - 1.5 37.1 '.' 16.3 4.4 1.27 10.4 
1.5 - 1.6 38.2 4.3 14.8 4.9 0.29 29.4 
1.6 • 1.7 37.! 4.5 11.3 6.3 
l.l - 1.8 31.' 5.0 7.5 8.3 
1.8 - 1.9 21.3 '.6 4.5 11.2 
1.9· 2.0 25.9 4.' 2.! 18.9 

2.0 - 2.1 24.3 4.5 0.3 64.3 
2.1 - 2.2 22.0 5.1 
2.2· 2.3 18.5 6.1 
2.3 2.' 13.' n.9 
2.4 - 2.5 6.0 25.4 
2.5 2.6 1.5 53.7 

The integral nfa-values together with their uncertainties are 
presented in table 5.5. These uncertainties are mainly determined by the 
assumed uncertainty of 50 % for the extrapolation below 300 keV. which is 
probably too high in this specific case. For comparison, all n/a-values 
found in the literature are also given and are consistent with the present 
results. Finally, table 5.5 contains the mean neutron energies, as 
derived from the spectra presented in table 5.4. 
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table. 5.5 

The. .i.nte.glLal n/a-valu.e4 toge,th€lt.w.i.:th .theiJ!. unc.~e4 6oJ1. :thi.c.h. ttvtgw 
06 ~ at bOWL cU66€Jte.nt a-patLtic.le. e.n€Jtg.i.fU, ob:tabte.d tYr-om :th.e. 
.e..i.t€Jta.tWre. and 6JtOm .the pJlil.ent WOJtk. At. :th.e. ooilom, :th.e. mea.n ne.u.tJtOn 

e.n€Jtgw IMe.V) de.t€Jtm.i.ne.d 6JtOm the ob:.ta..i.ne.d -6pe.ctJta. a!te. g.i.ve.n. 

Ea(MeV) 5.5 5.0 4.5 4.0 references 

in units 7.4 +0.3 2.9 +0.6 0.87 +0.17 0.19 +0.04 [Lis 77] 

of 6.97+0.21 2.64+0.08 0.802+0.024 0.169+0.005 [Bai 79)* 

10-7 nla 
7.55+0.10 2.81+0.04 0.812+0.012 0.166+0.003 [Wes 821 
7.47+0.56 2.60+0.20 0.87 +0.06 0.19 +0.02 present 

work 

< En> (MeV) 1.14+0.05 0.95+0.04 0.75 +0.03 0.57 +0.03 present 
work 

* Bair and Gomez del Campo státed that their values should be multiplied 
with a factor in the range from 1.01 to 1.07 depending on the neutron 
energy spectrum due to the decreasing efficiency of their detector 
with increasing neutron energy. This correction was not performed 
because detailed information about the neutron energy spectra was not 
available at that time •. 

5.2.3 Magnesium 

Natural magnesium contains three stable isotopes; 24M9 • 25Mg and 26Mg • 
The ~values for the (a,n) reactions to the ground state of the residual 
nucleus are -7.2 MeV, 2.7 MeV and 0.03 MeV. respectively. In our case, 
25Mg (a,n)28Si and 26Mg (4,n)29Si are the only energetically allowed (a,n) 
reactions. Both residual nuclei may remain in the ground states, as well 
as in one of the seven lowest excited states. In table 5.1, some relevant 
information about the magnesium target is surnmarized. 

The maximum possible neutron energy of 8.0 MeV, produced by the 
5.5 MeV a-particles, exceeds the highest neutron energy for which the 
calibration was performed (7.0 MeV). Therefore, the absolute efficiency 
function was extended. Soma additional calibration measurements were 
carried out in the neutron energy range from 6.0 to 8.5 MeV using the 
DON source reaction. The relative efficiencies 50 obtained were fitted 
to the absolute e7ficiencies presented in fig. 3.3. This resulted in an 
extended absolute efficiency function. 
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The four angle-integrated spectra are presented graphically in fig. 5.4. 
Only neutrons from the 
25Mg (a,n) reaction contri
bute above 5.4, 4.9, 4.4 
and 3.9 MeV neutron energy 
in the 5.5. 5.0. 4.5 and 
4.0 MeV spectrum. respec
tively. Below these 
energies both reactions. 
25Mg (a,n) and 26Mg (a,n). 

equally contribute. This 
is so because both, their 
cross sections [Zwa 81] 

[Bai 62] and thei r i so
topic abundances, are of 
the same order of magni
tude. The structure in 
the spectra is due to the 
levels in the residual 
nuclei. The spectra are 
also given numerically in 
table 5.6 together with 
their uncertainties. These 
uncertainties are mainly 
due to uncertainties in 
the efficiencies and the 
normalization. 

The integral n/a
values together with their 
uncertainties are given in 
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p04ub.ee eneJr.g.[u 601t neu;tltoY!4 nltOm (a, n) 

ltea.c.:UoY!4 on 26 Mg afte .indica:ted by druhed 

Unu. 

table 5.7. For comparison, all n/a-values found in the literature are also 
presented. Values from the present work are consistent with the experi
mentally determined results of Bair and Gamez del Campo [Bai 79] and with 
the calculated values of liskien and Paulsen [lis 77]. The n/a-values as 
determined by West [Wes 82] are systematically higher. Finally, table 5.7, 
contains the mean neutron energies. as derived from the spectra presented 
in fig. 5.4. 
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table 5.7 

The -i.ntegJtal. Yi/a-vafuu togetheJL wUh thW!. unc.Vtta1nt.i.u nOJt :th.i.c.k taJtget6 

06 magY/.U.wm at nOM cU66eJLen.:t a-pM.Üc..e.e eneJtg-i.u, obta.-ined 6JtOm the 

llieJtatWte a.nd nJtom the pJtu ent woJtk. At the bottom, the meM neutlLon 

eneJtg-i.u (MeV) deteJulii.ned 6Jtom the obta.-ined .6pec.tJta. Me g-i.ven. 

Ea (MeV) 5.5 5.0 4.5 4.0 references 

in units 5.8 +1.7 2.7 +0.8 1.0 + 0.3 [Lis 77] 

of 12.6 +0.6 6.4 +0.3 2.63+0.13 0~77+0.04 [Bai 79] * 

10-7 n/a 
13.7 +0.2 7.04+0.08 2.93+0.04 0.83+0.02 [Wes 82] 
13.3 +0.6 6.65+0.30 2.60+0.11 0.73+0.04 present 

work 

< En> (MeV) 2.85+0.12 2.67+0.12 2.69+0.12 2.81+0.18 present 
work 

* Bair and Gomez del Campo stated that their values should be multiplied 
with a factor in the range Trom 1.02 to 1.08 depending on theneutron 
energy spectrum due to the decreasing efficiency of their detector 
with increasing neutron energy. This correction was not performed 
because detailed information about the neutron energy spectra was not 
available at that time. 

5.2.4 Carbon 

Natural carbon contains two stable tsotopes; 12C and Be. The 

Q-vaiues for the (a,n) reactions to the ground state of the residual 
nucleus are -8.5 MeV and 2.2 MeV, respectively. Thus, in our case, 
13C(a ,n)160 is the only energetically allowed (a,n) reaction. The resi
dual nucleus may remain in the ground state, as well as in one of the 
two lowest excited states. In table 5.1, some relevant information about 
the carbon target is summarized. 

The maximum possible neutron energy of 7.5 MeV, produced by the 
5.5 MeV a-particles, exceeds the highest neutron energy for which the 
calibration was performed (7.0 MeV). Therefore, the absolute efficiency 
function was again extended, as described in the previous section. 

The four angle-integrated sJ)ectra are presented graphically in 
fig. 5.5. Neutrons produced by (a,n) reactions to the ground state of 
the residual nucleus always have energies higher than 2.1 MeV. Neutrons 
from (a,n) reactions to the first excited state always have energies 
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~maller than 0.7 MeV and only 
occur in the 5.5 MeV spectrum. 
Other structures in the spectra 
are completely due to fluctua
tions in the level density of 
the compound nucleus. The 
spectra are a1so given numeri
cally in tab1e 5.8 together 
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with their uncertainties. In 
the energy region below approxi
mately 2.5 MeV neutron energy 
(for the 5.5 MeV spectrum 
between 0.7 and 2.5 MeV neutron 
energy). the uncertainties are 
large due to poor statistics. 

~ o+-------~~------------~-4 
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In these energy regions the 
foreground and background 
spectra are of equal size. 

The .integral nla-values 
together with their uncertain
ties are presented in table 5.9. 
For comparison. all nla-values 
found in the literature are 
a1so presented and are con- ._ 
sistent with the present 
resu1ts. Finally. tab1e 5.9, 
contains the mean neutron 
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energies, as derived from the :spectra presented in fig. 5.5. The mean 
neutron energy is relat1vely small for the 5.5 MeV spectrum, due to the 
large contribution of neutrons from the excited states. 

Spectrum calculationswere made using the Hauser-Feshbach formalism. 
The following reaction channels are considered: 

13C(a,a I ) 13C Q. 0 MeV (2) 
13C(a.n)160 Q. 2.2 MeV (3) 

The number of levels of ther~s)dual nuclei relevant for the calculations 
is given in brackets. Energy, spin and parity for the relevant levels of 
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.ta.ble. 5.8 
The. ang.te.-.ótte.gJtate.d. neu;t;lton e.nlVtgy "pe.c.:tM. (10- 9 nfo,· Me.V- 1) and the..Ut u.nclVt-

.:ta1.rt.tLu (%] 60ft thick taltge..t4 06 ea/!.bon at nOM cU661Vte.n.t a-paJt:.Ude. e.nlVtg.tu. 

f.(MeVj' 5.5 5.0 4.5 4.0 

OE.lMeVj "If.) st.d. "IE.} st.d. "IE.l st.d. +IE.l st.d. 

0.0 - 0.1 31.0 50.0 0.2 50.0 1.1 50.0 O.S 50.0 
0.1 - 0.2' 29.2 50.0 0.2 50.0 U 50.0 O.S 50.0 
0.2 - 0.3 29.4 50.0 0.2 50.0 1.7 50.0 0.8 50.0 
0.3 - 0.4 24.3 5.5 0.2 37.5 1.7 26.9 0.8 24.2 
0.4 - 0.5 . 16.6 5.3 0.2 34.1 1.7 26.8 0.8 53.5 
0.5 - 0.6 IZ.S 5.3 0.2 45.1 1.7 26.6 O.S 62.4 
0.6 - 0.7 6.7 5.9 0.2 24.5 1.7 37.0 0.8 33.4 
0.7 - 0.8 1.6 9.5 0.2 62.2 1.7 89.3 0.8 28.0 
0.8 - 0.9 1.6 lI.4 0.2 37.2 1.7 48.3 O.B 48.7 
0.9 - 1.0 1.6 20.5 0.2 54.2 1.7 28.8 O.B 42.7 

1.0 - 1.1 1.6 13.6 0.2 27.4 1.7 42.4 0.8 31.4 
1.1 - 1.2 l.6 16.3 0.2 30.1 1.7 37;5 0.8 56.5 
1.2 - 1.3 1.6 13.2 0.2 50.3 1.7 29.6 0.8 41.6 
1.3 - 1.4 l.6 19.7 0.2 44.0 1.7 24.2 0.8 52.6 
1.4 - 1.5 1.6 12.5 0.2 68.6 1.7 26.6 0.8 20.2 
1.5 - 1.S 1.6 18.9 0.2 64.1 1.7 27.5 0.8 25.3 
I.S - 1.7 1.6 16.2 0.2 46.0 1.7 22.1 0.8 40.2 
1.7 - 1.8 1.6 14.7 0.2 72.7 1.7 20.0 0.8 25.2 
1.8 - 1.9 1.6 11.0 0.2 sa.5 1.7 16.5 0.8 17.5 
1.9 - 2.0 1.6 lI.S 0.2 61.1 1;7 13.7 0.8 23.0 

2.0 - 2.1 2.1 1).8 0.3 33.2 1.9 14.9 1.0 21.8 
2.1 - 2.2 4.8 12.5 0.8 21.8 3.6 13.0 1.7 14.5 
2.2 - 2.3 6.4 9.4 1.0 27.0 5.0 8.6 l.8 11.3 
2.3 - 2.4 7.6 7.0 1.0 31.2 5.5 7.0 2.1 13.2 
2.4 - 2.5 8.0 6.3 1.2 21.8 5.7 6.7 3.0 10.8 
2.5· 2.6 8.5 6.5 1.3 ZO.3 6.1 6.8 4.0 11.1 
2.6 - 2.7 9.7 6.7 1.1 21.1 6.9 6.7 5.3 8.5 
2.7 - 2.8 11.0 6.2 1.2 31.7 7.7 5.8 6.1 8.3 
2.8· 2.9 12.1 6.1 1.8 26.8 8.1 5.8 7.8 9.4 
2.9 .. 3.Q 13.5 6.5 3.8 29:4 9.2 8.6 10.0 11.0 

3.0 - 3.1 15.1 6.7 7.9 17.9 11.9 9.4 13.7 10.1 
3.1· 3.2 17.8 6.4 11.3 11.8 14.7 7.6 17.1 7.0 
3.Z. 3.3 20.2 5.7 14.1 10.8 16.9 6.3 IU 4.9 
3.3 - 3.4 21.7 5.2 17.6 8.5 18.8 5.3 19.6 5.1 
3.4 - 3.5 23.4 4.7 18.7 7.0 19.9 4.4 21.6 4.6 
3.5 • 3.6 23.8 4.3 ZO. 1 7.3 19.9 4.2 21.6 4.1 
3.6 • 3.7 24.3 4.1 22.1 6.6 ZO.5 4.2 21.8 4.1 
3.7 • 3.S ' 24.4 4.3 22.0 6.3 ZO. 4 4.3 22.0 4.7 
3.8 - 3.9 23.2 4.7 21.7 6.8 19.5 5.0 19.7 6.7 
3.9 • 4.0 22.2 4.7 20.2 7.2 18.2 5.6 17.1 6.8 

4.0 - 4.1 21.2 4.8 19.3 7.1 16.8 5.9 15.9 7.0 
4.1· 4.2 ZO.2 4.6 18.0 6.8 15.5 5.1 14.3 7.2 
4.2 - 4.3 19.7 4.2 17.6 6.3 15.1 4.9 12.8 7.0 
4.3 • 4.4 19.5 4.1 17.6 6.2 14.1 4.9 11.7 6.0 
4.4· 4.5 19.4 4.0 17.3 6.6 13.8 4.8 11.0 5.6 
4.5 - 4.6 19.2 '4.2 16.2 6.2 12.9 7.0 10.3 6.0 
4.6· 4.7 ZO.3 4.1 17.0 7.1 11.4 6.9 9.5 6.7 
4.7 - 4.8 19.9 4.4 18.1 7.2 10.9 5.9 8.7 7.0 
4.8 - 4.9 19.1 4.0 19.0 7.4 10.0 4.9 8.0 5.9 
4.9 - 5.0 20.3 5.7 20.4 7.3 10.1 4.1' 7.7 4.7 
5.0· 5.1 21.5 5.5 21.3 6.8 10.0 4.1 7.5 4.3 
5.1·5.2 22.6 4.8 22.2 6.1 10.3 4.1 7.4 4.1 
5.2 - 5.3 23.1 4.0 ZO.7 10.6 10.0 7.9 7.4 4.6 
5.3 • 5.4 22.3 6.6. 17.5 15.6 8.5 14.8 7.0 8.0 
5.4 - 5.5 ZO. 1 10.8 14.3 IS.2 6.9 21.4 6.1 15.3 
5.5 • 5.6 17.3 14.4 11.4 18.2 4.9 25.7 4.7 29.5 
5.6 • 5.7 14.3 15.7 9.6 11.6 3.9 17.9 2.8 52.8 
5.7 - 5.8 lZ.2 10.8 9.2 8.2 3.3 9.0 1.2 75.8 
5.8· 5.9 11.5 10.6 8.5 7.2 3.3 4.8 0.6 69.0 
5.9 • 6.0 9.7 11.2 8.6 7.4 3.4 4.8 0.3 75.1 
6.0·6.1 9.3 4.7 9.2 7.2 3.4 5.4 0.1 86.7 
6.1 - 6.2 9.3 4.6 9.3 7.0 3.6 5.4 0.1 179.0 
6.2· 6.3 9.0 4.6 9.8 6.5 3.2 14.6 
6.3 - 6.4 9.6 7.6 9.7 6.7 2.7 13.8 
6.4· 6.5 10.2 5.8 9.3 7.6 Z.S 21.1 
6.5 - 6.6 10.4 6.5 8.9 6.8 1.7 46.8 
6.6· 6.7 11.2 9.2 8.8 6.6 1.0 43.4 
6.7 - 6.8 12.1 10.4 8.5 10.5 0.9 31.0 
6.8 - 6.9 13.3 13.0 7.5 24.1 0.5 101.8 
6.9· 7.0 15.0 10.6 5.4 44.5 

7.0 - 7.1 15.8 4.2 3.4 45.5 
7.1 • 7.2 15.1 9.3 3.2 18.0 
7.2' 7.3 14.0 15.5 2.6 67.9 
7.3· 7.4 12.2 3l.9 0-3 100.0 
7.4 - 7.5 8.5 49.6 
7.5 - 7.6 6.2 36.3 
7.6 - 7.7 5.3 38.5 
7.7 _ 7.8 3.3 100.0 
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:table. 5.9 

The. .&z.te.gll.a.t n/a -valJJ.u :toge:the!t wUh theilt u.nc.e.tLtt:t.iu 6oJt:t1Uck ttVlgrn 

06 eMbon CLt 60M cU66e!te.n:t a-paJtti.ele. e.ne!tg,«u" ob:ta..ine.d 6Jtom the . 
.eu~ eend 6Mm the plLue.n:t wc.lCk. A;t the. bottom, the. me.an ne.u.t!ton 
e.ne.Jtgiu (Me.V) de:te./Ull.Ûted 6Jtom the. ob:ta..ine.d .ópe.c:t/t4 Me. give.n. 

Ea (MeV) 5.5 5.0 4.5 4.0 references 

in units 11.0 +0.6 5.3 +1.6 4.2 +1.3 3.7 +1.1 [Lis 77] 

of 10.8 +0.5 6.3 +0.3 4.8 +0.2 4.2 ±.0.2 [Ba; 73a] 

10-8 n/a 
11.2 +0.2 6.5 +0.1 4.97+0.07 4.33+0.06 [Wes 82] 
10.3 +0.6 6.1 +0.4 4.88+0.21 4.08+0.17 present 

work 

< En> (MeV) 4.05+0.14 4.70+0.30 3.84+0.18 3.78+0.18 present 
work 

13C and 160 were taken from Ajzenberg-Selove [Ajz 7611Ajz 71]. The angle
integrated (a,n) cross section calculated from eq. 4 - 12 is shown in 
fig. 5.6 together with the cross section experimentally determined by 
Bair and Haas [Bai 73). They used a thin target where the energy loss 
in the target is about 2 keV for an a-particle of 5.5 MeV. Up to an 
energy of 4.8 MeV, only the ground state of the residual nucleus is ener
getically allowed. The structure in the cross section is due to fluctua
tions in the compound nucleus level density. This can not be reproduced 
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by the calculations where a level continuum is assumed. This assumption 
is not valid for a low-Z nucleus such as 170• 

As an example, the calculated angle-differential neutron energy 
spectrum at 0° emission angle for 5.0 MeV a-particles is presented in 
fig. 5.7 together with the spectrum obtained from time-of-flight measure
ments. The integral over the calculated spectrum is approximately twice 
that· of the measured spectrum. The fluctuations of the measured spectrum 
are in agreement with the structure of the (a,n) cross section as given 
by Bair and Haas (see fig. 5.6). In fig. 5.8, the corresponding calcu
lated angle-integrated spectrum is compared with the experimentally deter
mined spectrum which, of course. again differ. 
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5.2.5 Boron nitride 

For practical reasons, producing a target of pure boron was impossible. 
Therefore, a target of boron nitride was chosen to determine the neutron 
energy spectra produced on natural boron (see section 5.3.2). This contains 
two stable isotopes; lOB and 11B• The Q.-values for the (« ,n) reactions to 
the ground states of the residual nuclei are 1.1 MaV and 0.2 MeV, respecti
vely. Natural nitrogen a1so contains two stable ïsotopes; 14N and 15N• 
The Q.-values for (<<,n) reactions 
to the ground' state of the 
residual nuclei are -4.7 MaV and 
-6.4 MaV, respectively, resulting 
in threshold energies larger than 
5.5 MeV. Thus, in our case, 
lOB{«.n)13N and 11B(<<,n)14N are 

the only energetically allowed 
(<<,n) reactions. Both residua1 
nuclei may remain in the ground 
states, while the nucleus 13N 
can a1so rèmain in one of the 
lowest three excited states and 
the nucleus 14N in one of the 
lowest two excited states. The 
maximum possible neutron energy 
produced by 5.5 MeV «-particles 
is 6.2 MaV. In table 5.1. same 
relevant i n format i on about the 
boron nitride target is summa
rized. 

The four angle-integrated 
spectra are presented graphically 
in fig. 5.9. Only neutrons from 
the 10B(<<.n) reaction contribute 
above 5.3, 4.8, 4.3 and 3.9 MeV 
neutron energy in the 5.5, 5.0, 
4.5 and 4.0 MeV spectrum, res
pectively. Below these energies, 
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t:ab.ie 5.10 

Th€. ang.ie-.i.n.teglUtted ne.u:tlWn e.neJtgy .6p€.Wta. ( 10-1 -I n/a· /I/eV J togethell. w.i;th 

thw.unc~e..6 (%) 60ft t.h-fuk .taI!gw 06 bOMn n.i;t;!Wi.e. at 60W!. 
cU66e11.e.nt a-~ e.n.vr.g.ie..6. 

5.0 4.5 4.0 

st.d. +iEn1 st.d. .1,.1 st.d, .IE.I st.d. 

0.0 - 0.1 2:22 50.0 2.59 50.0 2.50 50.0 0.580 50.0 
0.1 - 0.2 2.79 50.0 2.35 50.0 2.50 50.0 0.780 50.0 
0.2 - 0.3 3.17 50.0 2.06 50.0 2.50 50.0 0.700 50.0 
0.3 0.4 3.49 8.4 2.61 11.3 2.50 9.6 0.870 12.0 
0.4 - 0.5 3.91 6.3 3.21 8.0 2.46 7.7 0.940 9.2 
0.5 - 0 •• 4.24 6.2 3.43 7.1 2.58 6.8 0.750 7.4 
0 •• - 0.7 4.79 6.4 3.13 6.4 3.04 5.9 0.820 7.1 
0.7 0.8 6.80 5.1 4.23 5.1 3.03 5.1 0.790 5.6 
0.8 - 0.9 7.74 4.8 5.42 4.8 3.67 4.8 1.370 5.8 
0.9 • 1.0 7.65 4.1 5.68 4.7 3.98 4.1 2.370 5.0 

1.0 - 1.1 7.84 4.7 5.47 4.7 3.84 4.6 2.720 4.6 
1.1 • 1.2 9.16 4.5 6.91 4.5 4.77 4.6 2.760 4.5 
1.2 - 1.3 8.37 4.5 6.31 4.5 5.31 4.5 2.540 4.6 
1.3 • 1.4 8.61 4.5 6.54 4.5 5.70 4.5 2.860 5.2 
1.4· 1.5 9.32 4.5 7.00 4.5 6.05 4.4 3.620 5.4 
1.5· 1.6 10.10 4.6 7.42 4.5 6.27 4.6 4:780 • 5.5 
1.6· 1.7 11.00 4.8 7.82 4.6 7.35 4.8 5.990 5.4 
1.7· 1.8 12.10 4.1 8.58 4.9 8.21 5.1 1.3M 5.6 
l.S· 1.9 13.90 4 .• 10.10 5.3 10.00 5.8 9.330 5.9 
1.9· 2.0 16.40 4.8 12.20 5.2 12.80 5.6 11.808 5.2 

2.0 - 2.1 18.00 4.8 14.20 4.9 14.90 5.0 13.400 4.3 
2.1· 2.2 19.80 4.9 16.10 5.2 17.20 5.2 13.400 4.2 
2.2 2.3 22.90 5.2 19.00 5.7 19.90 4.7 13.808 4.3 
2.3· 2.4 26.20 5.7 22.50 5.8 21.00 4.6 14.400 4.2 
2.4. 2.5 31.40 5.5 26.40 5.4 22.80 4.4 13.800 4.3 
2.5 - 2 •• 34.70 5.0 29.30 4.6 23.20 4.3 13.500 4.3 
2.6 2.7 38.10 4.9 JO.20 4.3 23.50 4.2 13:100 4.4 
2.7· 2.8 41.60 4.5 30.60 4.3 23.60 4.2 12.200 4.3 
2.8 2.9 42.80 4.2 31.70 4.2 23.10 '4.2 12.300 4:3 
2.9' 3.0 43.40 4.2 31.90 4.1 22.60 4.3 11.300 4.6 

3.0' 3.1 41.50 4.2 32.10 4.1 21.60 4.6 10.900 4.7 
3.1 - 3.2 41.00 4 •• 31.40 4.3 20.00 4.8 9.820 5.3 
3.2· 3.3 38.10 4.5 29.60 4.4 18.70 5.1 9.040 5.9 
3.3 3.4 36.60 4 •• 28.40 4 •• 16.90 5.7 7.740 6.9 
3.4 • 3.6 33.60 5.3 26.20 4.8 15.20 6.1 6.808 8.3 
3.5 • 3.6 JO.BIl 5.3 24.70 5.3 .13.40 7.5 5.330 12.8 
3.6 • 3.7 28.30 6.2 22.00 6.1 11.20 8.9 3.780 18.1 
3.7 • 3.8 24.70 6.4 20.00 5.8 9.39 9.7 2.360 26.2 
3.8 3.9 22.90 6.0 18. JO 7.0 7.62 10.7 1.160 37.7 
3.9 4.0 20.30 7.2 15.60 7.5 6.24 12.7 0.569 37.2 

4.0·4.1 18.00 6.6 14.30 1.6 4.63 16.3 0.323 24.8 
4.1 4.2 16.60 7.0 12.00 9.4 3.43 17.3 0.267 19.1 
4.2 - 4.3 14.40 7.0 10.50 7.0 2.49 19.4 0.141 29.7 
4.3 4.4 13.60 5.1 9.79 9.0 1.74 17.1 0.120 14.8 
4.4 4.5 12.80 6.0 7.74 10.8 1.49 9.5 0.086 30.0 
4.5 U 11.60 6.5 7.16 7.9 1.31 14.7 0.036 45.6 
4.6 • 4.7 10.80 6.6 6.14 16.2 0.80 15.7 0.033 21.1 
4.7 • 4.8 9.76 12.2 4.13 23.8 0.80 7.3 0.016 69.7 
4.8 4.9 7.36 20.2 3.20 16.4 0.73 23.7 
4.9 5.0 6.46 20.8 2.63 21.0 0.39 29.9 
5.0 5.1 4.17 19.9 1.65 23.3 0.40 5.8 
5.1 5.2 3.20 32.6 1.68 5.1 0.35 4.8 
5.2 5.3 1.38 66.0 1.53 23.4 0.41 33.1 
5.3' 5.4 0.82 38.8 0.66 55.1 
5.4 • 5.5 0.57 22.4 0.61 5.3 
5.5 • 5.6 0.51 12.0 0.61 23.6 
5.6 6.7 0.44 23.4 0.27 96.3 
5.7· 5.8 0.27 32.4 
5.8 5.9 0.24 8.0 
5.9 6.0 0.24 9.1 

6.0 6.1 0.20 55.8 
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both isotopes contribute. However. the cross section for the reaction 
10S(a.n) is an order of magnitude, smaller than that for 11S(a,n) [Zwa 73) 
[Zwa 75]. Moreover, natural boron contains only 19.8 ~ lOS compared with 
80.2 % lIS. This explains the predominant contribution of neutrons pro
duces by the 1atter reaction in the neutron energy spectra. The spectra 
are also given numerically in table 5.10 together with their uncertainties. 
,These uncertainties are mainly due to uncertainties in the efficiencies 
and the normalization. 

The integral nla-values together with their uncertainties are pre
sented in table 5.11. The nfa-values, as presented by West [Wès 82] are 
also given for comparison. The nla-value at 5.5 MeV obtained from the 
present work is consistent with the value presented by West. At 5.0 and 
4.5 MeV, our results are approximately 10 % higher, while our result at 
4.0 MeV is approximately 13 % lower than those of West. Finally. 
table 5.11, also contains the mean neutron energies, as derived from the 
spectra presented in fig. 5.9. 

tab!e 5.11 

The bl.tegMt n/a-va1JJ.ej, togetheA w.i.:th thw uneeJt.tablt.iu oOIt thic.k taJtge:t6 

06 bOMn nUlUde a;t 6(IU./L di66eAen:t a-paJt.t.i.de. eneAg-Lu, ob:ti:Uned 6ltom the 
UteJt.tttu.lte. and 6Mm the pltu ent woJtk. At the bottom, the mean n.eutJton 
eneAgfu (MeVI deteJl.lnined 6ltom the ob:ti:Uned .6pec.tJut Me g-Lven. 

Ea (MeV) 5.5 5.0 4.5 4.0 references 

in units 9.00+0.11 6.26+0.08 4.23+0.05 2.88+0.04 [\les 82] 
of 

10-6 nfe 9.22+0.37 6.98+0.28 4.70+0.19 2.53+0.10 present 
work 

< En> (MeV) 2.93+0.14 2.89+0.14 2.61+0.12 2.43+0.11 present 
worl< 

The angle-differential spectra at 5.5 MeV were also determined from 
proton-reeoil measurements. As an example. the result at 0° emission 
angle is given in fig. 5.10 together with the spectrum determined from 
time-of-flight measurements. The general shape of the two spectra is the 
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6ig. 5.10 

The angte-di66~ential n~on 
eneJtgy ~pec.tlu.un at o· emU.~.ian 
ang.ee 60.!!. thi.cll tM9w 06 
bo.!!.on rr.U:IUde at 5. SO MeV 

.a-paJLt.i.cl.e eneJtgy, deteJl:mi.ned 

6.1!.Om time-06-6tight and p.l!.oton-
.!!.eco-U m~WLemenU. 

S.O 

BORONNITRIOE 
5.50MeV 
f! 

• TIME - OF - FLIGHT PROCEDURE 
..... PROTON RECOIL PROCEDURE 

o 1 2 3 4 5 
NEUTRON ENERGY (MeVl 

,., 

\-

same, but due to the better resolution in the time-of-flight measurements, 
those results show a finer structure. This structure can be ascribed 
almost completely. to the structure in the cross section of the llB(a,n) 
reaction [Zwa 75] to the ground state of the residual nucleus. The 
integral values from the angle-differential spectra are 9.43 10-7 and 
9.39 10-~ nfa'sr- l , for the result from time-of-flight and proton-reeoil 
measurements, respectively. The difference of 0.4 % must be eompared 
with an uncertainty of 4 % in both values. In fig. 5.11 the corresponding 
angle-integrated spectra, determined via thé two different procedures, 
areshown. The two spectra are in good agreement. However, differences 
occur at the high energy end due to poor statistics and at the low energy 
end due to the large uncertainties introduced in the FORIST unfolding 
procedure. Again the integral nfa-values, 9.22 10-6 and 9.16 10-6, from 
time-of-flight and proton-recoi1 measurements, respectively, are in very 
good agreement. 

61g.5.11 

The angte-lnteg.l!.ated n~on 
en~y -6pec;tlwm 601L thi.ck 

tM9w 06 bO.l!.On n,i.tlUde at 
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deteJl:mi.ned 6.l!.om time-06-6tight 
and p.I!.Oton-lt,eco-U m~WtemenU. 
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::f: 
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5.2.6 Calcium fluoride 

Since we did not use any gas targets, solid calcium fluoride was 
employed to derive the neutron energy spectra produced on natural fluorine. 
Fluorine is a mono-isotope element, so the on1y possible (a,n) reaction is 
19F(a,n)22Na • This has a Q-value of -1.9 MeV. T~e maximum possible 
neutron energy produced by 5.5 MeV a-partic1es is 3.2 MeV. Natural calcium 
contains six stab1e isotopes; 40Ca, 42Ca. 43Ca • 44Ca, 46Ca and 48Ca • The 
Q-va1ues for (a,n) reactions to the ground state of the residual nucleus 
are -11.2, -5.2, 0.1, -2.2, -0.2 and -0.1 MeV, respectively. In our case, 
on1y (a,n) reactions on the last 
four isotopes, which make up 
approximate1y 2.5 % by weight of 
natural calcium, are energetically 
allowed. Cross sections for 
(a,n) reactions on calcium in the 
a-particle energy range of interest 
were oot found in the literature. 
Therefore, we calculated these 
cross sections together with those 
for 19F(a.n)22Na . The comparison 
showed that the cross section for 
the Jatter reaction is at least 
2 orders of magnitude larger, so 
that contributions to the neutron 
energy spectra from the Ca(a,n) 
reactions may be neglected. In 
table 5.1, some relevant informa
tion about the calcium fluoride 
target is summarized. 

The four angle-integrated 
spectra are presented graphically 
in fig. 5.12. Neutrons which 
exceed the maximum possible 
energy ·for 19F(a.n) neutrons 
and should be due to Ca{a,n) 
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reactions. were oot detected. This is in agreement with the above men
tioned difference between the cross sections. Thus the obtained results 
can be rega~ded as being due to the 19F{a,n)22Na reàction alone. The 
spectra are also given numerically in table 5.12 together with the1r uncer
tainties • 

.tab!e 5. 12 

The lXJ'IB.e.e-W€.9Jutted ne.utl!.on we.Il.gy .6pec.but (10·" nfa· MeV- I , toge:theJI. wUh 

the.iJr. unceJr.t.a.,in.tiu (%) 60ft thick taltget6 06 ca!ciwii 6iuoJUde a.:t ÓOUlt 

cU66eJr.ent a.p~ we.Il.gw. 

<.(MoV): 5.5 5.0 4.5 4.0 

OE~(MoVl "IEnl st.d. totEnl st.d. totEnl st.d. +IEn) st.d. 

0.0 0.1 19.00 50.0 7.12 50.0 4.86 50.0 4.26 50.0 
0.1 O.Z 18.70 50.0 8.~ 50.0 4.85 50.0 4.29 50.0 
O.Z 0.3 18.70 50.0 7.98 50.0 4.98 50.0 4.40 50.0 
0.3 0.4 19.60 5.2 8.43 5.4 5.05 5.5 4.29 5.3 
0.4 0.5 19.90 4.5 9.28 4.7 6.10 4.8 4.54 4.6 
0.5 • 0.6 .19.60 4.3 10.7n 4.4 7.74 4.4 5.l! 4.3 
0.6 0.7 18.00 4.2 11.60 4.2 8.68 4.2 '5.26 4.2 
0.7 0.8 17.40 4.2 12.50 4.2 9.34 4.2 4.88 4.2 
0.8' 0.9 18.00 4.2 14.00 4.3 8.51 4.2 4.37 4.2 
0.9 1.0 19.50 4.4 15.40 4.3 9.17 4.3 4.56 4.3 

l.O· 1.1 22.20 4.4 17.10 4:4 9 .. go 4.4 4.64 4.3 
1.1· 1.2 25.30 4.4 18.40 4.3 lP. go 4.3' 4.68 4.3 
1.2' 1.3, 27.10 4.3 18.80 4.3 11.30 4.3 4.30 4.7 
1.3 1.4 28.00 4.3 17.70 4.4 9.91 4.1 2.95 6.3 
1.4· 1.5 25.90 4.4 16.00 4.5 7.78 5.2 1.77 8.1 
1.5 • 1.6 23.60 4.4 14.40 4.7 6.02 5.3 0.94 10.3 
1.6' 1.7 22.00 4.4 11.80 5.1 4.94 5.2 0.44 15.3 
1.7 1.8 19.90 4.6 9.]6 5.3 3.98 5.7 0.05 63.6 
1.8· 1.9 17.60 4.6 8.00 5.3 3.06 6.1 
l.9 2.0 16.10 4.4 6./2 5.6 2.40 6.4 

2.0' 2.1 15.10 4.5 5.27 6.4 1.78 9.0 
2.1 2.2 13.20 P 4.09 7.1 0.94 17.9 
2.2· 2.3 10.90 6.4 3.03 9.0 0.21 49.6 
2.3' 2.4 8.53 7.7 1.94 12.4 
2.4 - 2.5 6.30 8.8 1.14 15.0 
2.5 • 2.6 4.72 8.8 0.65 19.6 
2.6· 2.7 3.60 8.7 0.21 42.5 
2.7 • 2.8 2.80 10.0 0.01 227.5 
2.8 • 2.9 1.91 12.4 
2.9 • 3.0 1.39 12.9 
3.0· 3.1 0.89 18.0 
3.1· 3.2 0.49 33.1 

The integral nfa-values together with thefr uncertainties are 
presented in table 5.13. These uncertainties are mainly determined by 
the large uncertainties in the extrapolation to zero-energy. No 

nfa-values for calcium fluoride were found in the literature. Finally, 
table 5.13, contains the mean neutron energies, as der1ved from the 
spectra presented in fig. 5.12 
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tabte. 5.' 3 

The. .in.t.e.fllUl.i. n/a-va.i.JJ.eó togetheJl. w.Uh ;(;heiA u.nc~u dOlt .th.i.ck. :tM.get6 

06 cal.c.Wm 6fuolr1.de a..t 60Wt cü66eJl.en:t a-pMUcte e.neJl.g.i:u obtai.ned nJr.om 
;(;he. p!l.uen;t woJr.k.. No n/a-va.i.JJ.eó WeJl.e. 60uYId .i:nthe ü;.(;eJl.a..tWte.. At;(;he 

bottom, .the. mean neutJr.on WeJl.g,uu, I Me.V) de.teA.mine.d 6Mm the ob:tahled 
~pec.;f;lr.a: Me prtUe.nte.d. 

fa (MeV) 5.5 5.0 4.5 4.0 references 

in units 
of 4.87+0.33 2.61+0.15 1. 42+0.09 o 66+0 07' present 

10-6 n/a 
.. ' -' work 

< En > (MeV) 1. 21+ 0.05 1.12+0.05 4 0 0 present 1.00+0.0 0.73+. 3 work 

5.2.7 Aluminium oxide 

Aluminium oxide is an important comp·onent in glas5. Thenlfore, the 
results will be of direct interest to nuclear. waste.management. Moreover, 
the neutron energy spectra from 0 (a ,n) canbe deduced, if theresults are 
cdmbined with those for aluminium (see section 5.3.4). 

Natural aluminium is a mono-isotope element. The reaction 
27A1 (a,n)30p has a Q-value of -2.6 MeV (see section 5.2 .• 2). Natural 
oxygen contains three stable isotopes; 160, 170 and 180• The Q-values 
for the (a,n) reactions to the ground state of the residual nucleus are 
-12.1 MeV, 0.6 MeV and -0.7 MeV, respectively. Thus in our case, in 
addition to the (a,n) reaction on aluminium; 170{a,ri)20Ne and 180(a,n)21Ne 
are energetically allowed (a,n) reactions. The nucleus ZONe can be left 
in one of the four lowest states, while the nucleus 21Ne can be excited 
up to its eighth level. The maximum possible.energy produced by 5.5 MeV 
a-particles is 5.8 MeV. In table 5.1, some relevant information about 
the aluminium oxide target is summarized. 

The four angle-integrated spectra are,presented graphically in 
fig. 5.13. Only neutrons from (a,n) reaCtións witt! oxygen contribute 
above 2.6, 2.1, 1.6 and 1.2 MeV neutron efiergyin the 5.5, 5.0, 4.5 and 
4.0 MeV spectrum, respectively. Below these.energies, (a,n) reactions on 
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aluminium also contribute. They 
are in fact responsible for the 
majority of the neutrons in these 
energy regions. The upper limits 
of the spectra correspond to the 
maximum possible energy of 
neutrons produced by (a,n) 
reactions with 180• Neutrons of 
higher energies, which must be 
due to (a.n) reactions with 170 
were not detected. The spectra 
are also given numerically in 
'table 5.14 together with their 
uncertainties. 

The integral nla-values 
together with their uncertainties 
are presented in table 5.15. 
These uncertainties are mainly 
determined by the large uncer
tainty for the extrapolation 
below 300 keV. No nla-values 
were found in the l1terature. 
Finally, table 5.15, contains 
the mean neutron energies, as 
der1ved, from the spectra 
presented in fig. 5.13. At 
5.5 MeV a-particle energy, the 
obtained mean neutron energy is 
only slightly higher than the 
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corresponding values derived for aluminium (see table 5.5). With decreasing 
a-particle energy this difference becomes larger due to an increasing 
contribution of neutrons produced by (a,n) reactions with oxygen. These 
have a higher mean energy than neutrons produced on aluminium. Due to 
this effect, the mean neutron enèrgy at 4.0 MeV a-particle energy is even 
higher than at 4.5 MeV. 
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tab!e. 5.14 

The. ang.te.-inte.g~ n~n en.eJl.gy <ópe.e:tJut 110- 8 -1 nla· Me.V ) toge.thell wUh 

the-iJL unc.elr..ta:i.ntiet.> (il 6 ol!. .t:kiek .tM.gw 06 ~ olCÁ.de Irt 60WL 

cU66eJtent a-paJLtic..te. e.1'!eJtg-itU> • 

e. (NoV): 5.5 5.0 4.5 4.0 

AE.(MeV) • IE.' .t.d • .IE.' • t.d. .IE.' st.d • .(En' st;d. 

0.0 0.1 17.20 50.0 4.27 50.0 3.37 50.0 0.59 50.0 
0.1 - 0.2 16.90 50.0 4.35 50.0 3.00 50.0 0.52 50.0 
0.2 - 0.3 16.40 50.0 4.24 50.0 2.85 50.0 0.50 50.0 
0.3 - 0.4 16.90 5.4 4.42 6.3 3.10 6.4 0.56 18.5 
0.4 - 0.5 19.00 4.6 5.55 5.3 3.85 5.1 1.15 7.9 
0.5 0.6 19.10 4.3 .7.77 4.a 4.07 4.7 1.67 s.a 
0.6 - 0.7 18.60 4.2 9.64 4.3 3.87 4.3 1.86 5.1 
0.7 - 0.8 la.l0 4.2 10.70 4.2 3.89 4.4 1.49 5.1 
0.8 - 0.9 17.60 4.2 10.60 4.2 4.76 4.4 1.02 5.7 
0.9· 1.0 17.60 4.3 10.00 4.3. 5.01 4.5 0.65 6.1 

1.0 - 1.1 19.20 4.3 10.20 4.3 3.50 5.0 0.35 7.8 
1.1 - 1.2 19.50 4.3 10.00 4.3 3.22 4.8 0.24 9.1 
1.2 - 1.3 19.00 4.3 9.53 4.3 2.23 5.7 0.24 . 10.8 
1.3 - 1.4 19.60 4.3 9.49 4.4 1.62 5.7 0.25 11.0 
1.4 - 1.5 20.30 4.3 8.82 4.5 1.22 6.4 0.31 I!.. 
1.5 - 1.6 20.20 4.3 7.67 4.9 0.69 8.0 0.40 8.8 
1.6 - \.7 19.30 4.5 6.09 5.7 0.56 6.7 0.45 8.0 
1.7 - \.8 16.30 4.8 4.55 6.4 0.72 6.9 0.53 7.0 
1.8 - 1.9 14.70 4.4 3.38 7.0 0.88 5.9 0.62 6.3 
1.9 - 2.0 14.50 4.4 2.36 8.3 0.96 4.9 0.70 5.4 

2.0 - 2.1 12.50 5.0 1.52 7.5 0.95 5.3 0.69 5.5 
2.1 - 2.2 10.80 5.5 1.40 5.2 0.97 5.1 0.65 5.7 
2.2 - 2.3 8.75 7.3 1.29 5.1 0.95 5.1 0.58 6.0 
2.3 - 2.4 6.13 11.1 1.25 5.1 0.85 5.8 0.49 7.2 
2.4 - 2.5 3.47 16.2 1.17 5.5 0.77 6.0 0.41 7.8 
2.5 - 2.6 1.83 14.4 1.09 5.6 0.71 6.1 0.32 8.3 
2.6 2.7 1.59 6.0 1.01 5.6 0.64 6.1 0.25 9.8 
2.7 - 2.8 1.42 5.3 0.92 5.3 0.56 7.3 0.18 12.0 
2.8 - 2.9 1.37 5.0 0.87 5.3 0.46 7.8 0.13 14.1 
2.9 - 3.0 1.31 5.3 0.80 6.0 0.37 10.5 0.08 19.0 

3.0 - 3.1 1.17 5.9 0.69 6.9 0.24 16.2 0.04 33.3 
3.1 • 3.2 1.08 6.2 0.60 8.3 0.16 14.3 
3.2 - 3.3 0.93 8.1 0.46 11.8 0.12 17.0 
3.3 3.4 0.76 8.4 0.34 13;2 0.116 28.8 
3.4 - 3.5 0.67 8.2 0.25 16.0 0.03 34.5 
3.5 • 3.6 0.55 9.9 0; 16 ZO.2 0.01 64.6 
3.6 3.7 0.45 10.3 0.10 21.6 
3.7 3.8 0.38 11.7 0.07 24.9 
3.8 - 3.9 0.30 13.1 0.04 30.8 
3.9 4.0 0.23 15.9 0.02 42.0 
4.0 4.1 0.17 22.0 
4.1 4.2 0.10 27.8 
4.2 - 4.3 0.07 25.4 
4.3 - 4.4 0.04 39.0 
4.4 4.5 0.02 76.2 

5.2.8 Silicon oxide 

Silicon oxide (quartz) is the major component in glass. Therefore, 
as for aluminium oxide. the results will be of direct interest for nuclear 
waste management. Moreover. the neutron energy spectra from O(a ,n) 
can be deduced if the results are combined with those for silicon (see 
section 5.3.4). 
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table 5.15 
The ..tn.tegJtal nlo.-vaiJJ.eJ:, togetheJr. wUh thw un~u 6011 . .th..ic.k tMgeA:4 

06 al.Lun.UUum oUde. a.t noW!. cU66e1tent a-paltUc..te eneJr.g.Lu ob:ta.ined 6ltom the 

pltuent woltk. No n/o.-vaiJJ.eJ:, weJte 60und .in the~. A:t the bo.t.tom, 
the mean ne.u.tJton eneJr.g.Lu (MeV) de..teJr.m.ined 6ltom the. obta..ined .6pec.:óut Me. 

pIr.U en.te.d. 

fo. (MeV) 5.5 5.0 4.5 4.0 references 

in units 
of 4.16+0.29 1.58+0.09 0.61+0.05 0.18+0.01 present 

10-7 nla 
work 

< En> (MeV) 1.19+0.05 1.14+0.05 1.00+0.04 1.18+0.05 .present 
work 

In natural si11con 29Si (o.,n)32S (Q ~ -1.5 MeV) and 30S1 (o.,n)33s 
(Q ~ -~.5 MeV) and in natural oxygen 170(a,n)20Ne (Q ~ 0.6 MeV) and 
lBO(a,n)21Ne (Q ~ -0.7 MeV) are the only energetically allowed (a.n) 
reactions as descrlbed already in the sect10ns 5.2.1 and 5.2.7. respec
tively. In table 5.1, some relevant infonmation about the silicon oxide 
target is summarized. 

The four angle-integrated spectra are presented graphically in 
fig. 5.14. Only neutrons from (a.n) reactions with oxygen contribut~ 
above 3.8. 3.3. 2.9 and 2.4 MeV neutron energy in the 5.5, 5.0, 4.5 and 
4.0 MeV spectrum. respectively. Below these energies (a,n) reactions 
on silicon a1so contribute. The upper limits of the spectra correspond 
to the maximum possible energy of neutrons produced by (a,n) reactions 
with 180• This is consistent with the results obtained for aluminium 
oxide, as described in the previous section. The spectra are a1so given 
numerica11y together with their uncertainties in table 5.16. In the 
energy region be10w approximately 1.3 MeV the uncertainties in the 4.5 
and 4.0 MeV spectra are large. due to poor statistics. 

The integral nla-values together with their uncertainties are pre
sented in table 5.17. These uncertainties are mainly determined by the 
large uncertainty for the extrapolation below 300 keV. No nfa-values 
were found in the literature. Finally. table 5.17 contains the mean 
neutron energies, as derived from the spectra presented in fig. 5.14. 
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.tab!e 5.16 
The angle-.tntegJLated neutlton eneltgy .6pec.tlta. (10- 9 nla' MeV- 1 J togdhelt 

wUh theiJL uneeJt:ta1nti.u (tl 6a./!. thick ,fuJtge.t6 06 .6lUcon oUde a,t 60M 

d.i66e1tent a-pM:Uele enettg.iu. 

E.i MeV ): 5.5 5.0 4.5 4.0 

".iNoV ) .IE.' st.d. 
"'

1En' st.d. "I En' st.d. "IE.' st.d. 

0.0 - 0.1 24.40 50.0 16.50 50.0 4.37 50.0 2.33 50.0 
0.1 - 0.2 25.00 50.0 16.20 50.0 3.78 50.0 2.38 50.0 
0.2 - 0.3 24.40 50.0 15.40 50.0 3.77 50.0 2.48 50.0 
0.3 - 0.4 21.ro . 10.0 17.40 9.0 2.79 16.9 2.08 9.9 
0.4 - 0.5 35.70 7.4 23.00 6.8 2.54 21.8 1.26 \4.6 
0.5 - 0.6 44.ro 5.5 29.10 5.1 3.06 14.3 1.76 11.4 
0.6 - 0.7 46.70 5.1 26.30 4.9 2.19 13.8 1.39 17.7 
0.7 0.8 47.80 4.8 20.70 5.2 1.71 37.3 1.50 15.1 
0.8· 0.9 43.80 4.7 13.90 5.4 1.71 31.9 1.50 14.5 
0.9 - 1.0 38.90 4.9 9.51 6.7 2.39 17.6 1.63 14.5 

I.O· 1.1 35.10 5.0 6.13 6.4 2.39 15.4 1.5] 13.3 
1.1 - 1.2 27.60 5.5 6.21 9.1 3.18 12.0 2.23 14.6 
1.2 • 1.3 22.30 5.5 6.41 8.4 3.84 9.0 2.53 10.6 
1.3 - 1.4 18.30 5.5 6.71 7.7 4.52 8.5 3.54 10.5 
1.4 - 1.5 16.60 5.6 ].59 6.6 5.29 6.5 4.40 8.1 
).5 • 1.6 14.80 5.8 8.63 6.8 6.03 6.2 5.3] 7.3 
1.6 - 1.] 13.70 6.2 10.40 6.7 6.68 6.8 6.17 6.7 
1.7 • 1.8 15.10 6.7 12.80 6.1 8.5] 6.9 7.05 6.1 
1.8 - 1.9 17.30 6.0 15.00 5.6 11.20 5.6 8.53 5.9 
1.9 2.0 18.60 5.5 16.30 5.4 11.70 4.6 9.52 4.9 

2.0 - 2.1 ZO. 90 5.4 19.00 5.3 11.70 4.7 9.36 5.2 
2.1 • 2.2 22.70 5.3 21.10 5.1 12.00 4.8 8.35 5.9 
2.2· 2.3 24.60 5.0 22.90 4.6 11.60 5.0 6.91 6.7 
2.3 2.4 25.10 4.9 22.8Il 4.7 10.10 5.8 5.55 7.8 
2.4 • 2.5 24.40 4.9 21.20 5.2 8.83 5.9 4.34 8.5 
2.5 2.6 25.20 4.9 19.30 5.4 7.80 5.9 3.33 9.4 
2.6 - 2.7 25.70 4.7 11.30 5.7 6.6a 6.3 2.48 11.0 
2.1· 2.8 25.40 4.8 15.10 6.1 5.80 6.8 1.67 13.5 
2.8 - 2.9 73.70 5.1 13.30 5.7 4.99 7.4 1.13 13.9 
2.9 - 3.0 22.30 5.5 12.20 5.7 4.06 8.0 0.77 17.4 

3.0 - 3.1 19.80 6.6 10.70 7.9 3.44 8.6 O.l] 37.0 
3.1 - 3.2 16.90 7.1 B.n 12.4 2.64 13.0 
3.2 • 3.3 14.70 7.1 5.43 13.3 1.7\ 17 •• 
3.3 - 3.4 12.70 6.9 4.63 8.4 1.14 20.8 
3.4 3.5 11.40 6.8 3.84 11.3 0.57 32.' 
3.5 3.6 9.95 9.5 2.79 17.2 0.27 45.1 
3.6 - 3.7 7.57 15 •• I. 73 26.0 
3.7 3.8 4.94 17.3 0.85 34.2 
3.8 - 3.9 4.08 12.' 0.52 25.3 
3.9 4.0 3.10 \4.6 0.33 37.6 

4.0 - 4.1 2.45 19.4 0.06 \53.3 
4.1 • 4.2 1.43 29.5 
4.2 • 4.3 0.95 28.1 
4.3 - 4.' 0.53 JO.6 
4.4 • 4.5 0.41 40.7 

5.2.9 Uranium oxide 

Uranium oxide is a fuel material for nuclear power reactors. There
fore the obtained results will be of direct interest for estimations of 
the. neutron flux density level af ter reactor shut-down. Moreover. the 
energy spectra of the neutrons produced by (a.n) reactions with oxygen 
can be deduced (see section 5.3.4). 
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6-<-9. 5.14 

The angte-~eg~ed n~on 

eneJtgy I.>pectJta. 60Jt tlUc.k :taJtgw 

06 I.>ilic.on oude at 60WL d.i.6óeJtent 
a -paJt.ti.c.R.e eneJtg.i.u. The ma.xhnum 

pOI.>I.>.i.bR.e eneJtg.i.u 60Jt neutJtOn6 

6Jtom (a, n) Jteac.:t.i.on6 onl.>ilic.on 

Me .i.nd.i.c.a.ted by da.6hed Unu. 

tabR.e 5.17 

, 

3.0 

2.0 

1.0 

2.0 

~ 1.0 
~ 

.!! 
~r:. 1.0 

0.5 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

SILICON OXIDE 

1 2 3 
NEUTRON ENERGY (MeV) 

The ~egJtaR. n/a-va1.uel.> toge:theJt w.i.:th thw unc.eJt:ta.i.n:t.i.u 60Jt tlUc.k 

tMgW 06 I.>ilic.on oude at 60WL d.i.66eJtent a-paJt.ti.c.R.e eneJtg.i.u ob:ta.i.ned 

6Jtom the pJtuent wOJtk." No n/a -vafuu weJte 60und .in the UteJta:tuJte. At 

the bottom, the mean neutJton eneJtg.i.u (MeV) de:teJtmined 6Jtom the ob:ta.i.ned 

I.>pectJta. Me pJtuented. 

Ea (MeV) 5.5 5.0 4.5 4.0 references 

in units 

of 9.09+0.50 5.08+0.30 1.85+0.09 1.13+0.06 present 

10-8 n/a 
work 

< E > (MeV) 1.61+0.07 1.63+0.07 1.88+0.09 1. 71+0.08 present 
n work 
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The Q-values for (a,n) reactions with uranium isotopes are smaller 
than -10 MeV, so 170(a,n)20Ne (Q = 0.6 MeV) and 180(a,n)21Ne (Q = -0.7 MeV) 
are the only energetically allowed (a,n) reactions (see section 5.2.7). 
In table 5.1, some relevant information about the uranium oxide target is 
summarized. 

The four angl~integrated spectra are presented graphically in 
fig. 5.15. The upper limits of the spectra correspond to the maximum 
possible energy of neutrons produced by (a,n) reactions with 180• This 
is consistent with the results obtained for aluminium oxide and silicon 
oxide. as described in the previous sections. The spectra. are also given 
numerically in table 5.18 
together with their uncertain
ties. The large uncertainties 
at the low energy end of the 
spectra are due to poor statis
tics. while the large uncertain
ties at the high energy end are 
due to the uncertainties in the 
energy determination. 

The integral n/a-values 
together with their uncertain
ties are presented 1n table 5.19. 
For comparison, all nla-values 
found in the literature are 
also presented. Values from 
the present work at 5.0 and 
4.0 MeV are consistent with the 
calculated n/a-values as 
published by Bair and Gomez 
de 1 Campo [Ba i 79] and the 
experimental results given by 
West [Wes 82]. At 5.5 and 
4.5 MeV our results are 
approximately 15 % lower. The 
calculated values presented by 
Liskien and Paul sèn [Lis 77] 
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tab.te. 5.18 

The a.ng.te.-.i.ntegJtated neu.tJton eneJlfl!l -6 pec..óta. 11 0- 1 0 n/a'MeV- 1 } togethM. 
w..U:h the.ilt uncett:t:cU.n.:Uu (%) 6 Ol!. :&ick .tM.g eU 06 UlI.a.nWm oUde a,t 

di6óM.ent a-paMic1.e erteJtgi.u. 

<.<MeV); 5.5 5.0 4.5 4.0 

"".(MeV) • IEnl st.d • +IE.l st.d. +IE.I st.d. 1)€f
n

l st.d. 

0.0 - 0.1 2i.2 50.0 41.3 50.0 10.7 60.0 8.4 50.0 
0.1 - 0.2 23.6 50.0 37.3 50.0 9.9 sa.O 6.6 50.0 
0.2 0.3 23.0 50.0 37.1 50.0 8.5 50.0 5.6 50.0 
0.3 - 0.4 27.3 82.7 36.7 24.3 9.9 100.1 6.8 70.4 
0.4 0.5 31.2 30.9 33.4 20.9 10.5 87.7 11.3 42.5 
0.5 - 0.6 41.8 20.1 31.a 17.0 13.5 30.5 9.5 66.9 
0.6 - 0.7 '46.1 13.2 31.0 12.1 12.0 25.2 5.4 83.9 
0.7 - 0.8 50.2 11.8 29.4 11.0 11.6 28.6 4.8 5l.6 
0.8 - 0.9 48.1 11.6 24.6 12.0 15.2 33.2 6.7 28.7 
0.9 - 1.0 39.8 16.0 21.4 17.2 18.5 14.0 1.5 21.8 

1.0 - 1.1 41.6 14.3 28.2 11.2 18.0 13.8 7.6 23.2 
1.1 - 1.2 44.9 12.4 32.7 9.8 la.6 12.5 11.5 19.9 
1.2 - 1.3 50.6 8.4 36.8 9.8 20.6 11.3 16.3 16.0 
1.3 • 1.4 54.6 8.7 39.8 8.6 25.1 9.6 ZO.O 10.4 
1.4· 1.5 55.8 7.8 42.3 6.6 30.2 7.4 22.3 10.4 
1.6 1.6 58.6 8.6 46.9 1.0 36.9 1.2 21.8 8.7 
1.6 • 1.7 63.8 8.3 52.3 6.8 42.0 6.9 32.6 7.6 
1.1 • 1.8 70.8 1.6 60.2 6.5 50.0 6.5 37.2 6.3 
1.8 • 1.9 73.5 6.7 67.5 5.8 56.4 5.5 40.1 5.8 
1.9' 2.0 77.4 6.2 12.0 5.5 55.1 5.3 40.3 5.3 

2.0 2.1 17.6 6.4 74.9 5.3 55.1 5.5 38.1 6.1 
2.1 • 2.2 81.0 6.0 78.1 5.2 56.3 5.6 lS.1 6.0 
2.2· 2.3 82.2 5.8 78.4 5.2 54.6 5.5 30.5 6.1 
2.3 • 2.4 18.9 5.8 75.8 5.4 49.1 6.2 24.4 8.7 
2.4 • 2.5 75.4 5.6 70.4 5.7 43.6 6.4 18.7 9.3 
2.5 • 2.6 72.6 5.1 65.3 5.1 38.2 6.5 14.6 10.1 
2.6· 2.7 69.2 6.0 60.6 5.7 33.3 6.9 10.3 13.0 
2.7 • 2.8 64.0 5.7 56.0 6.0 27.8 7.8 6.2 16.5 
2.8 • 2.9 62.2 5.6 49.2 6.3 22.6 8.3 4.1 11.9 
2.9 • 3.0 58.5 6.3 43.7 6.7 18.6 9.8 2.0 33.5 

3.0· 3.1 51.6 6.2 37.3 7.5 13.4 12.7 0.2 153.5 
3.1· 3.2 48.6 6 •• 32.4 8.3 9.7 U.8 
3.2 3.3 41.7 8.9 25.9 11.3 8.0 12.5 
3.3 • 3.4 33.8 10.2 18.8 15.1 5.1 21.7 
3.4 • 3.5 28.6 9.4 12.6 17.3 2.6 32.2 
3.5 • 3.6 24.5 10.4 8.9 18.8 1.2 49.8 
3.6 • 3.7 19.8 11.9 5.3 27.9 
3.7·3.8 17.1 9.8 2.8 33.3 
3.8 • 3.9 15.0 12.3 1.6 33.1 
3.9 • 4.0 12,1 11.5 0.8 50.7 
4.0· 4.1 11.0 14.5 0.1 180.3 
4.1· 4.2 7.1 23.0 
4.2 • 4.3 5.6 26.1 
4.3 4.4 3.3 38.2 
4.4 - 4.5 2.1 56.1 

are systematically about 20 % lower. Finally, table 5.19, contains 
the mean neutron energies. as derived from the spectra presented in 
fig. 5.15. 

60Wt 
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tab!e 5.19 

The. .int.;gJLa.i n!a-valJ.J.u togetheJt w.U;h :thÛIL Wte~u 60Jt.:thic.1? 

:taItgw 06 u.Ju:mLwn oude ct:t nOM cU66eJten.:t a-patt:ü.cte. en.eJtgiu ob:ta.i.ned 

6Jtom the ~ Md nltOm the pJtUen.:t wOIl.k. At. the bo:t:tom, the mea.n 

ne.u:tJton l!.neJtfliu (Me.VJ de:teJtm.i.n.e.d 61tOm :the ob.:ta..i.ned Ape.c.:tIta. Me. g.i.ven.. 

Ea (MeV) 5.5 5.0 4.5 4.0 references 

in units 15. +5. 11. +3. 7.2 +2.2 4.0 +1.2 [lis 771 

of 23.6 +2.4 16.4 +1.6 10.7 +1.1 5.9 +0.6 [Bai 791 

10-9 n!a 
22.1 +0.3 15.7 +0.2 10.3 +0.1 4.9 +0.1 [Wes 821 

present 19.9+0.9 16.0 +0.8 9.1 +0.4 5.1 +0.3 work 

< En > (MeV) 2.02+0.09 1.86+0.09 1.89+0.09 1. 71+0.08 present 
work 

5.3.1 Relationship between spectra of a chemical compound and its 
cons ti tuents . 

Neutron energy spectra produced by a-bombardment of thick targets 
depend not only on the (a,n) cross sections but also on the linear stopping 
power of the target material for a-particles. Throughout this work we have 
used the linear stopping power as a function of the a-energy as given for 
each element by Ziegler [Zie 7n. For compounds and mixtures of elements 
the linear stopping powers were calculated from those for the individual 
constituents using Braggs additivity rule. West [Wes 7~ pointed at the 
similarity of the energy dependence of linear stopping power for all ele
ments. He showed that the assumption of an identical shape of ,linear 
stopping powers as a function of the a-particle energy has a large validity. 
especially when the a-particle range involved is in the order of a few MeV 
and the difference in Z of·the various constituents is smàl1. 

Using Wests assumption of similar shapes of linear stopping powers the 
spectrum of a compound, We(En), is related to the spectra of its constituent 
elements by: . 

W (E I = [l; a.. m. k.o <I>. (E IJ![ l: ct. m. 1<...1 
e n j j j j j n j j j j~ 

5 - 1 
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where mj is the atomie mass of the element, j, which is aj times contained 
in the compound molecule (or mixture), kjO is defined by: 

Po (ldEaldX)j) 
k·o = 

j P j IdEa/dxl O 

5 - 2 

where dEaldx is the linear stopping power for a-particles and P is the 
density. The index 0 indicates an arbitrary constituent element of the 
compound. The summation in eq. 5 - 1 is taken over all constituent ele
ments and the mean in eq. 5 - 2 is over the a-particle energy interval 
involved. 

In our case, measurements were only carried out on binary compounds. 
From the spectra obtained for such a compound (~c) in combination with 
those for one of the two elements (~O) the spectra of th~ other element 
(~1) can be deduced. In this specific case, eq. 5 - 1 reduces t~: 

~l1E 1 = 11+K) ~ IE) K ~oIEMI . n en" 5 - 3 

with 

tabte 5.20 
SummMy 06 the c.o.u.tan.t6 K and 

the,Ut unc~e!.> enteM.ng i.n 

the Ite.f.a.t(.on be.tween the <I pec..tlta 

06 a chemica! compound and 06 i.;U 

co.u.tUuent deme.n..t<l I eq. 5 - 3) 

compound element K AK(%) 0 

BN N 1.23 6.5 
CaF2 Ca 0.946 1.0 

Al 203 Al 0.92 3.3 
Si02 Si 0.657 2.0 
U02 U 2.22 4.3 

5 - 4 

In cases where only (a,n) reactions 
with one of the two elements are 
energeticallY allowed. the second 
term of equation 5 - 3 is zero. 
In table 5.20 the constants K rele
vant for the present work together 
with uncertainties are summarized. 
The uncertainties are determined by 
the accuracy of Wests assumption on 
the similarity of the energy depen
denee of linear stopping powers. 
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5.3.2 Boron 

The neutron energy spectra for a thick target of boron can be deduced 
with eq. 5 - 3 from the results obtained for boron nitride, presented in 
section 5.2.5. In our case, (a,n) reactions with nitrogen are energetica1-
1y not allowed. Thus, the spectra for boron can be simp1y obtained by 
mUltiplying the results for boron nitride with 2.23. The integral nla
values together with their uncertainties are presented in table 5.21 • 

.ta.b!e. 5.21 

The. .ln:tegl!.l.tR. nla-vai.u.eJ, .tc9e.-theJt wUh -thW!. unc.~u 601l. thldz. tallget6 

06 bOlWn at 6oW't d.i.66etLe.nt a-pa!l..ti.de. e.neJtg..l.u ob.ta...l.ne.d nlWlll -the. .e.ite./U1-
t:u/l,e. and 6Jt.0III -the. p!t.ue.n.t wo1!.k. At -the. botiom, -the. me.an ne.utMn e.YIeJtg..l.u 

(Me.Vl de.-teJl.m..l.ne.d nlWm -the. ob.ta...l.ne.d .6pe.ct7uI aJl.e. pJt.Ue.n.te.d. 

Ea (MeV) 5.5 5.0 4.5 4.0 references 

in units 2.4 +0.7 1. 7 +0.5 1.0 +0.3 [Lis m 
of 2.06+0.08 1.56+0.06 1.06+0.04 0.62+0.02 [Bai 79) * 

10-5 nJa 2.06+0.11 1.56+0.08 1.05+0.06 0.56+0.03 present 
work 

< En> (MeV) 2.93+0.14 2.89+0.14 2.61+0.12 2.43+0.11 present 
work 

* Balr and Gamez del Campo stated that their values should be multiplied 
with a factor in the range from 1.02 to 1.04 depending on the neutron 
energy spectrum doe to the decreasing efficiency of their detector with 
increasing neutron energy. This correction was not performed because 
detailed information about the neutron energy spectra was not available 
at that time. 

For comparison all nla-values found in the literature are a1so given. 
Values from the present work are consistent with experimental1y determined 
resultspublished by Bair and Gomez del Campo [Bai 79]. Thus the differen
ces between our nla-values for boron nitride with the results from West 
[Wes 82] (see section 5.2.5) are not verified by the results for boron 
given by Bair and Gamez del Campo [Bai 79]. Calculated valoes as published 
by Liskien and Paulsen (Lis 77J are systematically about 40 % too high. 
This must be due to the limited accuracy of the available cross sections 
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tor the B(a,n) reaction [Wal 4~, which were used for the calculations. 
Finally, table 5.21, contains the mean neutron energies, as derived from 
the spectra. 

5.3.3 Fluorine 

The neutron energy spectra for a thick target of fluorine can be 
deduced with eq. 5 - 3 from the results obtained for calcium fluoride, 
presented in section 5.2.6. In our case, the contribution of neutrons to 
the spectra from (a,n) reactions on calcium can be neglected. Thus the 
spectra for fluorine can be simply obtained by multiplying the results for 
calcium fluoride with 1.946. The integral nfa-values together with their 
uncertainties are presented in table 5.22. These uncertainties are mainly 
determined by the large uncertainties in the extrapolation to zero-energy. 
For comparison, all nla-values found in the literature are also presented. 
Values from this work are approximately 20 % higher than the experimental 
values presented by Bair and Gomez del Campo [Bai 7~ and about 30 % 

.ta.b.te 5.22 

The b!teg!Utt nla-va1.uu .togethelt wUh the1A unc.e/!.t.tUntiu nOl!. :th.i.c.k .ta.I!.get.6 

06 6.tLwJtine a.:t nOWL cünneltent a-pa!Lti.de ene!lfl.iu obtabted nJtOm the U;Wur

tWLe Md 6Jtom the pltuent woJtk. At. the bottom, the meM neutJwn ene!lflw 
(MeV) detetunüted 6JtOm the obtabted 4peet:lta. Me pJtuented. 

fa (MeV) 5.5 5.0 4.5 4.0 references 

in units 3.9 +0.8 1. 9 +0.4 0.79+0.16 [Lis 78] 
of 7.75+0.54 4.39+0.30 2.16+0.15 0.88+0.06 [Bai 79] * 

10-6 nla 9.5 :!:.0.7 5.1 +0.3 2.76+0.18 1. 28+0.13 present 
work 

< En > (MeV) 1. 21+0. 05· 1.12+0.05 1.00+0.04 0.73+0.03 present 
work 

* Bair and Gomez del Campo stated that their values should be multiplied 
with a factor in the range from 1.00 to 1.01 depending on the neutron 
energy spectrum due to the decreasing efficiency of their detector 
with increasing neutronenergy. This correction was not performed 
because detailed information about the neutron energy was not available 
at that time. 
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higher than the values given by Liskien and Paulsen [Lis 78]. A chemical 
composition of the target material deviating from the specifications given 
by the manufacturer could explain the discrepancies. However, a chemical 
analysis of the target material was carried out and confirmed those speci
fications. Finally, table 5.22, contains the mean neutron energies, as 
derived from the spectra. 

5.3.4 Oxygen 

The neutron energy spectra for a thick target of oxygen can be deduced 
with eq. 5 - 3 from the results obtalned for uranium oxide (see section 
5.2.9), as well as from the results for silicon oxide (see section 5.2.8) 
and aluminium oxide (see section 5.2.7) in combinatien with the results 
for silicon (see section 5.2.1) and aluminium (see section 5.2.2). The 
angle-integrated neutron energy spectra at the four different a-particle 
energies, determined from the th ree different oxides, are presented in 
fig. 5.16. In general these spectra are in reasonable agreement with 
each other. In eur case, (a,n) reactions with uranium are not allowed. 
Thus, the spectra for oxygen can be simply obtained by multiplying .the 

6.i{j. 5.16 
The angle--in.tegJta.ted ne.u.tltOn 

eneJtgy .t:.pe.c.tJta. 60!t .tkiek .ta.It8e.t6 
06 oxygen at nOM di..66eJten.t a
pallilc..e.e meJtg-ie.<:.. The t!Uek 
6u.U ünu lLepJtuen.t the !tuu..U6 
ob.tahted 6JWm wr.an.l.wn oUde, the 

cLa..t:. hed Üne.t:. alte the !te.<:. u..U6 

·ob.tahted n!tom .t:.iticon oUde, 
wkUe the th-in 6u.U üne.t:. 

coJtlLe.<:.pond te the ILUu..U6 

ob.tlUned 6JWm a1l.unln-ium oUde. 
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results for uranium oxide with 3.22. Therefore, these spectra sh.ould be 
preferred to the others. Moreover, the uncertainties in the neutron energy 
spectra determined from silicon oxide and aluminium oxide are relatively 
large in those energy regions where neutrons from (a,n) reactions on both 
constituents contribute. In particular, the results deduced from aluminium 
oxide below 1.3. 1.8 and 2.6 MeV neutron energy in the 4.5. 5.0 and 5.5 MeV 
spectrum, respectively, are inaccurate. In these energy regions the neu
trons in the spectra for aluminium oxide must be ascribed almost completely 
to the 27A1 (a,n) reaction. . 

The integral nfa-values together with their uncertainties are present
ed in table 5.23. For comparison, the calculated values,published by 
Liskien and Paulsen [Lis 7n are also given and are consistent with the 
present results. The n/a-values obtained from the three different oxides 
are also consistent with each other, except at 4.5 MeV a-particle energy. 
This is probably due to a low result for silicon oxide at this energy. 
The results deduced from uranium oxide are preferred due to the higher 
accuracy obtained. Finally, table 5.23 contains the mean neutron energies. 
as derived from the spectra presented in fig·. 5.16. 

:ta.bte 5.23 

The iYLtegJta1 n/a-vatUe6 ;tage;the/l. wUh the.Vr. u.nc~e6 60l1·.t:h.i.ek Wtgetó 

06 oxygen aj; nOM dl66eltent a-pa!t.ti,c.te ene!tgi.e6 ob:ta.i.ned 6JWIII ;the Utetta

twt.e and 6JWm ;the p!te6en-t woJtk. Al; the bottom, the mean neu.tlton ene/l.gi.e6 

(MeV) deteJtmined 6Jtom the ob:ta.i.n~d hpe~ aJte p!te6ented. 

fa (MeV) used 5.5 5.0 4.5 4.0 references oxide 

in units --- 5.1 +1.5 3.6 +1.1 2.4 +0.7 1.3 +0.4 [Lis 77J - - - -
Al 203 --- --- --- 1.7 +0.2 present 

of work 
Si02 7.66+0.86 4.59+0.57 2.16+0.17 1.61+0.09 present 

lO-a n/a - - - work 
U02 6.46+0.35 5.18+0.32 2.93+0.16 1.64+0.09 present 

- - - work 

< En > A1203 --- --- --- 1.66+0.09 present 
work 

(MeV) Si02 1. 96+0.13 1.97+0.11 2.13+0.11 1.78+0.09 present 
- work 

U02 2.02+0.09 1.86+0~09 1.89+0.09 1. 71+0.08 present 
- - work 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

- A neutron spectrometer. utilizing an NE 213 liquid scintillator has been 
designed and constructed. calibration was carried out using monoenergetic 
neutrons i~ the energy range 0.2 to 7.0 MeV. Pulse-shape analysis was used 
to reject the 1-background (see chapter 2 and 3). Time-of-flight and proton
recoil spectrometry can be applied simultaneously. The neutron energy spectra 
obtained from these two spectrometric methods are consistent. However. results 
from time-of-flight measurements were preferred due to the superior energy 
resolution in the energy range of interest (see section 4.6.4 and 5.2.5). 

- A unique identification of signals from the NE 213 liquid scintillator. as 
to whether they are due to neutrons or 1-quanta, based on pulse-shape analysis 
is not possible bel.ow 400 keV proton energy (see chapter2). 

- Most importantly and for the first time, energy spectra and mean energies 
of neutrons produced by the bombardment of thick targets of B. C, 0, F, Mg, 
Al, Si, BN, CaF2, A1 203• Si02 and U02 with a-particles of 4.0, 4.5, 5.0 and 
5.5 MeV are presented together with their integral nfa-values. In general. 
the integral ·n!a-values are consistent with earl ier published results. Only 
in the case of F, the present values are systematically higher, sayabout 
20% (se~ chapter 5). Requests for the results presented in this thesis were 
made in the last World Request Lists for Nuclear Data. 

- The shapes of the measured and calculated neutron energy spectra for Al 
are in good agreement with each other (see section 4.6.5 and 5.2.2). For C, 
these shapes differ considerably. This must be due to the assumption made 
in thecalculations on thecontinuity of the compound nucleus level density, 
which is not valid for such a low-Z nucleus (see section 5.2.4). 

- The neutron energy spectra for 0, det~rmined from three different compounds 
(A1 203, Si02 and U02,. are consistent with each other. This confirms the ac
.curacy of the detection system and the validity of .the applied relation be
tween spectra of a chemical compound and its constituents (see section 5.3). 
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SUMMARY 

Nuclear waste from nuclear power stations consists, toa large extent. 
of actinides. These of ten decay by a-emission. Ouring the handling, transpor
tation and storage, this highly a-active material can come in contact with 
low-Z material (e.g. glass), on which neutrons can be produced via (a,n) 
reactions. This may necessitate extra requirements with respect to the 
neutron shielding and to the glass used for the storage. For these reasons i 
data on the neutron production bya-bombardment of light elements in thick 
targets were requested in the World Request List for Nuclear Data. Some 
thick target (a,n) yields have been published recently. In this thesis, 
primari1y energy distributions of the neutrons produced by~uch bombardments 
are presented. The 7 MV Van de Graaff accelerator of the~Central Bureau for 
Nuclèar Measurements (Geel, Belgium) was used as the source of monoenergetic 
a-particles. 

A neutron spectrometer, utilizing a cylindrical NE 213 liquid scintil
lator was designed and constructed. Protons and electrons, due to neutron 
and 'l'-quantum interactions, respectively. induce differently shaped pulS~s 
in this type of scintillator. This enables a separation of the 'l'-backgro~nd. 
based on pUlse-shape analysis. Several electronicpulse-shape analysers 
were compared experimentally. 

The spectrometer was calibrated with monoenergetic neutrons produced' 
by the Van de Graaff accelerator using the T(p,n)3He and the D(d,n)3He reac
tions. The neutron detection efficiency was measured relative to the well 
known angular cross sections of these two reactions. This resulted in a rela
tive efficiency function in the energy range 0.2 to 7.0 MeV. This was fixed 
to an absolute scale by carrying out measurements at 2.0 and 5.5 MeV relative 
to a calibrated proton-recoil telescope. The absolute efficiency function 
obtained in this way has been used for,time-of-flight spectrometry on pulsed 
neutron sources. A sophisticated uncertainty analysis was performed taking 
into account all covariances. This resulted in uncertainties in the efficien
cies of less than 5 % and correlations between these efficiencies, which are 
expressed in a correlation matrix. A comparison of the experimentally deter
mined efficlencies with values calculated using an' analytical expresslon 
showed that differences of more than 10 % occur when low detection biases 
are employed (in our case; equivalent to 100 keV neutron energy). 

In addition, the spectrometer has been calibrated for proton~recoil 
spectrometry. This is mainly for applications where no pulsed neutron 
source is available or the neutron flux density is too low. Therefore, 
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simultaneously with the efficiency measurements, the proton-recoil distribu
tions for monoenergetic neutrons were registered. In this' way. one distribu
tion every 100 keV was finally obtained in the neutron energy range of in
terest. These distributions are in agreement with those derived from Monte 
Carlo calculations. 

For thick targets of silicon, aluminium, magnesium, carbon, boron 
nitride, calcium fluoride,aluminium oxide, silicon oxide and uranium oxide, 
measurements were carried out for a-particle ènergies of 4.0. 4.5, 5.0 and 
5.5 MeV at 0°, 30°, 60°, 100° and 1400 emission angles and at a distance 
of 3.5 meter from the target. The time-of-flight spectra were converted to 
néutron energy spectra. The angle-integrated neutron energy spectrum was 
calculated from the five angle-differential spectra for each a-particle 
energy and for each target. The spectra for the elements boron, fluorine 
and oxygen were deduced from the results of the relevant compounds. The 
integral nla-values of the spectra are, in general, consistent with thick 
target (a.n) yields measured with 4rr moderator detectors as published in 
the literature. Only in the case of fluorine, the present integral nla
values are systematically about 20 X higher. 

Apart from time-of-flight spectrometry, the calibrated neutron spectro
meter mayalso be used for proton-recoil spectrometry. Both spectrometri~ 
methods have been applied in the cases of aluminium and boron nitride. The 
neutron energy spectra unfolded from the proton~recoil distributions are 
consistent with the results obtained from time-of-flight measurements. 

In addition. spectra for aluminium and carbon were calculated from 
(a.n) cross sections and linear stopping powers. The cross sections were 
obtained from calculations based on the Hauser-Feshbach formalism using 
optical model parameters and level parameters. Results from calculations 
for aluminium are systematically about 35 X too low. However, the shapes 
of the spectra are in reasonable agreement with the results obtained from 
measurements. But in the case of carbon, the shapes also 'differ dueto 
the assumption on the continuity of the compound nucleus level density 
used in the calculations. This assumption is not valid for such a low-Z 
nucleus at the energies of interest. 

As an illustration, the complete data handling and the determination 
of the spectra is described in detail for one specific case (aluminium, 
5.5 MeVa-particles), 
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SAMENVATTING 

Een belangrijk deel van het radioactief afval van kerncentrales bestaat 
uit actiniden. Deze vervallen vaak via a-emissie. Tijdens de behandeling. 
het transport en de opslag van dit sterk a-actief materiaal kan het in con
tact komen met lage-Z materialen (bijvoorbeeld glas). Via (a,n) reacties 
kunnen in deze materialen neutronen worden geproduceerd. waardoor extra 
afscherming tegen deze neutronen en speciale eisen aan het glas. dat voor de 
permanente opslag wordt gebruikt, noodzakelijk kunnen zijn. Om deze redenen 
zijn er meer gegevens met betrekking tot de neutronenproduktie tijdens de 
beschieting met a-deeltjes van lichte elementen in dikke trefplaten vereist. 
Recentelijk zijn voor enige relevante elementen totale neutronenopbrengsten 
in dikke trefplaten gepubliceerd. In dit proefschrift worden hOOfdzakelijk 
de neutronenenergiespectra gepresenteerd. De 7MV-Vande Graaffversneller 
van het Centraal Bureau voor Nucleaire Metingen (Geel. België) is gebruikt 
als bron voor monoënergetische a-deeltjes. 

Een neutronenspectrometer. uitgaande van een NE213-vloeistofscintilla
tor, werd opgebouwd. Protonen en electronen. ten gevolge van respectievelijk 
neutron- en ~-quantuminteracties, induceren in dit type scintillator pulsen 
met een verschil in pulsvorm. Dit maakt een scheiding van de ~-achtergrond 
met behulp van pulsvormanalyse mogelijk. Verschillende electronische puls
vormanalysatoren zijn experimenteel vergeleken. 

De spectrometer is gekalibreerd met monoënergetische neutronen. Deze 
werden geproduceerd met de Van de Graaffversneller via de T(p.n)3He- en de 
D(d,n)3He-reacties. Het neutronendetectierendement is relatief ten opzichte 
van de nauwkeurig bekende differentiële werkzame doorsneden van deze twee 
reacties gemeten. Dit resulteerde in een relatief detectierendement in het 
energiegebied van 0.2 tot 7,0 MeV, dat op een absolute schaal is gebracht 
door metingen bij 2.0 en 5.5 MeV relatief ten opzichte van een gekalibreerde 
proton-terugstoottelescoop. Het, zo verkregen. absolute detectierendement 
is gebruikt voor vluchttijdspectrometrie aan gepulste neutronenbronnen. Een 
accurate nauwkeurigheidsanalyse is verricht, w~arbij alle covarianties in 
de beschouw'lng zijn meegenomen. Dit resulteerde in onnauwkeurigheden kleiner 
dan 5 % in het detectierendement en in correlaties tussen de detectferende
mentenbij verschillende energieën. die zijn weergegeven in een correlatie
matrix. Een vergelijking van het gemeten detectierendemant met waarden 
berekend uit een analytische formule laat zien dat verschillen groter dan 
10 % ontstaan, indien lage detectiedrempels worden gebruikt (in ons geval 
equivalent me~ een neutronenenergie van 100 keV). 
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De spectrometer werd bovendien gekalibreerd voor proton-terugstootspec
trometrie, met name voor toepassingen bij metingen waar geen gepulste neutro
nenbron beschikbaar is of waar de neutronenfluxdichtheid te laag is. Daarom 
zijn, simultaan met de detectierendementmetingen, ook de proton-terugstoot
verdelingen voor monoänergetische neutronen geregistreerd. Op deze manier 
werd uiteindelijk êên proton-terugstootverdeling verkregen per 100 keV in 
het beschouwde neutronenenergiegebied. Deze verdelingen vertonen een goede 
overeenstemming met verdelingen verkregen uit Monte-Carlo-berekeningen. 

Aan dikke trefplaten van silicium. aluminium. magnesium, koolstof. 
boriumnitride, calciumfluoride, aluminiumoxide. siliciumoxide en uranium
oxide werd gemeten bij a-energieën van 4,0, 4,5, 5,0 en 5,5 MeV onder emis
siehoeken van 0°, 30°, 60°, 100°, 1400 op een afstand van 3,5 meter tussen 
de spectrometer en de trefplaat. Voor elke a-energie en elke trefplaat 1s 
het over de hoek geïntegreerde neutronenenergiespectrum berekend uit de 
vijf hoekdifferentiële energiespectra, ieder bepaald uit een vluchttijd
spectrum. De spectra voor borium, fluor errzuurstof zijn afgeleid uit de 
resultaten voor de verschillende chemische verbindingen. De integrale n/a
waarden zijn in het algemeen in overeenstemming met de gepubliceerde totale 
neutronenopbrengsten, gemeten met 41f-moderatordetectoren. Alleen voor 
fluor zijn onze waarden systematiSCh ongeveer 20 % hoger. 

Behalve voor vluchttijdspectrometriekan de gekalibreerde neutronen
spectrometer ook gebruikt worden voor proton-terugstootspectrometrie. Beide 
spectrometrische methoden zijn toegepast in de gevallen van aluminium en 
boriumnitride en geven overeenstemmende resultaten. 

Bovendien zijn spectra voor aluminium en koolstof berekend uit (a,n) 
werkzame doorsneden en remvermogens voor a-deeltjes. De werkzame doorsneden 
zijn op hun beurt berekend met behulp van het Hauser-Feshbach formalisme uit 
opti sch-mode 1 parameters en ni veauparameters",~sul ta ten ui t berekeni ngen 

" zijn voor aluminium ongeveer 35 % te laag. De energieverdelingen van de 
berekende spectra zijn echter in goede overeenstemming met de resultaten 
uit metingen. In het geval van koolstof verschillen echter ook de energie
verdelingen. Dit is voornamelijk toe te schrijven aan de veronderstelling 
in de berekeningen. dat de niveaudichtheid in de tussenkern continu is. 

Ter illustratie is de complete gegevensverwerking en de bepaling van 
. . 

de spectra in detail beschreven voor een specifiek geval (aluminium. 
5.5 MeV a-deeltjes). 
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NAWOORD 

Het 4Uu.Ua.a.t vctYl ew p1Lomo;UeOYldMzoek. i.J, evevtal.t. dat van ew meM

dM{J.6e w-ieLeJWJed.6:tJti..jd ct6haYlk.eU.jk. van de p1La.ta;Ua van het ondeJt4teu.nend 

.team. OYlon.tbeeJtLLjk. ujn de MnaneiUe en lfIIL'l:eJUUe oYldeMtewU.1'I9 van eeYl 

.6pon.604. Oe c.oach heeM tot taak. ujn pupil .in de jUÁAte k.OeM -te" houdw 

;Ujdenh de vele, !a.nge en. vctctk. moeil"ijk.e e.mppa. Met behulp van bekwame 
-techn..iei bUj6t de appM.a.tLtWL .in. optimaLe c.and.i;Ue. Een goede Mmel1We!tlUng 

met coUe.ga.e tevMt ew bel.a.ng4.ijk.e fUjdJutge ondeJWJe.g. VeJtdM i.J, veel. 
beg4.ip van de e.chtgwo-te noodzAAeUjk.. 
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Opbrengsten en gemiddelde energieën van neutronen, geproduceerd door a

deeltjes met. energieën in het gebied van 4,0 tot 5,5 MeVin dikke tref-, 

platen, zijn voor borium relatief grootten opzichte van die voor de andere 

in glas voorkomende elementen. Om deze reden zijn boritJlllbeYa'ttende glas

soorten voor de Pf:F'IIfû.I1ente opslag van hoog radioactief afval IItÎYlder geschikt. 

VU ~e64chni6t, hoo6d&tuk 1 en 5 

2 

Een specificatie door fabrikanten van kwaliteitsfactoren bij .pulsvormanalysa

toren. weergevend het scheidend verlllOgen tu.ssen sigM'len afkomstig van neu
trontn en 'Y-quanta,. is alleen zinwl indien deze oaderling Yel"jeltikbaar zijn. 

VU p.\oe66-cM.i6t. hoo6tk-tu1t f 

3 

"GOr 'Iele toepassinte1\van de NE213-vloeistofscint'Hlator al'.spt'oton-terug
stootspectrometer kan voor de kalibratie volstaan wol"den met net berekenen 
van de proton-terugstootverdeliRgen voor monoënergetis.che lltI:ItJ"Ol'telll., waar

dooi" de tij~rovende experill\ente le ka ltbratieproeedvre wordtgeël illrineerd. 

tlU prweá4c1thió.t. hoo6d6.tu.k 1 

4 

~tie van moflOëntrgetische neutronen geschiedt veelvuldig via de reactie 

D(df n)3He (0.=3.21 ,"",Vi) • waarbij gebruik gemaakt wordt van trefplaten waar 
I'I9tdeuterium in de IIletalen yttrium of titaan is geabsorbeerd. 1", deze 

_talen kan naast het deuterium ook zuurstof aanwezig. zijn. waardoor via de 
reactie 160(d.n)17F (0.=-1,62 MeV) stoorneutronen kunnen worden geproduceerd. 

Experimenteel is gebleken. dat voor yttrium-trefplaten bij deuteronen
energieën hoger dan 2 MeV de hoeveelheid stoorneutronen en de hoeveelheid 

IlIOfIOëflergetische neutronen van gelijke grootte kunnen zijn. Voor titaan
trefplaten is de hoeveelheid zuurstof en dus de hoeveelheid geproduceerde 

stoonleutronen veel kleiner dan voor yttrium-trefplaten waardoor het gebruik 

van de eerste de voorkeur geniet. 

VU ~eá4c.M.i6,t, hoo6d6.tuk 3 

5 
···óe evaluatie van beschikbare meetgegevens van een fysische grootheid om te 

kOll\en tot één aanvaarde waarde, dient bij voorkeur niet te gebeuren door 
een van de experimentators die tot de meetgegevens hebben bijgedragen. 



6 

Aangezien experimenteel is aangetoond dat de reactiesnelheid van d-t fusie, 

gekataliseerd door muonen, de vervalsnelheid van de vrije muonen met meer 
dan twee orden van grootte overtreft, dienen de mogelijkheden van deze vorm 
Vi.11 fusie voorde produktie van energie Mder onderzocht te worden. 

V.M. By~ky et: al •• PhyûCó Le:ttelI.ó, Volume 948, I'UlJIIbell 4, 198Q 

7 
Het doorionisereJHtestraling veroorzaakte effectieve risico voor radio

. logische werkers dient te worden beschouwd in relatie tot de andere 

ris.icos; dit impliceert een dosislimitering die rekening houdt met de 
leeftijd bij blootstelling. 

lCR'P Pll:~rt 21, ~ 06 the ICRP, Volume 1, No. 4, t911 

8 

Voor een nauwkeurige kwantitatiellemassaspectrometrische meting met behulp 
van' de i sotepenverdunningsmethode, moet de isotopensamens te 11 i ng van het 

"spike" ~teriaal \Mln die van het monster duidelijk verschillen. Aangezien 
voor plutonitml en IWanitmlvoldoerKte ·spike" ma'terialen met een grote 
vèrs~Jleide.id in wwrijfdngsgraadbeschikbaar zijn~ kan een verdere 
vcwrijking van dezQ.mawrialenlllet behwlp van een massasep<wator nauwelijks 
bijdragen 'fut een ~ing van de nauwkeurigheid van de massaspectrome
triscbebepa li'Rg .• 

9 

Een optimale scheid.ing van wat volgens de Kernenergiewet wel en wat geen 
radioactief afval is, zal een aanzienlijke volumereductie van met name het 
laag radioactief afval kunnen bewerkstelligen en een gedeelte van de maat
SChappelijke bezwaren tegen toepassingen van ioniserende straling kunnen 
wegnemen. 

Rad.ioa.c..Ueve .f..to66enbului:t. 4.taat4blad 1981, 564 

10 
Door de opneming van de TAP-plaatsen binnen de regeling voor werkverrui
mende maatreg.elen met als gevolg een verlenging van de wachttijd van 6 
naar 12 maanden, worden de mogelijkheden voor jonge academici om voor deze 

plaatsen in aanmerking te komen in grote mate opgeruimd. 


